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30. On March 23, 1971 from approximately 12:18 p.m. to approximately
1:07 p.m. the President met with Ehr1ichman and Shultz in the Oval Office.
At an unspecified time on March 23, 1971 the President had a telephone
conversation with Colson.
30.1 John Ehr1ichman log, March 23, 1971 (received from
White House).
30.2 White Hot~e record of George Shultz contacts with
the President, March 23, 1971 (received from
White House).
30.3 White House record of Charles Colson contacts with
the President, March 23, 1971 (received from
White House).
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31. On March 23, 1971 from 5:05 to 5:35 p.m., the President met in
his Oval Office with Ehr1ichman, Connally, Hardin, Whitaker, Shultz,
Campbell and Rice. They discussed changing the milk price support level.
31.1 Tape recording of meeting among the President, John
Ehr1ichman, John Connally, Clifford Hardin, John
Whitaker, George Shultz, Phil Campbell and Donald
Rice, Y~rch 23, 1971. .
31.2 White House record of John Whitaker contacts with
the President, }~rch 23, 1971 (received from ~bite
House).
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32. On March 23, 1971 from 5:35 to 5:38 p.m. the President met with
Connally in the Oval Office. At 5:50 p.m. Ehr1ichman met with Colson
and at approximately 6:00 p.m. Colson met with AMPI lawyer Chotiner.
During the afternoon or evening of March 23, 1971 Under Secretary of
Agriculture Campbell had a telephone conversation with Nelson. At
some time on March 23, 1971 Connally had a telephone conversation with
AMP! lawyer Jacobsen.
32.1 White House record of John Connally contacts with-
the President, }~rch 23, 1971 (received from White
House).
32.2 John Ehr1ichman log, March 23, 1971 (received from
SSC).
32.3 Murray Chor Lner' interviews, S.sC, December 7, 1973
and December 10, 1973, with accompanying SSC affidavit.
32.4 Gary Hanman testimony, SSC Executive Session, May 21,
1974, 9-11.
32.5 Phil Campbell testimony, sse Executive Session,
May 31, 1974, 60, 61, 64-66.
32.6 John Connally log, March 23, 1971 (received from SSC).
32.7 Harold Nelson deposition, Nader v. Butz, February 7,
1973, 75 and Exhibit 75.
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33. During the night of March 23, 1971 AMPI officials flew to
Louisville, Kentucky, the home of Dairymen, Inc. (DI), another large
milk producers cooperative and met at about 4:00 a.m. on March 24, 1971
with Paul A1agia, an official of DI who had attended the March 23, 1971
morning meeting with the President. They discussed political contri-
but ions including the possibility of an immediate contribution- to the
Republican National Committee for a political dinner to be held that
evening. They also discussed loans among their organizations for the
purpose of making contributions. During the afternoon of }~rch-24,
1971 a DI contribution of $25,000 was flown to Washington and given
to the Republican National Committee dinner fund to buy tables for the
dinner.
33.1 Paul A1agia testimony, SSC Executive Session,
January 25, 1974, 31-34, 38-41.
33.2 Karo1d Nelson testimony, SSC Executive Session,
December 19, 1973, 72-74.
33.3 David Parr testimony, SSC Executive Session,
December 21, 1973, 79-81.
33.4 Gary Hanman testimony, SSC Executive Session,
May 21, 1974, 8, 13-14, 20.
33.5 SPACE report to the Clerk of the United States
House of Representatives, June 4,1971 (received
from Clerk of the House of Representatives).
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34. During the night of March 24, 1971, following the Republican
National Committee dinner, Chotiner, Kalmbach and N1PI General Manager
Nelson met in Washington, D. C. in Kalmbach's hotel room. Kalmbach has
testified that Chotiner said that Ehr1ichman had asked Chotiner in view
of the price support decision to be announced the next day to reaffirm
-to Kalmbach the milk producers' pledge of $2 million to the 1972 campaign.
Chotiner has stated that as a result of a conversation with Ehrlichman
he met with Nelson and Kalmbach and discussed contributions but they did
not discuss price supports or a definite amount to be contributed.
Nelson has testified that they met and discussed contributions. Kalmbach
has testified that on March 25, 1971 he reported to Ehrlichman that
Chotiner and Nelson had reaffirmed their $2 million pledge to the
campaign.
34.1 H~rbert Kalmbach testimony, SSC Executive Session,
March 22, 1974, 59-62, 73-74.
34.2 Harold Nelson testimony, SSC Executive Session,
December 18, 1973, 159, 161, 163-66.
34.3 ~furray Chotiner interviews, SSC, December 7, 1973
and December 10, 1973, with accompanying sse
affidavit.
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35. On March 24, 1971 Campbell sent to Rice a draft press release
announcing an increase in milk price supports for use when action ,.,as
completed on the subject. On March 25, 1971 the Secretary of Agriculture
officially announced that the milk price support level for the 1971-72
marketing year would be $4.93 per cwt. (approximately 85% of parity).
Hardin has testified in an affidavit filed in civil litigation_
challenging the milk price support increase that he reevaluated the
evidence regarding the milk price support level and that the decision
to set the price support level at $4.93 was based entirely on a
reconsideration of the evidence on the basis of the statutory criteria.
35.1 United States Department of Agriculture press
release, March 25, 1971 (received from White
House).
35.2 Memorandum from Phil Campbell to Donald Rice,
March 24, 1971, with attached proposed press
release (received from ~n1te House).
35.3 Clifford Hardin affidavit, Nader v. Butz, March
7, 1972.
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36. Between March 30, 1971 and August 5, 1971 Harrison and
Chotiner transmitted to AMPI the names of 100 political committees
to receive contributions and over spring and sunwer of 1971 AMPI and
the other dairy cooperatives made contributions of $2,500 each to the
committees. The names and charters of the committees were prepared
by Presidential campaign fundraisers Bob Bennett and Hugh Sloan with
the assistance of John Dean. Haldeman received reports from Dean and
Strachan regarding the collection and handling of the milk money. On
September 11, 1971 Strachan sent a memorandum to Haldeman stating that
fundraiser Lee Nunn reported that $232,500 of milk money had been
realized. Strachan stated that this was slightly more than one-half
of the amount that should have been realized on the commitment
($90,000 per month). Throughout this period dairy cooperative officials
referred tQ the commitment to make contributions to the President's
reelection campaign.
36.1 Letter from Marion Harrison to Gary Hanman, March 30,
1971 (received from SSC).
36.2 Letter from Marion Harrison to Harold Nelson, June 16,
1971 (received from SSC).
36.3 Letter from }farion Harrison to Harold Nelson, June 29,
1971 (received from SSC).
36.4 Letter from Hurray Chotiner to David Parr, August 5,
1971 (received from SSC).
36.5 Letter from Hugh Sloan to John Dean, April 12, 1971
.(received from SSC).
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36.6 Information on campaign spending -~ H. R. Haldeman
and John Dean, May 18, 1971, SSC Exhibit No. 34-26,
3 SSC 1226- 230.
36.7 Memorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R.·Haldeman,
May 21, 1971 (received from White House).
36.8 Memorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
September 11, 1971, Exhibit C, Nader v.B~tz.
36.9 Memorandum from Gary Hanman to ADEPT Committee,
September 13, 1971 (received from SSC).
36.10 Letter from Gary Hanman to Dean Kloock, April 26,
1971, Hanman Exhibit G, Nader v. Butz.
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37. In August 1971 Colson asked that AMPI make a contribution to
People United for Good Government, apolitical committee, without
specifying the purpose of the contribution. On September 2, 1971
AMP! contributed $5,000 to the People United for Good Government.
Without the knowledge of AMP! officials, this money was later used
to reimburse Joseph Baroody of Wagner & Baroody for funds he had
loaned to Colson. The loan has been used to pay expenses incurred
by the White House Special Investigations Unit (the "Plumbers") in
connection with the break-in of the offices of Daniel E1lsberg'a
psychiatrist.
37.1 Marion Harrison testimony, SSC Executive Session,
December 4, 1973, 43-45.
37.2 Joseph Baroody affidavit, SSC, January 30, 1974.
37.3 George Webster deposition, Common Cause v. Finance
Committee to Re-elect the President, December 24,
1973, 33-35.
37.4 Charles Colson testimony, People v. Ehrlichman,
June 8, 1974, 652-56.
37.5 Memorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
September 16, 1971 (received from ~~ite House).
37.6 Harold Nelson testimony, SSC Executive Session,
December 19, 1973, 126-28.
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38. On September 3, 1971 the President delivered a speech to the
AMP! convention in Chicago, Illinois.
38.1 President Nixon remarks, September 3, 1971,
7 Presidential Documents, 1242-45.
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30. On March 23, 1971 from approximately 12:18 p.m. to approximately
1:07 p.m. the President met with Ehrlichman and Shultz in the Oval Office.
At an unspecified time on March 23, 1971 the President had a telephone
conversation with Colson.
30.1 John Ehrlichman log, Harch 23, 1971 (received from
Whi te House).
30.2 White House record of George Shultz contacts ldth
the President, Harch 23, 1971 (received from
White House).
30.3 White House record of Charles Colson contacts with
the President, March 23, 1971 (received from
White House).
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Ehrlichman log 162
30.1 John Ehr1ichman log
FRIDAY, ~!ARCH 19, 1971
8:00
8: 30-11: 00
12:00
2:0'0
3:00
4:00
7:00
7:15
HRH office
President
John Osborn (New Republic)
Sec. Volpe, Shultz, Nag rud e r , ~lacGregor, Timmons (SST)
George Shultz
Sec. Hardin, Whitaker, Cashen, Shultz, Cook, Rice
(Ni l k Price Supports)
Car at west basement
Depart for Williamsburg from Pentagon helipad
(with Lundquists)
MONDAY, ~IARCH22, 1971
7:45
8:00-10:15
11:00
12 :00
2:00
·4:00
Car at west basement
Breakfast meeting at HUD - Romney's office (Romney, Volpe,
Hardin, St ans , Blount, Burns, ~kCracken, Deming)
Reorganization briefing - Roosevelt Room
Weinberger, r-.!organ, Evans, Cole
Jerry Schecter (Time)
Roosevel t Room - HAK Laos briefing
TUESDAY, ivLA.RCH23, 1971
8:00
9:45
11:00
IT2:00
3:00
4:45
5:50
7:30
Leadership - Cabinet Room
Shultz, Hodgson
Morgan, Co Is on, Dent, Co le
President, Shultz
P~esident, Mayors
President, Connally, Hardin, Shultz, Whitaker, Rice
(Mi Ik Price Supports)
Colson
White House dinner - Etherington - Voluntary Center
WEDNESDAY, iv!ARCH24, 1971
8:00
10:45
11: 45
·12: IS
12: 30
2:00-4:00
4: 30
6:30
HRH office
Frank van der Linden
Barber
Depart l'1hi te House
Depart Andrews enroute Boston
Christian Science ~!onitor editorial board
Depart Boston enroute Andrews
Dinner with White House fellows - ~·!ess
Retyped from indistinct original
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31. On March 23, 1971 from 5:05 to 5:35 p.m., the President met in
his Oval Office with Ehrlichman, Connally, Hardin, "'"'hitaker, Shultz,
Campbell and Rice. They discussed changing the milk price support level.
31.1 Tape recording of meeting among the President, John
Ehrlichman, John Connally, Clifford Hardin, John
lfhitaker, George Shultz, Phil Campbell and Donald
Rice, March 23, 1971.
31.2 t.JhiteHouse record of John Hhitaker contacts with
the President, Harch 23, 1971 (received from White
House).
[6626]
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31.1 Tape recording of meeting
31.1 NOTE
See" Transcript Prepared by the Impeachment
Inquiry Staff for the House Judiciary Committee
of a Recording of a Heeting Alnong the President
and John Connally, George Shultz, Clifford Hardin,
John Ehrlichman, John Wllitaker, Phil Campbell and
Donald Ric~ on March 23, 1971, from 5:05 to 5:35 P.M.
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32. On March 23, 1971 from 5:35 to 5:38 p.m. the President met with
Connally in the Oval Office. At 5:50 p.m. Ehr1ichman met with Colson
and at approximately 6:00 p.m. Colson met with AMPI lawyer Chotiner.
During the afternoon or evening of March 23, 1971 Under Secretary of
Agriculture Campbell had a telephone conversation "lith Nelson. At
some time on March 23, 1971 Connally had a telephone co~versat1on with
AMPI lawyer Jacobsen.
32.1 Wllite House record of John Connally contacts with-
the President, Harch 23, 1971 (received from White
House).
32.2 John Ehrlichman log, Harch 23, 1971 (received from
SSC).
32.3 Murray Chotiner interviews, SSC, December 7, 1973
and December 10, 1973, with accompanying SSC affidavit.
32.4 Gary Hanman testimony, sse Executive Session, May 21,
1974, 9-11.
32.5 Phil Campbell testimony, SSC Executive Session,
May 31, 1974, 60, 61, 64-66.
32.6 John Connally log, March 23, 1971 (received from SSC).
32.7 Harold Nelson deposition, Nader v. Butz, February 7,
1973, 75 and Exhibit 75.
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32.2 John Ehrlichm&n log
Erlicilman log, March 1'9,1971
Retyped from indistinct original
FRIDAY, ~1ARCH19, 1971
8:00
8: 30-11 :00
12:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
7:00
7:15
HRH office
President
John Osborn (New Republic)
Sec. Volpe, Shultz, Magrude r , I-lacGregor, Timmons (SST)
George Shultz
Sec. Hardin, Whitaker, Cashen, Shultz, Cook, Rice
(Milk Price Supports)
Car at west basement
Depart for Williamsburg from Pentagon helipad
(with Lundquists)
MONDAY,MARCIl 22, 1971
7:45
8:00-10: 15
11:00
12:00
2:00
4:00
162
Car at west basement
Breakfast meeting at IIUD - Ronmey's office (Romney, Volpe,
Hardin, Stans, Blount, Burns, McCracken, Deming)
Reorganization briefing - Roosevelt Room
Weinberger, Nor gan , Evans, Cole
Jerry Schecter (Time)
Roosevc1 t Room - IIAK Laos briefing
TUESDAY, MARCH23, 1971
8:00
9:45
11:00
12:00
3:00
4:45
ll:sO
7:30
Leadership - Cabinet Room
Shultz, Hodgson
Horgan, Co Is on, Dent, Cole
President, Shultz
President, Mayors
President, Connally, Hardin, Shultz. Whitaker, Rice
(Mi.lk Price Supports)
Colson
White House dinner - Etherington- Voluntary Center
lVEDNESDAY,MARClI 24, 197!_
8:00
10:45
11:45
12: 15
12:30
2:00-4:00
4: 30
6: 30
HRH office
Frank van der Linden
Barber
Depart White House
Depart Andrews enroute Boston
Christian Science ~lonitor editorial board
Depart Boston enroute Andrews
Dinner\~ith \\'hite House fe l Iows - ~·!css
Retyped from indistinct. original
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32.3 Murray Chotiner interviews
Murray Chotiner sse interview,
December 7, 1973
-Retyped from indistinct original
MEN 0 RAN 0 U M
To: File
From: Donald G. Sanders
Date: December 7, 1973
Subj: Hurray Chotiner Interview
~!ilk Fund
Nur r ay Chotiner was interviewed today in his office at 1701
Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.c,__teleph_OI!e 298-9030. Attending
we re Donald G. Sanders, Alan Weitz, and Chotine'y-.
From January, 1970 to ~!arch197l, Chotiner was Special Counsel to the
President. Previously, he was General Counsel to the Special Representa-
tive for Trade Negotiations in the White HOllse. In '-larch 1971, he
became of counsel for Reeves & Harrison.
Chotiner said his first contact w i th the milk industry was in 1970 at
which t ime he met Parr and Nelson. He Has introduced by Harrison. He
learned the dairy people were going to assist the 1970 candidates.
Harrison knew that Chotiner \'Ia5 serving as the l\'hite House liaison
with the 1970 candidates. Chotiner thinks Parr and Nelson may have
been on their way to see Harry Dent in an adjoining office. Chotiner
didn't discuss with them any details of the contributions. Chotiner
knew"that Colson had responsibility for groups and organizations.
Chotiner was not a pa.rty to any meetings in late 1970 beth'een the dairy
people and Colson and associ ates. Harrison to ld Chotiner recent 1y th at
Pan:' and Nelson met w i th Colson (Harrison didn't attend), at wh ich tir~e
Parr w as supposed to have said that dairy f arme rs Here not being treated
properly; that they Here for th~ ~resident and wanted to help him.
There \~2..s"'''a1so talk of $1,000 ,000 or $2 ,GOO ,000 to be contributed to
the campaign. Parr told Harrison of this talk. Parr said Colson said
there couldn 1 t be any quid pro quo.
In 1971-1972, Colson sh owed Chot iner the lli l Li.ngs letter whi ch he had
in his safe. Chotiner was prob:lbly t::.lkingto Colson ab out ther:1il~
industry troubles \-lith the Department of Ap·iculture. One trouble has
the IT,iH:. products i[l',ports, and one must h ave been the mi lk pr ic e
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support. This was at a time when Chotiner was hack in private practice.
He doesn't keep a calendar or log v..hi ch wcuId sh ov meetings with
Colson. Chotiner has only met with him a f'ew times since leaving the
White House. Nos t of Chotiner's clients are retainers--doesn't bill on
a time basis.
Chotiner was shocked at Billings' letter--thought it was crass. Hillings has
said that he never intended for the President to see it; that he
felt it was necessary as the dairy people were getting kicked in the pants.
Aside from the Par r and Hi llings statements, Chotiner doesn't know of any
specific amount of money to be given by the dairy industry.
Colson once told Chotiner that he wanted to dis as s ociat e himsel f from
'any further contact wi th the dairy industry- -b as ed on Hillings' lett er ,
Chotiner recalled that Harrison said he had toned down the Hillings'
letter. Chotiner didn't know what was meant by "special project," and
when he asked Harr.i s on what was meant by this, Harrison said he didn't
recall. Chotiner didn't talk with Hi.Llings about the letter.
Short Iy after joining Reeves and Harrison in ~Iarch 1971, Chotiner did
tell people in the Government that t.he milk support level should be
increased. He left the White House on Mar-ch 6, 1971. After the
Secretary of Agriculture decision on ~,!arch 12, Chat iner talked \vi th
Ehrlicllman (Gridiron Dinner), lfuitaker, Colson, Cashen. Separately,
but in substance, he told thern the Republicans usually carry the
Midwest , but they need the farm vote to do it; that they need the ~lid-
west to carry the election. He commented that nearly every prominent
Democrat had s pons or ed legislation to raise support. If the price is
going up, .he said it was stupid to let the Democrats get the credit for it.
Chotiner was not sure that he knew of trust funds at this time.
He knew the dairy folks bought one or two tables at the Republican fund-
raiser on March 24, 1971.
Chotiner recalled talking with Harrison about the appearance that the
milk people didn't want to buy any tickets for the dinner--he told
Harrison he thought they should buy some. He didn't talk with anyone
else about this.
After the dinner, Chot iner did talk with Nelson. He said if they
wanted to maKe a contribution, Harrison would let them know to whom
to give it. Kafrrbach was also present; it Has at the Madison Hotel.
There was some annoyance or confl ict between Colson and !Iarrison.
Therefore, Chotiner Has asked t a serve as li aison betwe en the dai ry people
and the Government. He w as asked by Ehr l ichman (or someone in his
behalf). Cnotiner was going to Cal i fo rni a and Has asked to stay for
Retyped from indistinct original
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a meeting. After dinner, Chotiher met Nelson in the lobby. called
Kalmbach's room, and met in his room (he had been in bed.) Chotiner
told them he would act as dairy liaison with the Government for their
problems, and Harrison would continue to serve as dairy counsel.
Chotiner said nothing else of s igni.f.i cance Has discussed at this
meeting.
Chotiner told Nelson that Harrison would provide names of committees
for any contribution the dairy industry mlght make. Chotiner said
Harrison woul d be in touch w i th them. KaIrnbach didn't say much. There
was not discussion of price support or definite amounts to be contributed.
Chotiner speculated that the only reason Harrison couldn't have met with
Nelson and Kalmbach as we11 as Chotiner was because of the fri ction
between Colson and Harris on. Chotiner did not know why it was so
important to have the meeting that night so as t cause him to postpone
a trip.
When asked how he knew that Harrison would serve to tell Nelson hOH
the cont~ibutions were to be made, Chotiner said it was just based on
the fact that Harrison was counsel fo r A\IPI.
~otiner saw Colson on ~larch 23. !-:Iedidn't recall if that is when he
~rned of Hillings' letter or the bad rapport with Harrison,
Retyped from indistinct original
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32.3 Murray Chotiner interviews
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SAMUZL DASH
CHIEF COUNSEL.,AND Sf'\FF tiIR~croR:
Fn!::iJ O. THQ,"'-41-"501'f
MINORITY COu:-OS;:':l.
RUFUS L.. EOMI'iT-£N
DEPUTY COUNS;i1.
SELECT COMMITTEE ON
PRESIDSNTIAL CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIZS
(PUFfSU"'N"( TO S. RflS. ';0. 1)0 CONGH£SS)
"VASHINGTON. D.C. 20510
NEl·m?J\ NDUN
TO: FILE
FPJ)}-I: ALAN HEITZ
DATE: DECE1'fBER 10, 1973 (RETYPED FEBaUARY 13, 1974)
SUBJECT: SECOND CHOTI~"ER INTERVIET,{-
.:"-:
Today, Dave Dorsen, Dennis SU::Ii.IIlerS,Bob Silverstein
and I con tinued our in t.e rview \'li t.hHurray Chotiner.
1. l'i..arch24, 1971
Colson was "uptight" and annoyed 1;vith i:-larionHarrison
rand Pat Hillings. He had told this to Chotiner even before
he left the ~..;niteHouse, (Colson and Chotiner we re 2 of 4
special coun se1) and again whe n ChO.tiner saw Colson tw i.ce
the 23rd (9 or 9:30 A.M. and 6 P.M.') Colson may even
ve shown the Hillings letter to Chotiner on the 23rd.
(BeDveen the 6th and the 24th, Chotiner also had one wee tinac»in San Antonio with Harrison, Hillings and the client.)
On the evening of the 2!j.that the Republican fund-
raising dinn~~:.Ehrlichman (or one of his staff) told Chotiner
that Colson was uptight and annoyed a-nd.-thathe didn It \Vant
to have anything to do \vith dairy people if they represented
them. Ehr Li.chman then asked Chotiner if he ...cou l,d take over
as liaison for the dairy people on quotas, price supports
and other government Datters. Chotiner replied that, since
he was Of Cou~s2l 2nd the dairy people were Harrisonls clients,
he 'couldn't take over, but he would help. Ehrlich~an also
J- h~;) .- -)"11....
,_ '- . ....... ...-.._ ~.~... '" ir.--. :,~:;_ l-:::c);J.ch ' S
CCP.I1_:~~n f t; tet2P:C2 s enc e , to ~::..:U.
.- .
.-'
~"r...~-~~rl~~
.,.:._',
..«:>,
c. :~ •• '•. -,
;:<0<-r_;':~:
F"~-"
:':; "
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next day since he had plans to fly out to C21ifornia.
Ehrlichman then suggested that they meet that: night. So)
at the dinner, Chotiner told NeLsori Illet's get together
Hith Kalmbach to talk about the milk dec i.s i.on" and then he
talked briefly to lZalobach to get his room nUDber i~ the
Nadison Hotel. Chotiner also in£oITled Harrison. Chotiner
hasn't talked to Ehrlichr::::an about this since then.
Chotiner explained that it would have been unseemly
for a government officiaL to have been present when Chotiner
told Nelson of the change in ,representation, but that Kalmbach
lent' greater. credence to it.
• ..,;'" ~~. -.: .". .:'. .'<.: ;..
", '_ -._ ~~.. ',,'
Chotinersaid Eh r Li.c hman did not rce nti.on the price
decision or contributions... Chotiner says that: he didn 't
learn of the Adoinistration decision until it: wa s publicly
announced 'on the. 25th~~: The dairy people were very happy
af ter, the meeting w'ith ,the Pre side nt ,
,'._"
Chotiner wentt:o the Hadison Ho'ce L after the dinner
and called Kalmbach's room but couldn't reach Ka Lmba ch ,
Nelson arrived and after wa i t Lng for some tine, he and
Chotiner realized they had been calling the "\.Jrongnumber.
or so, it was 11:30 or midnight when they finally rae t; with
Ka Lmbach •... :' "
cIt appeared to Chotiner that Nelson and Kalmbach
already knew each other. At the meeting, Chotiner said:
"Harold, it's no criticisin of Narion or Pat; maybe
-t.he y don't like the T,vay they comb their hair,
but there 1 s bad feeling be tween Colson a nd darion
and Pat. So they want me to represent yG~ in
dairy matters unless you objec t , 71
Nelson: flO.K." (He seemed to have heard about
it before; in fact he never asked about Harrison's
absence from the meeting.)
Chotiner: t.ha t your
;...... ,
f·
~' ...
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Nelson: "He had a satisfactory rileetinoHith the
C>President and we appreciate it. We contribute
to both Democrats and Re pubLi.cans, If we wan t;
to contribute to Republicans, how should vie do so?"
Chotiner: "Harrison is still your attorney for
such matters, and he'll give you the names of
commi ttee s , 11
Chotiner does not recall any further discussion;
he and Nelson ·then left Kalmbach's room. Chotiner we n t; hODE
and the next day (the 25th) he left for California.
Chotiner says that he assumed the contributions
would be substantial, although he didn't. know the specific
amount. Chotiner does not believe there was any ·specific
reference at the meeting to substantive issues.
After the meeting, he informed Harrison, but he never
talked to Colson about it. After Chotiner net ,qithColsol.1once
or tw i.ce, Hitchel1 called Chotiner (in April or' shortly after
returning from California) to tell him that signals had been
changed and Harrison wa s again acceptable as representative
of the dairy people vis-a-v~s Colson. Chotiner told Harrison,
and Harrison didn't seem sllrprised. Nonetheless, Harrison
continued to deal primarily with Cashen, and Chotiner with Colson.
Chotiner knows of no dairy contacts with Connally.
2. 1971 Contributions
Chotiner doesn't remember telling 'Harrison~ after
the Barch 24 meeting, about the contributions discllssed
by Nelson at the meeting. At some point, (Chotiner thinks
more than a w~ek after the 24th), Harrison showed Chotiner
r , l!' l~1 II r- ~- • t t e e Cho r i -some or trie Sl .ry narnes or: corrzm:L.;;. ....S. L10ci.ne r zeraembers
names of only so:-rre cOIlIOittees,of the 100, being provided
at first to Harrison and ~he'dairy people.
Chotiner wasnttdirectly involved in the contributions.
Howeve r , in the SlL'1IJ:"Qerof 1971, Harr.i.son ';·i2nC to Euz ope .
Before he left, he told Chotiner that the contribu~ions
\'72 re no t cooing in as an tieipated. Cho ti.ner con fil::::edthis
'._ .~11'-nr-; Frry-:J ;:-:n-1 ~~!1C>"1 I\""J:." P"r~ r ..,hn '"~,-irl '", rT~c:,nltoJ c.,..cJ l.s. , ~, - -'.\'_" •• L. __ L _._· -', "'_' .. ~,,_..,..,.. r._. ,.« ..
,-, .. ~.. ,~" :"1 --) L") ~, (~-l' .~ ", J t 1,-. ,':). r""':; ~-..z.. ~~ 0: . r 1,: ",' .~' ( - 1" t- I- ,,"~ , S, CJ" 1.·~. ; ',' ,1 T_'''_',1. ~.'• ',~ :-~)j_lL':::: i.. • .;:~ "I..;_.!,"', c .. _... _ :......._ l~_ •• _"""",' .- ~I.I.'- _"-'~~;__""'L_._._ __ "_''_''.)"' "-"' __ ...... _" __
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had Har r i.son l s secretary send a list of the 100 cornrait t.e e s
to Parr, marked to indicate cOIilliJittee nClG:esalrea.dy sent to
the dairy people by Hariisan. Chotiner had SODeidea that the
contributions we re being coordinated among the three dairy
co-ops. Hhen the checks calTe in to Chotiner, he oere1y had
a secretary take them to FC2~. After August, 1971, he had
no further participation in the contributions.
2. A. 1972 Solicitations
Only recently did he hear from Harrison of AHPI
mee.tings with Kalo.bachin 1972. Chotiner says he had no-
contemporaneous know Ledge of such mee t.Lngs or of any further
solicitations. .-
~. :.. -, .~ .
3. El1sberg Break-In·
......
Sometime in '1971, Colson' aCsked -Chofiner if the da iry
people wanted to give $5000 to another committee, for some
work or project. Chotiner passed the infornation on to
Harrison, wi thout; ever knowing any de tails •.
Chotiner cannot explain why Harrison thinks Colson
called Harrison directly. Chotinertold us that Colson ffi2.y
have called Chotiner who t.o Id Harrison who, in t.urn; called
either Colson or Cashen.
Chotiner says that Harrison' once told him that
someone (prest.IIIJ.ablyColso~) !fover there" (in the Hhite House)
had sugge st.ed that MfPI hire ·l·JagDerand' Baroody for public
relations xcork , Chot i.ner knows nothing further except
that he thinks they were retained. He thinks they needed
public relations work to help their inage.
4. Antitrust Suit
Harrison told ChotLner about the Justice Departu:ent
antitrust suit against A?..rPI, after it-pas filed. Chot i.ner
.may have talked to Colson about it. The key objection by}u':[PI
was that there had been no 30 or 60 day pre-filing negotiation
oeriod. Harrison and Chot i.ner decided to wai t; until the~ .
.. 1· r- d' _c 4O. (Cho t inew an t t t r us r cnr.er \·7as narne oeror e pUrS'Lllng .i t , GnotlDe:,-
• - - r- p • ,--,., I -1 . -b -got; tne arapr'e s s i.on r rorn i;.a.:.-r~son LQ2I: ~..~C ...are n ;:'123 r e s pous a ie
for' filing the suit just prior to his leaving the Departcenc.)
13. ,/-- t t.. ......., ........"...,-,. 1...· \"~':: r' 1.... 1- .:: _'C:. "'~' :'. ~-. ~~: '\ •• ~'''''_•. I._.I. l...... .l ...t::; ~,~~" '\..\..... ~. .:.~~.:);_;_ ..._, :_. -- - - _"'.
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Chotiner saw Mitchell at a party. Chotiner took the opportunity
to tell i>Iitchell that ANP:!. should be treated like any other
defendant in the up-cooing post-filing negotiations. He
says MitcSell didnlt respond.
Chotiner was first shown the Harrison letters
(attached) last week , and he was upset. He says that, contrary
to the implication of the Harch 25 letter to i-Iehren, they
they did not discuss talking to Kleindienst, but only to
McLaren's successor. Although Chotiner never again talked
to Hi.t.cheLl, about the suit, he understands Har r i son did
later talk to Kleindienst. (Chotiner once talked to Bruce
\-7i1son about an unrela ted rnatter.)
In 1972, A}~I fired Reeves & Harrison because
the firm 'tv-asnot getting a good response from the Administration.
5. FCRP '.~.
Chotiner was in charge of ballot security in the
President's 1972 campaign. He \.yC1.S reimbursed for his expenses
and for the money he paid to reporters. Hhen he left the
~':;hite House, he received money from Ka Iraba ch for part of
his secretarial and phone ex-pe nse (but never his rent at
Reeves & Harrison.) P.1iIPI paid for part of his secretary's
furnishings; he a Iwavs paid for his rent ($625 per raont.h)
out of his monthly payment frem the firm.
; ..._.:.-. '[6649]
SE~;AT_C:;SEL.2CT Cm,rHTTEE ONP.2ESIDE2fTIAL CA2,lPAIG[1 ACTIVITIES
AFFIDAVIT
District of Colu~bia
City of Washington
I, Alan S. Heitz, a resident of Hashington, D.C., being
duly swo rn , hereby depose and say as follm'i's:.
·J_.·r have been as sf.starrt couns eL to the Senate Select
Co~ttee on Presidenti~L Campaign Activities from September 24~
1973 to the present.. '"
"2~':rn the 'course of the Cormnittee's investigation, r1.r ..
'. ... - Donald Sanders,. Deputy Minority Couns eL, and r interviewed.'
;- Hr. Murray Chotiner on December 7, 1973, and :Hr. David Dorsen
(AsSistant Chief Counsel), .Hr .. Dennis-Summers (AsSistant .; .
. Couns eL}, Nr.RobertSilverstein (AsSistant Minority Counsel)
'. and I Lnt.e rva ewed NT. Chotiner, again, on Decerne er 10, 1973.
On the day of the first Ln t erv i ew-' i·IT .. Sanders 'wrote a
memorandum s ummaz-Lz Lng the substance of the Ln t erv.i.ew, On the
.day of the second Lrrt erv Lew I wrote a memor-andum sumrna.r-Lz Lng
the sUbstance of the interview.
.. ..:;- ,
3. On January 24, 1974, ~IT. Darsen advised me that he
had telephoned I1Ir.· Chotiner t s off'ice to arrange to obtain .
SvTorn testimony in executive session before the Co~ittee on
the subjects of the interviews, and was advised by Nr. Chotiner1s
secretary that he had been in a serious automobile accident the
prec eding day. Hr.. Chotiner died on ,January 30 -' 1974.
4. I am executing this affidavit in orde~ to preserve~
in the most rel.iable form, the subs tanc e of Mr, Chotiner t s
account related to us of relevant events~ To this end,
(1) ~/Ir. Se.n~ers ~nd I, reviewed !,~e Decernber 7~ 1;:73 memor andum;
(2)1 c au seu Lly De cemb e.r' 10,19(3 rnemo z-ariduznto De retY-:ged
on Comrni.t t ee letterhead stationery- to c o.rr ect any typog·,:-e,phi,c3.1
errors. to snell out certa:Ln na~es a-;rd to rewrite cert.ain
cryptically--phrased sentences in the original December 10
memorandum. r did not alter the substance of the earlier
memorandum; and (3) I showed the r et.yped Dec emoer 10 ::r1e"lor2..ndu~
. to Messrs. Do r s en, Summe r s and Silverstein.
5. Mr. Sanders and I agree that t~e December 7 Sa~der3
m2~orandu~ is a true and accurate account of the SUbstance of
m8:1l0 r and um is a t.TW:.! arid aCCUTa t e acc oun t of the SU03 t.aric e or'
interview with Mr. Choti.ner of that date.
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Affidavit
Page 2
6. Attached to this Affidavit are the following:
Exhi.b.i.t A: copy of the Decernb er 7, 1973 raernore.ndum fr8:l1
Donald G. Sanders to the File r e : llIurray ChotLrie.r Interview;
~~ibit B: the retyped Dece8ber 10, 1973 wemorand~
from Alan \{eitz to the File re: Second ChotLner Interview.
> .
.- ,..
Subscribedr&~d sworn to before me
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Hr. Hanrna.n. I do not know for sure.
2 , ~r. Weitz; Did he t"ll you or did anyone else tell you
I '
vzho called Parr?
I •
4
-
ftr. Hoecker. Did Parr tell him that?
5
Mr. Weitz. Did Parr 'tell you that or did you know -that it
6 wa s a fact?
?
Hr. Hamnan. I do not know who called him. But it is my
8 recollection tha,t' s"why we went.
9
Mr. weitz. Did someone tell you or do you recall from
10 ~iliatever source who you were told had called Parr?
11
Mr. Harman. Hy recollection was it '\'12.5 a call from Phil
12 Carnpb,ell.
13 Hr. Heitz. Be was Undersecretary of Agriculture?
1.4 Mr. Hap~an. Yes.
15 Hr. ~\Teitz. Were you told or do you have any :recollectio!1
16 of wh a t; wa s supposed too have transpired in that telephone CO!l-
17 versation?
18
\
I-lr'. Hanman. No. Hy recollection was tha t t~he call in
19 effect said we should go to the dinner, we should not boy~ott
20
the dinner, we should go ahead with the plans as peviously
\made.
I nr . Heitz. Had you ever talk.ed to Phil Cernpbc Ll. a bouc
I
21
22
';··~lr-~ '-,""'" ~~ ._ .-... . ..., ..... '.~;! ,,-.,........:" r., -r- .. -j _- 1 1 1- ; 0 ','[.::C'J "-;: I __ . '" .__~•. _, '"-' .... _ ~- --.J
~._; Ii support
2"'.t
~-....... ,
decision?
t-lr. Hanl11Cl:1. 110.
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Mr. Weitz. Do you know w~ether anyone connected with any
2 of the three principal dairy coops had spo}-:ento Campbell about
3 contributions activities or possible contributions?
4 Hr. Hanman. Not that I could testify to, no.
5 Mr. Weitz. Do you know hON Campbe Ll,kriew about the plans
6 to go to the dinner, the possible boycott of the d~nner?
7
.Mr. Hanman., No, I do not.
8 Mr. Heitz. Do you know whether there was any reference by
9 Campbell to the price support matter ,·--e.itherany meetings t:hat
10 we z e going on \Vithin the Adm i.ni.st.rat i.onor a review of the price
11 support, the first decision and so.forth?
12 Itt e Harirnan , No, I do not.
13
14
15 Mr. Hanman. No-, As I recall, the general statement was t
16 progress is being made. We should go ahead and go to the dinner
17
~
Hr. Heitz. Progress is being P.ladewith regard to what?
18 I" H' To J.-Lhi ~ pr".ice SUp-)O-~ ar-t'vi J.- 1 •·1r. aI'.Jnan. _- _ ~. t-.L L ~ l l Ly, ".;or.-(lng on
. 19 this legislation.
20 Hr. Heitz. Campb eLl,was in the i\dninistration. H Ld- .2 V.'OU \..J.
21 not.have to call you to tell you progress was being 8ac1e "',ri t.h
22 legislation, would he?
j.r ,-I 'I'·'"!r·", ]''''...,c, -.. ...
24 !ltru8 -
II Hr. Heitz.
IIII
f a c t ( :":25 he no t;In t.o the2S
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Nr. BanrBn. The.tIs right.
11 I
I
Iregar-the progress that wa s being made in the P.dJninistrationwa s
2 ding administrative increase?
Hr. Hamnan. I do not know ,
4 Mr. weitz. Is that not what you understood?
5 Nr. Haru"TIan.I understood that progress 'Has being made an
6 our objective, to get price support increases, legislative or
7 administratively.
8 Mr. Weitz~ vThatwas Campbell referring to?Llr. Han.T.an. I do not knoVle
Hr. Weitz. .Hhat wa s you.r understanding talking abou t; it
9
10
11 with Parr and others?
12 Hr. Hanman. I do not know. I do not recollect ~"hether it
13 Has legislative or aillninistr<J.tive.I think it could have been
1.4 legislative. I think there would have been sone calls to him
15 from Republican Congressmen or Senators with respect to this.
16 One of t.bethings that He asked them to do r.vc:'..sto call the•
17 AQ~inistration people, the people in the Administration.
18 Hr. ~'~eitz. They had been'doing that for a nurnba r of we eks
19 had they not?
20
21 I Nr ,- \'7ei.tz. The c f fort had been going on \,'i t.h the r,,, 1 ,.-"
~? ',I ",,,'oJ.,, in Co"aress and elsewhere for a numbo r of weeks ::-~'
~ -j Ii'_ -
\'
I,
23 \monthS.
I
I
24 II
\1
25 II
Han..82n. I n t e n s iV cl.v dc c i.s iori r ~yes~since
nr . \<leitz.
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Report of Proceedings
Hearing held before
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Duplication or copying of this transcript
by photographic, electrostatic or other
facsimile means is NOT AUTHORIZED_
Copies available, when authorized -n'/ Com-
mittee, only through Official Repo;ters.
Washington, D_C
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time which vzou Ld be five fifty Eastern Stanc:ard Tine whi ch
wouLd be the tine in i!ashington' on narch 23 of 71, t.her e is a
record of a. phone call from. Hr. Phil Canpbell to flr. Nelson
with the message to return the call to your horne. ;s your
number Area Code 703-360-5789?
Nr. Cerrrpb eLl, , Yes. So '-_.Cr. Heitz.
afternoon T,lhic;h
That wou l.d indicate then ·that.·at '5:30'inthe
would have been shortly after the 4:45 neeting
Mr. Camplae Ll , Haybe I didn't. All I knovz is I placed the
call and talked to hin. I can't giv~ you the details. I mean
you have the records and I will have to accept when it was on
there.
Hr. Heitz. Do you recall hin returning the call at your
15 home t)1.at evenin<J?
""ac
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16
17
18
19
I talked t.o hin. I don't recallI Hr. CaInpbell. I recall
~ wh at; c i.r currs tarice s •
t1r. ~~Lei,tz.Did you tall: to hi.m after dinner?
nr. CaI'lpbell. I though-t I tv..-li:elc:l to h i.rt at the office.
20 l1y meraoz y nay be wz oriq on that.
21
22 'I
I
I'2~)Ii .
24 I
Mr. Weitz. You see the records show he was still In Dash-
.-
" gton that day.In 1. _
but I pLaced the call and tc:tlked to h.i.mbut I C2f! I t tell y ou
25 exactly ~hen.
GO !
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Mr. Neitz. Did you have your SAcretary pl~ce the c~ll?
fir. CampbeJ.l. I don't reTler:1.berhow it wa s done.
l-lr.'i.:e·i tz. nut it is likely that the only nunber you
would have ha.d in your recorc1s.Hould have been his office in
San Antonio?
Hr. CampbeLk , That is correct. Yes. Possibly his hone.
I donlt knoH.
Hr. Weitz. But not his hote.lroon in Hashington?
Hr. C&-npbell. No, I recall I had the call placed, I did
talk to hin but I don It know hOH or whe n the call was conpletec1
Hr. Weitz. Could you tell 11S what; .you told h irnon the
telephone?IHr. Car,lpbell. Yes.
Harold if we do change our
I asked hin to -- well I said, now
nind and do raise the price, will
you arid the other c1airynen s top asking us for prices Lncreascs
-- well, not price increases but· price support increases
because I don't think it is good for the dairynen. Hill you
get off our backs? And he agreed and said he would.
Mr. Weitz. You recall using that language, "get off our
backs?"
Hr. Cructpbell. Yes I I asLed h i.ri to get of f our be.c ks and
he ag::::eed t.hat if we did raise the price support that he ~ould.
~1:c. \'ei tz. Dl.d you
Presider'lt?
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him that it had been Dade.
64
Mr. Weitz. Did you discuss anything else In the conv~rsatian
Br. Canpbell. No',that Has .a very short conversation.
Nr. Heitz. Did you ask him not to boycott the Republican
fund raising dinner the next night?
Mr. Carnpbe L'I, yo, sir, I don't recall talking .... -,-0 __.even
him about that. I don t t recall any conversations \']ith hirnin
regard to that fund raising.
Hr. \':eitz. Did you attend that,dinner?
Hr. Ca.'Upbell. No I sir.
Mr. Heitz. Here you auare on the 23rd the dinner 'Has
going to be held the next evening?
Hr. Campbell. I Has awaz e because I got a letter soliciti ,g
me to buy a $1, eoo ticket, whi.chI was not financially able to
do. I get these letters each year an<'1I have. never bought a
ticket because I a-:l not financially able.to.
Nr. Heitz. Here you awaz e that the dairy co-ops were
planning to attend the dinner representatives of the CO-OD were
to attend the dinne~?
I don I tknm-r wheri I Irnevz ,Carapb e Ll., I heard after-Hr.
wards that they Here there and I don I t kriow how rnany tickets
i
they bought or anything about it, 6ut I had nothing to do with I
th:C::-1 j?'..l'::C:L;:3ir·0 t.heti.(:::;:~t.s.. !
nr . ~-'~itz. Here VOlI c"'\)tl~.e t.ha t; ::>-"'-'-""r t.he 'I 1 12' .. Ino; _" -- C_".c..c.<:'::: ~'Clrcn Cl2ClSlO,~
they hac1 started to changethc:ir rii.nds abou t; 2.ttcnr~ing t:~e[6661]
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dinner and Ln.l f ac t; sane of t.hern \'lanted to boycott the dinner?
Hr. CartpbeLl ; I don't recall that, no. I do not recall
that because I was not involved in initiatinG:) or l·nst;g~~l·n~- ",,- .':J
the purchase of any tickets ,to that dinner.
Hr. N'eit.z , Hell, \Jhether. or not you wer e involved in
initiating or insti~ating the purchase of ,the tickets,were you
aware or were there people telling you or inferring the fact
that there vra s a change of sentiment on the part of the dairy
people?
Hr. Campbell. I don't recall it. I don't recall when I
'knevl they Here even thinl:ing of buying tickets. .I do rene8her
hearing as I reneriber that they had t\yOor three t'ables. I
don't know how many people that vzouLd be but I a s sume that is
ten people to a t<l.ble. I don't recall the tine sequence of
"when I heard this because fran1:ly I. was notirlVolved in the
dinner, I w~s not involved in trying to sell tickets and did
not attend t."1edinner a nrl as a result it wa sn 1 t of prine
importance-to rie in my rai.nd and I don t t reneDber vrh en I heard
ariv t.h i riq of that type but I do :r:'erle~jbct:c h ear i.riq afteruards 'h_ _ 1:.. ,ey
did have two or three tables.
Heit3 .. Defore the d inne r you dic1n t t d i,s cus s \7 i t.h1
I
lone the likelihooct
II
1\
of the dairy peo.:?le either attending or not
I don't such discussions,nr. Canpbell.
althoTJc.rll I may have l1cc::trc1 t.ha t. -.·Jus~· li.~·_r.' -J' 11"" -, tl ., - ~ . L r 1. r (t 1l sot:"1 c r
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thing of donatin0 $~~i11ion to the President's cappaign. I
could ha.ve heard that but I don t recall it.
Hr. '\'lei tz. Did you kriovz of any plans by t,he dairy people
to contribute as much as $60 thousand, $80 thousand, ,or$lOO
thousand to the dLnnez' or to the dinner corami,ttees?
Hr. Campbell. I had no personal kriow Ledqe of this.. I
don't recall anyone telling me an~ saying "we are going to do
these things n although I did hear af t.erwazds that they had. I,
could ':heve very easily been told by somebody weLl, "they are
going to buy tickets to the diriner" but that vra sn" t inportant
~nd I don't ,recall it. It could
Hr. Heitz.' Is there any Hay that you can pinpoint the tin
whe n you talked to Nelson on the 23rc1.other than the fact it
apparently >~asafter 5:50 p.n.?
Hr. Canpbell. No, there is-not. I reneDber placing the
call and then, until you corrected ne I thought I got the call
,through but I evidently did not and I just dori" t kriow whe n I
talked to h i.ri but I thousht it was that sane day. It might
not have been, it could have been the next day but I did talk
to hin. l'"ndI thougbt it was the s ame day that it may not helve
I been.
i
1
I
I
I
I
1 ~-=---- ...........iiiiiiiiiiOiii=--oiiiiii.iiiiii"""""""_~ __
r:.,..._ J. J.~ •
recelll talking to hin at hor.ie versus at your office?
Hr. CaI'1poell. no .
66
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Harold Nelson deposition,
February 7, 1973, 75
32.7 Harold Nelson deposition
Retyped from indistinct original
75best of his ability what it says.
MR. GOLDBLOOM: Do you have other questions?
MR. DOBROVIR: No. After this I'm finished.
(Secretary returns original
(exhibit to Counsel.
MR. DOBROVIR: I am now showf.ng the original
back page of Exhibit 75 to Mr. Nelson who will read, as
best he can decipher his own handwriting, what it says.
A "Schultz: Every dime must be cu t Idown ;" Squiggle.
"Schultz has got to be instructed." Then an illegible
word, then "talked to Schultz and Pres thirty minutes.
Told Pres we wer-e rnos t aggressive po Lft i.caL: organiza tion
in America." Then another line and uncompleted sentence,
"Didn't give."
Q Would you like to amend the word "America"? You just said
"most aggressive political organization in America."
A "In agriculture.7I Yes, I certainly would because that's
not a strong statement because agricultural organizations
are notoriously politically impotent.
MR. DOBR.OVIR: Off the record.
(An off-the-record discussion was
(had.
- HR. DODROVIR: I have no more ques tions.
Retyped from indistinct original
[6668]
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33. During the night of March 23, 1971 A}WI officials flew to
Louisville, Kentucky, the home of Dairymen, Inc. (Dr), another large
milk producers cooperative and met at about 4:00 a.m. on March 24, 1971
with Paul Alagia, an official of D1 who had attended the March 23, 1971
morning meeting with the President. They discussed political contri-
butions including the possibility of an immediate contribution- to the
Republican National Committee for a political dinner to be held that
evening. They also discussed loans among their organizations for the
purpose of making contributions. During the afternoon of r~rch-24,
1971 a DI contribution of $25,000 was flown to Washington and given
to the Republican National Committee dinner fund to buy tables for the
dinner.
33.1 Paul A1agia testimony, SSC Executive Session,
January 25, 1974, 31-34, 38-41.
33.2 Harol.dNelson testimony, SSC Executive Sess Lon ,
December 19, 1973, 72-74.
33.3 David Parr testimony, SSC Executive Session,
December 21, 1973, 79-81.
33.4 Gary Hanman testimony, SSC Executive Session,
~~y 21, 1974, 8, 13-14, 20.
33.5 SPACE report to the Clerk of the United States
House of Representatives, June 4, 1971 (received
from Clerk of the HOl~e of Representatives).
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she gave me a number to call and then I was informed that th
wanted to meet me. But I can't remember -~ I know I didn't·
talk with Nelson, Parr, Lilley, or Hanman. I mean I don't
recall them talking to me.
Mr. Weitz. While you were in Chicago?
Mr. Alagia. Right.
Mr. Weitz: But were you informed that those were the-.-.--.~.~- -~ --" ..- ..--~--.
people who were trying to look for you?
Mr. Alagia. Oh, no. No, I didn't know who was going to
be at the airport when I got off until I got off the airplane
Mr. Weitz. Did you know someone would be trying to meet
you or wait for you?
Mr. Alagia. I was told that. Whether or not they would
be there, I was going home.
Mr. Weitz. But your wife told you 'they would try to meet
y ou at the airport?
Mr. Alagia. Hhen I got home, yes.
~fr. __W_GcJtz. What is your best recollection of the time
Iyou arrived in the airport in Louisvill-e.tha t morning?
Hr. Alagia. Three or four o'clock.
Mr. vleitz. mow did you find at the airport wa LtLng for
you?
Hr. Al.ag i a . I f our-! 119.ro1-.:1N?1_sn, D':1.'l2 Parr> Garry
.Hanman, and ilobLiliey. If they il.a.(~ anyuociy eLse there , I
don't remembe.r.
Re.typed from indistinct original
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Mr. Weitz. And Mr. Lilley, Mr. Nelson, and Mr. Parr
were employed by Al'1P1 and Mr. Hanman was employed by Mid-
America dairy.
Mr. Alagia. Yes sir.
Mr. Weitz. Who spoke to you when you came off the plane?
Mr. Alagia. I don't know which one of them spoke to
me, but I know my -- you know --
Mr. Weitz. Who did most of the talking to you?
Mr. Alagia. Mr. Parr.
Mr. Weitz. Do you recall anything in particular
could you tell us essentially what he told you?
Mr. Alagia. "\;JhenI got off the plane -- you know , I can
tell you the thrust of the meeting .. 1 can't remember it
word for word, but I can tell you what the thrust was as far
as these four fellows descending on me at that time. That
was, you know, I could not imagine w~y they were down there
to meet me at that time. But in the past, I mean, they were
night people from the word go as far as meetings and things
like that were concerned.
In any event, I asked them to -- you know, what on earth
did they want?
They said, weII , they indicate.d to me they wanted
, two or three hundred thousand dollars from us.
I said, wall "fOU, or woris to th:s ei:~c~J voe hnv2 got
to be kidding. I mean we would not have that kind of Ilioney.
Retyped from indistinct original [6676]
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Mr. Weitz. And Mr. Lilley, Mr. Nelson, and Mr. Parr
were employed by AMPI and Hr. Hanman was employed by Mid-
America dairy.
Mr. Alagia. Yes sir.
Mr. Weitz. Who spoke to you when you came off the plane?
Mr. Alagia. I don't know which one of them spoke to
me, but I know my -- you know --
Mr. Weitz. Who did most of the talking to you?
Mr. Alagia. Mr. Parr.
Mr. Weitz. Do you recall anything in .particular
could you tell us essentially what he told you?
Hr. Alagia. wTflenI got 0 ff the plane -- you know , I can
tell you the thrust of the meeting. I can't remember it
word for word, but I can tell you what; the thrust was as far
as these four fellows descending on me at that time. That
was, you know I could not imagine why they we re down there
to meet me at that time. But in the 'Past, I mean, they were
night people from the word go as far as meetings and things
like that were concerned.
In any event, I asked them to -- you know, what on earth
did they want?
They said, we Ll, they indicated to me they wanted
two or three hundred thousand dollars from us.
I said, well you, or words to this effect, you have got
to be ~i!ding. I m~an
Retyped from indistinct original
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What are you guys talking about?
So they got off that.
Mr. Weitz. Before we leave that. They got off that.
33
You have to be kidding.
When they first made the -- would it be Nelson or Parr
essentially who made that request or statement?
Mr. Alagia. Yes, but I don+t recall whi ch one.
Mr. Weitz. Did they in any way indicate, either by the
context of the discussion or anything else you can piece
together from your understanding at the time, did they
indicate what they wanted the money for or for whom?
Mr. Alagia. Well, it was -- let me-put it this way.
In the context of the meeting -- and you know, incidentally,
I didn It know whether this meeting was this day or later on
at some other time unti I we got really checking these
records. But obviously, in the meeting we had had with the
President and it was in the context of, you know, that meeting.
That is about the best I can put it.
Then they got on to wanting SPACE to lend ADEPT $100,000.
Mr. Weitz. Now, ADEPT, you indicated, had been formed
more than a year after SPACE had been formed. Was it your
understanding that they had even a smaller amount of funds
·available than did SPACE?
Mr , Alagia. Frankly, 'r didn't know what ADEPT had in
their coffers, you ktiow,nor did r know what TAPE had. I just
didn't keep count of that, you know.
[6678]
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,Mr. Weitz. But it was clear.inyour.mind that they
wanted the money in order to enable ADEPT to make a contribution
with that amount?
Mr. Alagia. What other conclusion could I reach?
Mr. Weitz. And they said they wanted how much, $100,000?
Mr. Alagia. $100,000.
Mr. Weitz. Did they tell you by what time or timetable
they wanted it?
Mr. Alagia. I asked them in effect, what was the time-
table. They said the first of the week •...
I said, well, listen, I am a lame duck, by gosh, and I
am sure not going to make any decision like that.
Mr , Weitz. Did you also raise a question as to the
legality of that loan?
Mr. Alagia. Yes, I did. I said that I rlidn't think that
Corrupt Practices law would permit the transfer or loans like
~~:::. And I had
t of that.
made up my mind I was not going to have any
Mr. Wei tz. I am sorry if you had stated it before. Did
he indicate he wanted the loan by the first of the week? Did
you -- aid'he indicate that to you?
Mr, Alagia. They indicated I -.am .-1ust t e 1lin g you how
I remember it. The thrust of it was that by the first of the
week, the loan from SPACE th at they wanted for ADEPT --
rv!r. Weitz. Right. Now, if the record, which would, of
[6679]
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meaning you -- "interested in helping you but just wanted to
check how much they had and would do everything they could?"
Mr. Nelson's response was: "In my recollection, he was very
interested. There was no problem from that standpoint at all
And that is inconsistent with your recollection of the
meeting?
'Mr. Alagia. Wh')" yes, I didn 'tagree to that at all.
Mr. Weitz. How did you leave it? Did you just go to
bed and leave if that you would not be contributing any
amount or no amount?
Mr. Alagia. I told them that I was going to leave any
decision on contributions to Ben Morgan and' I didn't think it
was legal what they were trying to do. I don't know what he
says about that, but I sure didn't think it was legal.
Mr. Weitz. when you say what they were trying to do, are
you talking in terms of the loan from one trust to another?
~(1r. Alagia. Why, sure. lVhyshould we lend ADEPTor
anybody else the money? If they don 't have the money, they
should not be making any corit r ibut ions .CMr. Neitz. Now. t he very next mornin g. the mornin g of the
24th, that same day, did you relate this conversation to
Mr. Morgan.
Hr. Alagia. That next morning, I talked with Ben Morgan__
and I talked about the Presidential meeting. I talked about
the meeting with, you krrow, :VIr. Noser .
--------Retyped from indistinct original
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Mr. Weitz.
Mr. Alagia.
The discussion?' -...._ .--_...
The discussion about the contribution.
We talked about the fact that we ought to concentrate
our efforts on the Hill, and we I am sure we discussed
the dinner dates, and as far as the meeting at the airport,
I told Ben Mor-gan if he got a call from anybody over there,
lending money from SPACEto ADEPTor. any of that, I am sure
not going to authorize it from a legal point of view.
Mr. Weitz. Let me ask you one question. I think we may
have overlooked this from my understanding-of-the __meeting at
the airport. Was there any reference to Mr. Connally by the
AMPIofficials?
Mr. Alagia. Yes sir.
Mr. Weitz. This was at the meeting at the airport?
Mr. Alagia. Yes. They told me, you know, they had
either been to see Conna11y or they were on their way to see
Secretary Connally.
~lr. Weitz. Who told you that, do you recall?
Mr. Alagia. Harold Nelson. I feel it could have been
Dave Parr, but I think it was Harold Nelson.
Hr~Weitz. Did ~1r. Lilley or Mr. Parr say anything about
Mr, Connally that you can recall?
Mr. Alagia. i,ir. Li l l ey -- they were trying to tell me
what kind of a forceful fellow ~1r. Connally was.
Mr, Weitz. There again, was it your unde rs t anclm g that
~yped from indistinct original
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they were referring to the price support matter then possible
before the Administration?
I Mr. Alagia.
~. Weitz.
Well, it was in the context of this meeting
Was anything else said that you can recall
at this meeting at the airport at 4:00 o'clock in the morning
Mr. Alagia. No, I was ready to leave, you know, and
would have "done anything within limits to politely excuse
myself and get out of there. I didn't appreciate them
descending on m~, you know.
Mr. Weitz. Let me ask you one more question. Had you
been aware before their comment to you about Nr . Connally
that they had been in contact with Mr. Connally or were trying
to get in contact with Mr. Connally?
Mr. Alagia. Had I been aware?
~lr.Weitz. Yes, before they told you.
Mr. Alagia. I mean if they did tell me, it didn't make
much of an impression, because they were always talking about
big names. And I say big names; you know, they had either
been down to see President Johnson at his ranch or some other
place.
Mr. Weitz. But this was the only "big name" that they
mentioned to you at the airport meeting?
Mr. Alagia. Yes sir, as far as I can recall.
r~lr. Weitz. NOI.,r,on the 24th, after you had talked to
Ii Mr , Morgan, do you in fact know what steps were taken to make
[6682]
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a contribution that day to the dinner, to the fund-raising
dinner on the 24th?
Mr. Alagia. Yes. When I could not find Joe Westwate
and my wife reminded me' that she tried to get Lou Westwater
his wife, to call me during the course 0 f the morning if sh
ran him down, I sent John Mays to Washington to get the din
tickets from Harrison's office to take them to the Quality
Court --
~Ir. Weitz. In Washington?
Mr. Alagia. Where our Dairymen were so our Dairymen,
the President and these other farmers, ~ould not be flounder
around, .wondering where the dinner was, or anything like tha
Mr. Weitz. I think the record shows that five checks,
each for $S ,000, to various Republi can commi t t ees, totaling
$25,000 were drawn for SPACEon the 24th of Mar ch , Can you
tell us who authorized those contributions?
Mr. Al agia, After talking with Hr. Morgan, he called me
back, talking about how much was in our kitty, and 20 or 25
thousand dollars is what he authorized Jim Mueller to write.
Mr. Weitz. Do you know whether that contribution on the
24th, totaling $25,000, was the largest amount to anyone
function or fund-raising event that SPACEhad made up to that
time?
Mr. Alagia. It could have been; it could have been.
~tr. Weitz. Do you know whether any representatives of
Retyped from indistinct original
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~. Weitz.
t ing of the 24th
Whywere you seeking a commitment on the morn-
of Mr, Alagia if he had already expressed his
interest in contributing?
Hr. Nelson. We did not have a -- actually, I personally
at the time -- just trying to recall -- I figured we were more
certain to get the money from Mr , Alagia than we were from Hr.
Hanman , and we got ~'Ir. Hanman in the posture of going down there
to get Alagia, and incidentally we were getting Mr . Hanman.
Mr. Weitz. So you wanted to line up everybody?
Mr. Nelson. That is right.
Mr. Weitz. Howmuch money did you want to tell Hr. Kalm-
back the next day that you wanted to contrioute?
tvlr. Nelson. lve had already told him long before this.
Hr. Weitz. HO\vmuch?
Mr. Nelson. As I have told you repeatedly
Mr. Weitz. There's the two million dollar figure that ~lr.
Hillings stated.
Would that be consistent your previous conversation?
.
Mr. Nelson. Oh, it would have been -- that was not too
much.
Mr. Weitz. More than two million dollars?
Mr. Nelson. \lie would have if they would have given us the
commit tees.
Nr . Weitz. Well, you could make that representation, and you
had already made that representation according to your testimony
Retyped from indistin:t original
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without talking to Mr. Alagia.
What was the purpose of getting
Hr. Nelson. Wewanted to --
Mr. Weitz. Wait a minute.
__ getting a co~mitment from him on some specific amolmt
in the mor,ningof,the 24th?
Mr. Nelson. Just because we wanted to -- if we got the com-
mittees we wanted to be in a position to have them start con-
tributing.
Mr •. Weitz. But you did not have the committees. You had
not had them for three or four months, at least, since the last
time that you had met with Nr , Kalmbach and Hr. Evans.
Did you not, in fact, want to get specific amounts from
him so you knew you could tell Mr. Kalmbach or someone of the
Republican fund.,.raisers on the 24th that within one week or two
weeks time you could contribute x amount of dollars if the com-
mittees were provided?
Mr. Nelson. I don't think we were getting enough money
from them to make a whole lot of difference.
~1r. Weitz. How much did you ask them for?
Mr , Nelson. I do not recall.
Mr , Weitz. Did you ask them for $300,000?
~lr. Nelson. They did not have $300,000, as I recall.
Mr. Weitz. SPACE?
.1r. >Jelsor:. I dO:1'~. h;--,l ie vc ~O~
-Retyped from indistirr.t original
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Hr. Neitz. Did you ask them for $300,000?
Mr. Nelson. No, I don't recall. Mr. Alagia might remem-
ber, but I do not remember how much we might have asked him for.
Mr. Weitz. How much did you ask him for?
Mr , Nelson. As I say, I do not recall.
Mr. Weitz. Did you mention a figure?
Mr. Nelson. I am sure we talked about a figure.
Mr. Weitz. You asked for some spec l f'i c amount which you
cannot recall at this particular time-L--- ----
Mr. Nelson. That 's right, we asked him for a figure.
Mr. Weitz. Did he agree to make that contribution that
you asked for?
Mr. Nelson. He agreed to see what he could do. I do not
think he made any firm --
Mr. Weitz. Did you ask him to make a loan to ADEPT, to
have his organizations make a loan to ADEPT?
Mr. Nelson. We asked him or it was discussed. I don 't
remember wh et he r we asked him. It was discussed that one or the
other of us would make a loan to ADEPT, and I believe it wound
up with-TAP~ asking a loan to ADEPT.
Hr. Weitz. That's the way it wound-up.
Did you ask Mr. Alagia to have SPACE make a loan to ADEPT?
Hr. Nelson. We talked to him, whether it would be them or
us.
Nr . Weitz. Did you ask hi r. whether th ey rou ld be interested
from indistirct origina 1
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David Parr testimony, sse
Executive Session
December 21, 1973
79-85
Retyped from indistinct original 79
period where he was waiting for the meeting, and subsequently
went through with the meeting, it took perhaps one hour, perhaps
one and one-half hours.
Mr. Parr. That was the night of the 24th?
Mr. ·Weitz. The night of the 24th, and immediately after
the fund-raising dinner, and that he immediately returned to
his room to go to sleep in the Madison Hotel.
Now, given that information, does that refresh your recol-
lection as to whether that was the time period in which you
were waiting fur him, and then the discussion' you had with him
I
ensued?
Mr. Parr. I thought it was the 24th. I have testified
that way before. But when you mentioned Louisville -- I had for-
gotten about Loui$ville. I always thought it was the 24th.
Mr. Weitz~ Do you recall, for example, whether Mr. Nelson
came in dressed in some kind of a formal clothing?
Mr. Parr. I do not know Khat kind of clothes he had on
Hr. Weitz. So, based on wha t I have told you, you believe
it was the night of the 24th that this conversation with Nelson
took place?
Mr. Parr. Yes, sir.
r Mr Weitz. Going back
I I say': ., have independent
to the night of the 23rd, when, as
evidence that you with Mr. Nelson and
that you recall that took place bef ore and chat Led 0 t.uat
[6702]
80
trip?
Mr. Parr. I know this is very important to me personally
and very important to the investigation. I just know that there
was some reason in the discussion that we should consult with
Mr. Alagia.
'Mr. Weitz. You-s a id before that you thought that there
were some discussions connected "lith some substantial cont r ib u-
tions, for example, to the dinner?
Mr , Parr. That was -- I believe that was what was dis-
cussed with Hr. Alagia on the 23rd.
Mr. Weitz. In Louisvi lle?
Mr. Parr. In Louisville.
And that I got the impress ion that not only wou l d w e go
to the dinner on the 24th, but we would make additional cant ri-
butions.
Mr. Weitz. Above and beyond the tickets for the dinner?
Mr. Parr. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. Substantial contributions?
Mr. Parr. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. For what purpose?
Mr . Parr. I guess in relationship to the matter of the
price supports.
Mr.\veitz. Do you recall when you -- did you meet w i th Nr ,
Alagia in Louisville?
~,!r. Parr. Yes, sir.
Retyped from indistjnct original [6703]
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Mr. Weitz. Was he alone?
Mr, Parr. Well, I did not even remember Nr , Hanman going,
so I do not recall whether Mr, Alagia was by himself or was not.
t-Ir. Weitz. Do you recall what time at night or in the
morning you met with them?
"
~!r. Parr. It seemed like to me.it was around -- I just
know it was at night, late in the night.
Mr. Weitz. Hardly anyone there at the airport?
Mr. Parr. I do not recall. I jtlst--know---._l_,believe it
was around 12: 00 0' clock.
Mr. Weitz. Do you remember what was discussed?
Mr, Parr. I know it was discussed, the idea of going to
the dinner, and I believe what we discussed w as making additional
contributions.
Mr, Weitz. Do you remember whether any
cussed?
Hr. Parr. It seems to me that there were amounts, but I
do not recall what they were and how they were
Mr. Weitz. Do you recall someone aSking Nr. Alagia whether
SPACEwoula contribute $300,000 or some amount in excess of
$100,000?
-----·,,-c
Hr. Parr. I just do not remember, ~Ir. Weitz.
~Ir. Weitz. You indicated before that your understanding
was that ADEPTdid not have sufficient funds at that point to
Retyped from indistinct original
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lieve Dave got a call fromsornebody I do not know from whom
Hr. Haru"TIan.Yes.
2
Mr. Weitz. I believe you said Harold Nelson had also atten~
the meeting at Louisville .
4
He also attended that morning, did he not?
5 Mr. Hanman. Yes.
6
H.r. Weitz. Paul Alagia wa s also at the meeting 'tviththe
7 President, was he not?
Hr. Hanman. I believe that is correct.
8
9
Mr. ~·7eitz. Can you tell us wha c wa s the reason that you
10 flew out from ~1ashington.to Louisville for this meeting, rather
11
than having discussed the matter that morning either before or
12
after the meeting with the President?
13
Mr. Hanman. Hy recollection of it Has, t~e first thought
that the dairy farmers wou Ld attend this Republican dinner in
15 substantial amounts.
Then after the l'!arch12th decision 1 the
16
thought was that we would not -- maybe even boycott it, not go
17 at all.
18
Some tLilebetvleen, I believe between the meeting w.i, th the
19 President and the d i.nner 1 wh i.ch'ilasto be the next night, .I be-
20
who indicated t.ha t we should not boycott the meeting, that -y.;e
21 I
I
I should go ahead and go to this dinner as previously plann2d.22 q
I23 ll'.:'.cl as I 1:2:'::}:':.:', to_·-· fJ:(~ .'::.V) Lc:;~:~v-~}_lt-:: ',i.',"3 t.o ::::.l~·: -:.>:>
~about what he thought about that.
2(, IiiI--
I25 I Do you
know ~ho called Parr?Hr. \'/ei.tz.
8
- . ,
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1 that we attend this dinner and I think in that ~ein would be
why He wouLd be
~r. Heitz .
Ilforthe meeting
13
1.4
going to the dinner, yes.
Do you recall what; time you left ~'lashington
in Louisville?
Mr. Hanman. No, I do not. It was late, I know that.
Mi. weitz. You were already in bed, close to midnight,
? before you left ~'lashington?
15 meet Alagia there, c6ntact Alagia or his wife or so forth, to
Mr. Ha~man. I do not know. I suppose.
Mr. \'1eitz. You f Lew to Lou'E;vllre~by AHPI jet? .
Mr. Hanman. Yes.
Mr. V-]ei·tz.This was a special trip; the plane vas not
.J
::l
~ 12 going anywhe re else on'the ".vay?
...,
o
o
o
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2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
Hr. Ha:nman• That is my recollection. That is right~
Hr. \'7eitz. Were you told of any arrangements to try to
16 make sure he would be there?
17
13
Hr. Hanman. It was my understanding when we took off tl'.a"t.·
18 w~s who we 'were going to talk with .
19
20
21
o
"
22'
I
II
o 7 I'IV .,J i.
24 \
Hr. ~·leit.z.Do you know ,·;here·-hewas at the time?
Hr. Har...rnan. Nq, I did not. at the time.
Mr. \'7eitz. \'i'as he there wh en you a.rrivec1 In Lollisvi'.1e?
Hr. Hanman. I do not believe he Has.
Mr. Hanman. I do not know . I clonI tthin}: ver:t·long. becau
25 I do not believe we were in the airport very long.
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Mr. ~'leitz. Vlas he arriving by plane from aomewhere else? Ii
2 Mr~ Hanman. Yes, thaL is-~y recollection .
3 Mr. Weitz. When he carnewhat happened?
4 Mr. Hanman. vlhen he came He sat down in the lobby right
5 out in the foyer of the little airport, the benches out there,
6 and talked to him about the Republican dinner that \-las coming
up and the fact that we wanted to attend-it, we thought it would·7
8 look better if all three political action trusts bought tickets,
I
9 and if ADEPT were going to buy a significant amouni of tickets
-I
10 we wou Ld have to negotiate a loan. Generally, that was the jist
11 of the discussion.
16 hood of-$40,000 or $50,000.
"17 Mr. ~leitz. From ADEPT?
18 Hr. Hanman. Yes.
19 Mr. Hoecker. For ADEPT.
20 I Hr.
Heitz. So ADEPT could take the money and contribute
21 I "t?l .
22 Hr. Ha nrnari • Yes.
24
Ii
I,
'i
IlbutCd from the other two coo:os?
IiL1r. Hanman. I "" ally do ;10 t know ,
I
I do not recall.
Eo,;
25
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20
making a specific indication that he would, make a contribution
2 from SPACE.
3 ~lY impression of the discussion is that he wa s favorably
linclined to the proposition.4
5 f1r.v7eitz. Of making some contribution?
6 Mr. Hanman. Yes •. ....
? Hr. Neitz. Did he indicate that he had already decided or
8 that Morgan and he or John Moser, to~make some contribution for
9 the dinner?
10 Mr. Hanman. I do not believe~he did, no.
11 Mr. Weitz. Did he indicate how much, he would be willing
.J
':>~ 12 to recommend that SPACE contribute to the dinner?
c!I
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13 Mr. Hanman. Not that I recall.
14' Mr. Weit~. Did anyone indicate to him at the meeting the
15 timing or the urgency of the request that is, of the contri-
16 butions themselves?
~17 Any deadlines that had to be met or any timetable to be
18 follm.,ed?
19 Mr. Han.man. My recollection is I ...-te ... ,eretalking to him
20 about going to the din~er and the dinner was the next day or th~
21 next night. The idea was that we would go and we would have
22 dairy farmers attend from the three groups.
Ii2,3 I
I~'
24 did they not?
25 Mr. Hanman. Yes. [6713]
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33.5 SPACE report
~~1~lJ!1t ~.~;:'ln~:~,t::.~~
~l<rl,
June 7, 1971
::r. .r , r . ?~""1cllGr r 'Irca;~-.l:;~<~r --'I-r" ,:;0 : cr ~I'62 i" 1 ;'01 i~ic ,,,c. :.gr icul \;",1: ,i): -CC,,~.\tli·,it Y Lei.
50:3 ~01~ t;_;:;'i;:;' 1'0.;.::2:-.::1 j>~il(;in0
20(J ,;. ;:;l·O':I.\.~T•."-:~jr
L0'-li;-_;<!i.ll-:: I :~:_.~:lt.uc::y .-10202
Don!' Sir:
This ~ill acknow1c5C. receipt of your .,.tement of receipts
and expenditures. as Tl'cnsuror of tho abc'" C,~C\iteco. for the
period en·3.oG : '.<1y 31, 1971,
filed in tHiS offico pursu~nt
to the Federal corrupt Practices ~ct of ~S25.
Very truly yours,
.~
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1\.:. )... \ . I I., ., 0 v, C U L.! j r ;,/.;. J t ~ II '- ,...1,
f'f'-l
./
'::'::..:1 0 rnm u nit y
,~
!\~-J' .
; :~:1a uCa tl 0 n
June 4, 1971
The Honor ab l e \i'. Pat Jcnni n93
Clerk, U~it2d St~tes House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.
.
Enclos'2ct please find a statc::,>::nt of rc ce i o t s and d i sbur s c-
mcnt s by ti12 Trust for S~2ci21 r'oTitical i~,~'r~c~lltu;'alCC;:::~''::ii';;J
Educat icn fer the pe r iod b·:::'~ir~'~~:lg ::3Tcll 1, ·1971 c.ilG C:l~r_';;~::! ;'~a~.' 31,
1971. The sta-cer::cntis st_;::::::~t;::d pursvant to Soction 3:JS of the
Fcde r a l CortuiJl: Pract iccs (ct 0·: 1925, as a:;~:?iid'2d.
JEli/rn2
_o, "-
\.._......._,__<_.,/ >:. ;. r.
__ \ .." (~~ . ~,r • ~' : " I:
/' I \' ., ' .. _..,-,-'" -._.~//' ._..., . ~
...1 -, .-
--J. E. r:u211er
TreaslIr-cT and Trus tce
Trust Tel" S!2cii'i'j Po l it 01
[-\gricultlltC:.l Coc;:;__;;1ity c'..:C:2.t~c:t
Enc1 osure
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5T.'\TfYC:'!T ;:il[) THE
TRUST ~8R S~CC!~L POLITICAL
J\Gf(TCI~~ -rl)~.~·:,L CC:~:~I"';~~l~'( Ec~:r·.TICit
FOR TilE P[;::IOD : :.::.,~,C!: 1, Pl~ TO ;.~:::!' n , 1971
1. The nar.e and addre ss of each person ;":10 has made a contribution to o r
fOI~ the Trus t for S:J2c1al Po l it ica l (;gricultural Ccrrnun i ty Education
be tween i'::1rch1) 1971 and :'~aJ' 31) 1971 in one o rrtore i tems of the
a9gn~sa'~e amount or value of SlOO or mcre , tc~etiier vtith tbaamoun t
and date of'sucll contribution.
2. The toted sum of other contributions made to or fer the Trust for
Special Political ;~9riculturai Co:r:7:u;-,i:y Educat io» for the period
I·larch 1,1971 to r':aJ1·--31, lS7l.
3. Thz total sum of all co~tributions.
$59,759,S6
if. The nan.e and address of e ach person to '.:110i:1 an expeud i ture be tveen
:'larch 1) 1971 end ;'21), 31, 1971) in one or more i tcns of the aggn~Z~t't:::
arount or va l us of $10 or r.cre r.Cls.b22n rrac2 by or en behalf of the
Trus t r"~r s.-.r eciel nO';'''_L;c:>l·;1,''''~Cll'I-L'UI'al C:J'--'·'1'1~;-··' Educa t icn '~d"_'___ ..,..__ r j I ~ . ,,:,' I 1... •.•••. _ •...... J _ ...... '- .....t... '...);., Cll L.n2.
a~8unt, ~atc, and ~urJose of suth ~x:endit~r2.
SEE 5:':.:·,·~;~,~·cS(~~·~~r~·~_:·~~. ":;~'.!!=:::'~;-:~~.:T!=!.-----------_._.- ---- ..------- -------
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for S~eci2l Political ;,,]1-icu1tur2.1 C~;;':l~Jili~y Educe t ion be t:..:<~en j·:arch 1,
1971 and i:ay 31, 1971.
6. The total ~um of exp2nditures ~~U2 by or on behalf of the Trust fer
$;_)ecial Political !Igricultural Corrun ity Education.
$4" r. 0- 3 ., 7~.,_:-2_,,! __ ~
SubSCI-iJ2d and sworn to before ;~2 this 4th day of JUlie, 1971.
e Notary PUDI-j c
.."
• v', -:- •....... ;~
: 13. !:;..
• 't '" .
---""'''''.
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O:J2ra t ions
S.E:
20001
Candidates
.' Confe'(E!nce
Suite Q-l~5
~3shi~:'t~~ ~ilton Hotel
t!ashi !~;t·Jn) l). C. 200,]9
3/24 IZ2p-.;:d iC2:f: r:"tiona1 Co::::nittce
E.ise:·:;:I~r,·;2r C~r.t2r
310 Fi r s t St r e 2t, S. E.
\~:;.sh i !'j t 0 r., G. C. 2 Q~ J1
. 3/24 R2Q~b1ican ~aticnal ~inance
C0:'::1i:.t22
Eise:-lh:',;2i'C~:lter
310 f~~st St~22t)
! 'a s ~"';., ~"""") i: C
,I 1\ III':; \...'''')11, U. •
S. E.
2C001
.:1,' " :(ic··.-:· ..,·.-: "72" ?:~·~!'::iic;;n D~"~n'':f''
r .: . - ~.-,.... ..., . .. .... ~ ..
1 ':~ '" ~~ •• \("' J,''in i'
•, - ~ ", __'_- . I, ._). I....
r-: -, ..... 1"\ ,..,
L', I,; v\,.; :i
. ITEr·, no. fl,
PLi~?OSE OF En'cm ITU?,:_------
Cimpaign Contribution
C:.:::;n ign Ccntr ibuti en
Cam?aign Contribution
Camcaian'Ccntributicn. ....
Campi1isn C~::tributi(J;'\
C2m~aign Ccntrib~tiQn
Can:;aiS:l C8!1tributic!,
_-----
S 1,0:)0.0)
~,OOO.OO-
5,000.QJ
5,OOO.C~G
5,OQQ.OC
2,5CJ.C::
~ ,.. •• - -"'1 ,r- .-_v, \oJ ... ..._'. :,,_-,_:
~ ." -.- .... -.
-.- _:_ .. _-....:_ -
.> ,.: .....[6719]
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34. During the night of March 24, 1971, following the Republican
National Committee dinner, Chotiner, Kalmbach and AMPI General ~~nager
Nelson met in Washington, D. C. in Kalmbach's hotel room. Kalmbach has
testified that Chotiner said that Ehrlichman had asked Chotiner in view
of the price support decision to be announced the next day to reaffirm
to Kalmbach the milk producers' pledge of $2 million to the 1912 campaign.
Chotiner has stated that as a result of a conversation with Ehrl:lchman
he met with Nelson and Kalmbach and discussed contributions but they did
not discuss price supports or a definite amount to be contributed.
Nelson has testified that they met and discussed contributions. Kalmbach
has testified that on Harch 25, 1971 he reported to Ehrlichman that
Chotiner and Nelson had reaffirmed their $2 million pledge to the
campaign.
34.1 H~rbert Kalmbach testimony, SSC Executive Session,
March 22, 1974, 59-62, 73-74.
_.
34.2 Harold Nelson testimony, sse Executive Session,
December 18, 1973, 159, 161, 163-66.
34.3 Hurray Chotiner interviews, sse, December 7, 1973
and Decenmer 10, 1973, with accompanying sse
affidavit.
[6721]
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talking ~r1ith the Ad:ninistration about this parity situation.
But I don't have an independent recollection of him doing
recollection of hin doing so.
", :-
However, I. do have a recollection that follO\.;ing my
'5 meeting, ~vith Hr. cho tLnez' and Hr e Nelson' on the 25th
8
'_',':,9,
.....:
.. '
,10
_' - -:
11
. .... .. - ~:.-_
. - ',' : .. ,-
"
}1..r e,' Hei tz. The meeting vlas on th.e 24th, and t..'-len follow-
';-'-,_'
ing that~ you're saying on the-25th? ....~,_.',''''.'...,~:~:~~7.(>
- -....... ', ... 'c' _' - ...• " ':... -'. ." ,., ... : ~.'" '-
.~ - ~"'- .
, , ', .: :- -: . . . ,', :~
Didn't I meet with Mr. Ehrlic11m~non the
. «, ",_:" ',.- .. :':- :~:-...'.
. ",.~ .. ". ~-;::.. ,"~~-
_ _ ...day following that? .. :.......__>,' i". ',') ,'..'., ,',
.: .~'_-. . .
, ~'
.' ',. _" ~- , '
....• - _ .~.._;._:......:~. ''4'~ • < :,"'_': i:":
...-~.' . ',:' '.... :.... ~.
'}lr. -\']eitz.,:, Right •
• .;.._'_'" - .'.: ~ «:
;r _ .' I think that at t.~atmeeting~-:I' think 'itMr.- KaL'ilbach. .. -'''_'
12 was on' the 25th that I told Hr. Ehrlichman t.~at Hr. 'Chotiner
13
. - :-._-:.
and l1r. Nelson had reaffil.-msd t:heir $ 2 million pledge to the-..... ' .
, ...---
.... :' J • ; ,.
.- - .-'
- ;-- _
, ' -
~4 ' .campaign. '
,.t5
16
, 17.'
l8
M
a
o
a
'"o
ci
co
c;.
c:
~..
~
19
20
21
1\
22 "
Ii
23
24
• _..I. , ....
Let's go, t.'1en, back to the night of the 24th.-'!ir:Heitz.
, .
Hr~'Kalnbach. Yes.
·~.1r-~·Heitz~-'Could you tell us, after the dinner 1 t,-hat
-'::..;.-~:~--';-'----' . -. :...,:.:___ ~-- -
-- --- ._~J. •
happened?'
----_.:- .. (__
, .'
Hhere did you go anc. ho'.vyou happened t.O meet ~Jlith t118r;1.?
Hr~ Kalmbaci1. Hell, I renember I net them in 8--:.e,lobby
of the rladison Hotel around 10:00 or 10:30, and v;e then ~llent
'.r: ~ I .. ~ . ,~n.Lorr:le~, tn.1.n.>. , l t ".'as oy ~'lr.Chotiner, that he had bee.
talking to iLL. Zhrlic:,i"1,an a:-ld that -- it's my best. mer:;ory t~:2.t,[6724]
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price support the folloTHing day. And in ·vieTHof that, that
Mr. Ehrlich.r:\an had asked ~1r. chotiner to talk to me and re-
affirm to me that the milk people wo uLd reaffirm their pledge
of $2 million to the 1972 campaign. ,. : "
60
.'Ur. ~'7eitz •.. Youmentioned preliminary conversations. Nas
6 .t.'1.ereanything substantive, or was it just pleasantries?
7
12
13
'. ,\' 15
16
17
. !-
.• TB'·
" 19
20
21
23
24
. 25
" : ~:: ... J .•. " ",
....: lvtr. Kalmbach..' Just pleasan tries ~
" ~..
. -. .,_:":'
" .~..
• ,J. • • ..
. Yo";"also alr~ady ~~you' alre~dY knew Hr•
. ',' -.: ---,' -- '.<' .:. ~
• _, _ ~_.::. . '-::: __'_'~- ',:-' _ c· ":..•_ _ ~
and already met Hit:'1. Hr. Nelson, prior to t.."1attime?
Right •. - .: ..~'.
. Hr ~ Weit.z., 'Has there any refererice by anyone at t..l-)at .
..
meeting to !1r. Harrison --' !1.:;.rionHarrison?
. : ',- ~'-
I don f t recall that t..~ere was ,
'~:'. '. _' . -' "_, '::
~.' ;).~ .:
. > '.: ...,: '.~. ;~.'--~.,
There could well have, " ~Hi. Kalnbach. I don't recall.
been but I don't have the' recollection of if.
- , - . . .
.. _. r"'_' ~
r·:_;;' ••
,-~:.~". :.
Hr•. ~;-;eitz. Has t-~ere any reference to any bad feelings
firw, of which Chotiner \-las of counsel at that point, and the
~']hite House or nr , Colson?
:·ir it Kalnbach. I think t:tere was, as I thin~ acout
. ....~ '- .
I think there was probably a state~ent of some displeasure at
in mec~a.nics in
wh oLe organizational app roacn .
And no',", II "ra certC1..i:1 as to this point1 but for
-- I-I :)'-~ .~ '-'
s orie
\
\
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,. .: ...
reason I have that feeling.
",
,,',:. '.'.;
: .~. - -
17 ,after __ was' there any discussion of any further details with,
Nr. ~'leitz .' Did any~'1ing go more to the aubs tance of
I:
" ,
relations between -- as 'a personal r:latter~ for,example
, . ~
be eween the Harrison law fim and/or: Hr. Harrison, personally,
~.~'~',
,"._ ...._ -,,-.J
"
L
'_ '_ ... ; .•..... ". ,. .~ .'~ ._.::.....and Mr. Colson? .~',- .
!-1r. Kalmbach.,' No , I don't recall that it did, Hr. \'lei tz •
. . ~" "',-~;.. -
! - . ~ . -
And I say I'm -doing my very best to remember what; , in fact, .~
..;-'.;, -~.; .
. - -,- . "' ...... - . " . ; .'. , " .
But to me the main I and almost .ao.Le , 'purpose of.did happen.
" .~- -' ';... "','; : ~: .-',. .. -'~ :
that, meeting was _t.~e'r.eaffirmatiori of the $2 million pledge
.' - ,--.",'; .
"
",
_', f<.. .: -
. and the ,fact t..~at' they told me that the pr~ce_ support decision
wa~-~~"be an!10u!1~ed'the next day' ~nd t~:t' in vi'e~ of b~at f;:~~t
,:' ;:... ..:.~.~.,.: -, - - ._- , --;_,.-
.'and in vie", of the fact that ~1r. Ehrlichr:lan had asked !1r•
. ~ .'. " v: _~ ;'
Chotiner to make sure t..'1at I wa s informed of this r ee f f i rmat ion I
~:r ..': ..._,.~;.,~-.:::. '_'A;~' '.:<.-~,:.:_'_<_.- --.#,._ .. ' _ "-. • . ';- .:,'
that t..'l.ey~vere in fact reaffirming the $ 2 nil lion pledge to
the, campaign e-
. --:','_ :-- ..-.....
,Hr. ~']eitz • At that tL';1e~~_s._there --". or sh~r:~~.Y there-
. _.'--_
-..._:_.:__:_:'18 --respect to the $ 2' IT':illion- pledge?
19
20
21
23
24
25
_,- _, .-'- ~ _,.:-.-:
-- ... -~--. - .... - _-_ ",_---- .. - ::,:"_""':--- _" -. ':- ~'-::;-'- :~-
That is, any breakdown as to timetable of amounts?
Hr. Kalriliach. On that point I think
(Pause)
Mr. We~tz. I'm sorry, I believe you were going to answer
[6726]
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of $90,000.00 a ~oncll to be received'by the cam?aig~.
Now , wh en that actually '.'las rna de known to me,. I don I t
know, and I've dOile ny darndest to try to recall it but I
can't place it In the ti~e frame.
Hr. Heitz.,· Do you place it, for exanple, or, although
" - ••.. to, .•. ~
. you can'-t'pl~ce~,itspecificall:'t, do you 'think that' it related
•• -:. ~ .. <. .. .
. to ati!ne- pezi.o dvf oLl.owi.nq your-meeting on tl?-e night. of the .t;
-i." . . .
•·.c;i\;;~>\t1:,:~:~~~~:'f~~~:t'r:~":i;:,':.
. ., Hr.,::.l'leJ..tz.''::~;::,But;you
'-·~-:'::;:i~)f~;:~:;~;~;~~]:"!.;:;>::~:":- --:-';~~~;~{{;<C . ~ .- :~':'.-'-=:
meeting. on the. 24th, ..or. during the per i.od Of:la~~~~.t97l ,:~~l,i.
'-~for' ~:~~;i~~~::'~:'~~:f~~~~y peoPl~o:':~'~-e in an; ,~ay delinquent on <r.:":
a mont.hLy cOn..~itIrtent if such a cornm i,tInent\'7aS made? ". -. _.. v, e- ~,'
~ _. :.- ~"r ' -_. - . -,-:-."_.
.~.',' . ;~. - - - . - -. . ......
_For ex arapLe, in' your discussions wit:l ei ther ~·lr. Chotiner
.. ..
or l1r.Ehrlich:nan?
Hr •. Ka Lrnb a ch , Very possibly, and Hhat \<lould'cause ne_to'
,
think that might ,,;el1' be the case is that I think if you
- r •
'Cllvfde---$96-~"'Ooc.OO-'inF~-$2-n{11ion, you ca~ find t.he nlli~er of-
months that are involved. And it CQuld well have been that.
AI1d I rer:'.elt1ber it so weI L now, that the -- Gordon Strachan
talking to llie about t::'e fact that 2·12.!:'ionrtarri:::;on 2.11G. tne ~.~~:r·l
t
were oftcnt~nes, I think -- had ch~c~s in h21~f b~~ the~2
no coruait.t.e e s : e s t.ab Li.s ne d to '",<lien could be
routed.
And it very po s s ib I j -" -t ~ 'I_ _ --' c,.J1jj_G;)2" r.
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5 Chotiner. Today, in telling us of t.h i.s , you made merit.Lon of
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6 some r~mark at that meeting about a price, announcement to be
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have a nurnber of que s t i.ons on that Deeting and subsequent
meetings -_ LIr. Sanders, do you have questions as to 1971?
Hr. Sanders. Yes. _'
This pertains to your ~l3.rch 24th meeting w i,G~ Nelson and
-'.~ '. .'
~.__ -:-..~:.... '. - .
• ~~.- -=-- .--:_..
'-.' '~. ,_,' ,- .
. .: ': ~.-"~.: ....-: _,' ,'"
'~1r'.::~:KalIDbac..~: Yes. ". ,. :-: .-'_
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';",!1r ~~Sa,.lders • Can you explain that for me?-<,
.:..~.'-"_;":~ .~~._ :'0' .' •
':N:i~f~aL'TI.bach'~
->.
'._ ._'-.::
r think' as -1 r-emernb e r' it I '
" .. :'
'"..,. ,.....'.
in telling"me: of the fact t.~at Hr. Ehrlichroan
, ,- -' ~"_":':' - t:':.., - ..
advise, me or relay to me b'1e' fact that they wererea.ffirming '_
- .. ::._ " •••. >
, :-'::ft>'
their pledge of $2 million in contributions to t-~e'1972
~ -'~',
campaign r ' that this' was that Nr. d"lotiner a.l.so indica ted 1:- ~,~.••:-
" .-, '; ,-.~'..' _.
along \vi th Hr. Nelson, an anrioun ceraent; as to the price support
or parity problem.
There wa s to be an anno unceraent the next d~y and thi s was
-;n fact I linked to t.h i.s reaf f i.rrnation of the $ 2 million p Ledqe
or that is the way that I so understood it from that conversa-
tioD.
Hr. Sanders. Did it a;::>gear to you t..'::.at nelson kn2H b-"'f'o"-o
~~::::~:ac:ea pu~lic a~,~~nc:~ - \the r..eeting r,.;i th you ·t..<:Clt
.L.' !-l...:1a\.. • [6728]
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Nr. Sanders. Did L'1ey give you ru'1Y perception of hm.,r the~
knew there Has to be an a.."'1nouJ1.ceraent?
r1r. KaLn:'bacn. No, I just, I I rn not certain: of t.~at. I knct!
that Mr. Chotiner had s aid that he had taD:ed to 11r. Eh=li ClL-:laJ
and thatl1r. Ehrlichman had asked him to- advis"~"what eVicl~nJ1Y
- : :.~;...; s:
.,,": M':''' .. ' .. ' .
the $2 million>pledge 'was. ._ .he had ,~advisedMr~' E~r licr._r:'.an, that
.~ ...; .....:::.
,being _reaffi~ed :.- , .. "
, '.
. ,:' -, -', '." ._ .... ~
- -. -~...' '-':~-
...__' -'. .,' ...~...
- .,' -.,-~.. ' ",_": .. _. ,-;:. ". ~-.
,:' - . • .c '_\...
You've just now said that the re'affirmation
..~- .-, ". ' ....
million,' pledge was 'linked to",.this _price
'P_ - ~";,>:<:.~_:.~:".:;-. -'. ;.
is correct.."' ...-_."
. ~- ".'
::: ........
, , ..' ".:';_.,: ...... .-
Hr..' Sanders.: Houldyou be able to elaborate- on the
_, .,-:.:
of Chotiner or Nelson as to how they we r e linked?
Mr., Kalmbach. No; I t.h i.nk the wo.rds Here to: the effect
~4 -: that' Hurray Chotiner had indicated that JO;1n Eh:clich17lan had' ,-
.~., - - ' -.
15 'aske~ him to see me and reaffirm t.~is $2 roillion pledge, a~d
16 " I think, as I remember it I he was saying t.hat; this was in vieTH
l7 of the fact G'1atthe aIlnOUl1Cementwas to be made the follo\ving
18
19
20
21
24
25
day that he
.t=".... •was re a r :t1.rlltlng pledge, iliid that's the linkage
that I recall on it.
~.1r. Sa..'lders. That' s all I have.
:'ir. \1eitz. Returning to 1972, you've described just a
mO:T\entago a meeting that you had with ~=. Jacobsen, DJ.-c.' ; o·,~_ ..10.• ..1>- __ ...I
you
~tr. Kalrabach. Yes.
[6729]
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34.2 Harold Nelson testimony
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Harold Nelson testimony,
SSC Executive Ses~ion,
December 18, 1973, 159, 161,
l63-ll)::_;'6;:__ _
Retyped from indistinct original
Mr. Weitz.
159
Chotiner in the lobby of the Madison Hotel?
How did you come to be sitting wLth Mr.
Mr. Nelson.
he -- I do not want to say he called. It might have been Mr.
He called, and I cannot tell you when; either
Harrison. It was either Mr. Harrison or Mr. Chotiner called
me, and asked me to meet them there, because Mr. Kalmbach was
going to be there.
Mr. Weitz.
dinner that evening?
You say he called you. Did you attend the
Mr. Nelson.
Mr. Weitz.
Mr. Nelson.
Yes, sir.
And did f1r. Chotiner attend that dinner?
dinner. I do not remember him being at the dinner.
I have been told that Mr. Chotiner did attend the
Mr. Weitz.
Mr. Nelson.
Mr. Weitz.
Did Mr. Harrison attend the dinner?
Yes, as I recall, he did.
with Mr. Chotiner in the lobby of the Madison Hotel?
And how soon after the dinner did you meet
Mr. Nelson.
Mr. Weitz.
Hell, I would say right after the dinner.
So did he call you, or did he in fact not tell
Madison Hotel?
you at the end of the dinner to meet him in the lobby of the
Mr. Nelson. I think· it was before. I think it was
f"r-f1 '1(' :,.>. -., i,,~ t_,.,,: t ::' , ,.-, - >:. ~2r, j.-1-,->l::: b(' e;.thpr ('.'1.] ledI me or Mr. Harrison told me. I do not really r ernemoer "hat
~ I do not remember talking to him at all at the dinner.
[6732]
Harold Nelson testimony,SSC Executive Session,
December 18, 1973, 159, 161,
163-166
161
the time Mr. Chotiner left the White HO,use that you talked to
Mr. Chotiner about the milk question without Mr. Harrison being
present?
Mr. Nelson. I do not believe so. I do not believe -- I
'donot believe we did.
Mr. Weitz. Now, did either Mr.Harrison [sic] or Mr. Chotiner,
whoever told you to meet Mr. Chotiner in the lobby, tell you
why you we re to meet Hith him, and ultimate.lyNr. Kalmbach?
Mr. Nelson. It seems, and I could be wrong about this.
It seems to me we were going to meet wf.t.h Hr , Kalmbach to get
that Mr. Chotiner Has going to get Mr. Kalmbach to produce the
,committees.
Mr. Weitz. These are the same committees you had asked
for the year before?
Mr. Nelson. It is a continuing thing.
Mr. \~eitz. ~~y was Mr. Chotiner going to intervene at
this point?
Hr. Nelson. Well, I guess because he thought he could ge~
the job done, and no one else had succeeded up to that poi.ntin
rea}ly getting it done.
Mr. Weitz. And he was to meet with you and Mr. Kalmbach
to make sure that Mr. Kalmbach obtained the committees, produced
the committee for you?
'_ '., ........ 1 (-:" j~ ~ ~j.,c!1. (Jr J~t.
Mr. Weitz. Was Mr. Colson in any way mentioned with respect
,-----Retyped from indistinct original
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room all of the time.r-Mr.I you meet
Mr.
Weitz. Why then did -- did you wake him, and did
with him ultimately?
Nelson. Yes, we went upstairs.
MI'. \.Jeitz. Why did you decide to? Why did you and Mr.
,IChotiner decide to meet with him if he already was in bed and
asleep and so forth, and it was way past 12:00 o'clock?
Hr. Nelson. You know, I do not really recall why. If I
could talk to Mr. Chotiner and find out ,__L '\:louldbe glad to_- _. -- --------
tell you. I just do not recall right at the moment why that
was, but he was in his pajamas.
Mr. Weitz. Did Mr. Kalmbach, fro~ the conversation on
the phone and then ultimately in the meeting in his room, indi-
cate that he understood or knew ahead of time that you and Mr.
Chotiner had come to meet with him?
Mr. Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. Has he expecting your visit?
Mr. Nelson. Yes, he was apologetic over the mix-up.
Mr. Weitz. Do you recall what the purpose of the meeting
was?
Hr. Nelson. No, it seemed to me t.h.at __;_Ltwas to get the
commi ttees, that he ",Tasgoing to see that we got committees.
Mr. Weitz. Did you have any contributions to make that
evening, or any checks to deliver?
~~. ~?1so,. I 3m po~ certain about that. I do not want
retyped from indistinct original
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to say that I did, because I want to check and see. I do not
really recall that I did. I would have to check and see whether
or not I did do that, because I do not know.
I do not want to say that I did unless I check on it and
find out that I actually had some checks, but Kalmbach was
~
expecting us. That was obvious. There was not any question.
Mr. Weitz. What happened when you arrived in his room?
Mr. Nelson. I would say we were not in there ten minutes.
Mr. Weitz. And what was said, if you can follow along
as closely as you recall?
Mr. Nelson. You see, I had forgotten ail about this
thing until they started pressing me about what did you
actually, they were asking me, did I leave there and go to a
meeting and so forth. I said, no, I did not leave and go to
any meeting and so forth.
Then I ran it through and I said, what I did was met
Murray Chotiner down stairs in the hotel lobby. So I cannot
tell you exactly what went on in that room when we got up there.
It was -- my recollection of it is that he put it on him about
getting names of the committees, and he said he would.
Mr. Weitz. Mr. Chotiner to Mr. Kalmbach?
Mr. Nelson. Yes.
Mr. Weitz. Was Mr. Harrison mentioned at all or Mr.
Hillings?
n t. ~L .. t , 1,-',
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not there.
Mr. Weitz. And there was no reference to them?
Mr. Nelson. Not that I recall, no.
Mr. Weitz. What did Mr. Kalmbach say?
Mr. Nelson.
-~
Well, Hr. Kalmbach had just been awakened,
and he is not a very verbose guy to start with, and he did not
have a whole lot to say.
Mr. Weitz. Well, you had made this re4uest before to
him a number of times?
Mr. Nelson. Yes, sir. I sure had.
Mr. Weitz. Did he appear irritated, or did he wonder at
why he had to be mvakened at after 12:00 0' clock that night to be
told of a request that had been made to him once before?
Mr. Nelson. He had already been told on the phone when
Chotiner got him 'dmvnstairs, you know ,he was exorcised about
the fact that we had been waiting. Well Kalmbach obviously had
been there all the time, so he was not remiss in any way.
Hr. Heitz. Why were you present? Hhy did you have to be
present for this if Hr. Chotiner was brought in to see what he
could do about obtaining committees?
Why did not youjust call Hr. Kalmbach directly?
Hr. Nelson. Well,_ I do not kn ow why,
Mr. Weitz. Did you say anything during the meeting?
Hr. Nelson. Oh, I am sure I did.
the'~011
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of what you said?
Mr. Nelson. Well, I am sure the substance of what I said
was to agree to whatever arrangement they made between them-
selves as to how we would make payments.
Mr.~Weitz. Was there any reference to governmental poli-
cies or representation of AMPI in governmental action?
Mr. Nelson. You mean by Kalmbach?
Mr. Weitz. By Chotiner, Kalmbach or anyone else._ .. -_-. - - ----_
Mr. Nelson. Well, I am not following your question.
Mr. Weitz. Well, all right. Let me go at it this way.
Is there anything else that was said with respect to
contributions or committees?
Mr. Nelson. Not that I recall.
Mr. Weitz. Was anything else said.at the meeting?
Mr. Nelson. That wa~ all that was discussed, as far as I
remember, was .about contributions.
Mr. Weitz. And then you left Mr. Kalmbach's room?
Mr. Nelson. Yes, sir, but then I cannot remember a specific
time, but__it....seems to me it was about 2:30 or 3:00 o'clock;L~hen.it was very late. I will tell y_Qu,.. I will put it that
Mr. \.leitz.Where did Mr. Chotiner go after the meeting?
Hr. Nelson. Where did he go? I do not know.
Mr. Weitz. He left the hotel? He left your presence?
i'ir . t-;elson .. \\e weri t --- yc:.s. ;1.5 I
, ',)a \_'~(
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ME M0 RAN DUM
To: File
From: _~ Donald G. Sanders
Date: December 7. 1973
5ubj: ~lurray Chotiner Interview
f';lilk Fund
Murray Chotiner was interviewed today in his office at 1701
Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C., t~lephone 298-9030. Attending
were Donald G. Sanders, Alan Weitz, and Chotiner.
From January 1970 to Narch 1971, Chotiner was Special Counsel to the
President. Previously, he was General Counsel to the Special Representa-
ti ve for Trade Negoti ations in the White House. In March 1971, he
became of counsel for Reeves & Harrison.
Chotiner said his first contact with the milk industry was in 1970 at
which time he met Parr and Nelson ... He was introduced by Harrison. He
learned the dairy people were going to assist the 1970 candidates.
Harrison knew that Chotiner was serving as the !\'hite House liaison
with the 1970 candidates. Chotiner thinks Parr and Nelson may have
been on thei r way to see Harry Dent in an adj oining offi ce. Chot iner
didn't discuss with them any det ai Is of the contributions. Chotiner
knew that Colson had responsibility for groups and organizations.
Chotiner was not a party to any meetings in late 1970 between the dairy
people and Colson and associates. l!arrison told Chotiner recently that
Parr and Nelson met with Colson (Harrison didn't attend), at which time
Parr was' supposed to have said that dairy farmers were not being treated
properly; that they were for the President and wanted to hel~ him.
There was also talk of $1,000,000 or $2,OO(J,OOOto be contributed to
the campaign. Parr told Har r is on of this talk. Parr said Colson said
t~ere couldn't be any quid PTO quo.
In 1971-1972, Colson sh owed Chot in er the Hi l Lings letter which he had
in his safe. Chotiner was probably talking to Colson about the milk
industry trou~Jes with the Department of Agriculture. One trouble was
the milk products imports, and one must have been the :nil k price
-.
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support. This was at a time when-Chotiner was hack in private practice.
He doesn't keep a calendar or log which would show meetings with
Colson. Chotiner has only met with him a few times since leaving the
White House. Nos t of Chotiner's clients are retainers--doesn't bill on
a time basis.
Chotiner was shocked at Hillings' letter--thought it was crass. Hillings has
said that he never intended for the President to see it; that he
felt it was necessary as the dairy people were getting k i cked in the pants.
Aside from the Parr and Hillings statements, Chotiner doesn't know of any
specifi~ amount of money to be given by the dairy industry.
Colson once told Chotiner that he wanted to disassociate himsel f from
any further contact wi th the dairy industry- -b as ed on Hi llings I letter.
Chotiner recalled that Harrison said he had toned down the Hillings'
letter. Chotiner didn't know wh at was me ant by "special proj e ct ," and
when he asked I-Iarrison what was meant by this, Harrison said he didn't
recall. Chotiner didn't talk with l li-l.l in.gs about the letter.
Shortly after joining Reeves and Harrison in March 1971, Chotiner did
tell people in the Government that the milk support level should he
increased. He left the White House on Mar-ch 6,1971. After the
Secretary of Agriculture decision on ~!arch 12, Chotiner talked wi th
Ehrlichman (Gridiron Dinner), I'I'hi taker. Colson, Cashen. Separate ly ,
but in sub s t.ance , he told them the Republicans usually carry the
Mi dwes t , but they need the farm vote to do it, that they need the ~lid-
west to carry the election. He commented that nearly every prominent
Democrat had sponsored legislation to raise support. If the price is
going up, he said it was stupid to let the Democrats get the credit for it.
Chotiner was not sure that he knew of trust funds at this time.
He knew the dairy folks bought one or two tab les at the Repub li can fund-
raiser on Mar ch 24, 1971.
Ch ot i.n e r recalled talking with Harrison about the appearance that the
milk people didn't want to buy any tickets for the dinner--he told
Harrison he thought they should buy some; lIe didn't talk with anyone
-else about this.
After the dinner. Chotiner did talk with Nelson. He said if they
wanted to max e a contribution; Harrison weu l d let them know to whom
to give it. - Ka l mbach was also present; it w as at the Madison lIotel.
There was some annoyance or confl iet between Colson and Harrison.
Therefore, Chotiner was asked to serve as liaison between the dai ry people
and the Government. He was asked by Ehr l ichman (or someone in his
behalf). Chotiner was going to California, and was asked to stay for
Retyped from indistinct original
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a meeting. After dinner, Chotiner met Nelson in the lobby, called
Kalmbach's room, and met in his room (he had been in bed.) Chotiner
told them he would act as dairy liaison with the Government for their
problems, and Harrison would continue to serve as dairy counsel.
Chotiner said nothing else of significance was discussed at this
meeting.
Chotiner told Nelson that Harrison would provide names of committees
for any contribution the dairY industry mIght make. Chotiner s3id
Har r i s on would be in touch with them. Kalmbach didn't say much. There
was not discussion of price support ?r definite. amounts to be contributed.
Chotiner speculated that the only reason Harrison couldn't have met with
Nelson and Kalmbach as well as Chotiner w as because of the friction
between Colson and Harrison. Chotiner did not know why it was so
important to have the meeting that night so as t cause him to postpone
a trip. -- ---- ---.
When asked how he knew that Harrison would serve to tell Nelson how
the contributions were to be made, Chot iner said it was just based on
the fact that Ilarrison was counse 1 for NIPI.
Chotiner saw Colson on Nar ch 23. He didn't recall if that is when he
learned of HUlings' letter or the bad r-appo r t with Harrison.
---- ... c-cRetyped from indistinct original
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(po_.;ws"'Jo .....r TO'S. P!!'S, ~). 110 cc-«;« ..~'i)
"U"U'" t_. t-:u~l·ir·-:/'.I
D!:~·ryc..'-'u: ...:\"''-
\',.:.'S·...r.-,;CTON.D.C. 20510
TO: FILE
FRm'I: ALAN \-!EITZ
DATE: DECS1BZR'lO, 1973 (P~7{PED i-EB?UARY 13, 1974)
SUBJECT: SECOND CHOTI~r:ER INTERVIE'tT
Today, Dave Dor se n , De:::;is Suramer s , Bob Silyersteir.
and I continued our Ln ce rv i.ew 1;·,ith Nu::-ray Cho t Lne r .
1. Hareh 24, 1971
Colson wa s "upt.Lghc" ana annoyed 1;.;i th l'1c.rion Harri son
and Pa t Hi.llings. He had t.o l.d th is to Cho t.Lne r even before
he left the Hhite House, (Colson 2nd Chotiner 'Here 2 of 4
special counsel) and again whe n Chotiner saw Colson Dvi.:::e
on the 23rd (9 or 9:30 A.M. and 6 P.M.) Colson ~ay even
have shown the Billings letter to Chotiner on the 23rd.
(Beb~een the 6th and the 24th, C~otiner also h2d one ~eeting
in San Antonio with Harrison, Hillings and the client.)
O .. . += t' ?!~. a ......... ~ no 0 b Li ~a c: dn cos even::...ng 0..... -oe _'-+,_0 l... LC1 __ J.'-"-. U _ .. \... n -,-un -
rra Ls Lng di.nrie r , .Ehrlid122.n (or 0::;2 of his s t.a f f ) told Cho t i.ne r
th t C ~ "..,,' -, , d "il I ...a Olson was uptlght an~ annoyeQ a~Q tnat as l~n L want
i to have any th i.ug to do \-1i th da.i rv people if thev ze pre s e n cedo -' - oJ
theB. Eh r Li.chrnan then asked Cho ci.ne r if he wou l.d t2ke over
as liaison for the dairy people C::1 quo t:2.S ~ price sup po r t;s
and other gov2rn~ent natters. C~otiner replied that, since
he \'I·~S OF CO"'-''''21.1.. a nd t\0 daj~-v '-'--::;:1')'].::> 7·'';:''(-'' !..;,'~""'·;r;nnls c1'in[lts- _ "-...!. ... ~~. L.~ to. _ ~-- I ;:' .... ~ _ ......... ,'--_- ....... ~. ~_ .............. ~ --_"-. ,
he couldn't ta:--:e over} but he \,;o:..:ld help. Ehrlich.:::22n also
.._ ,-..,--:;, ._ . ..;.; 1 ..
...._ .. , r'" '""'I (11 I ,IJ.
..:: ... - l-
._ .., ......
0..- ,,-~',_
.:.. ..,
~'
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next day since he had plans to fly out to C2li£or~ia_
Ehrlichman then suggested that they ~eet that night_ So,
at the dinner, Cho t i.ne r told Ne Lso n IIlet's get together
~"ith Kalobach to talk about the milk deci.s i.on " arid the~ he
talked briefly to Kalobach to get his r oom nurabe r i:l the
~'Iadison Eo te 1. Cho tine r also Ln f orraed Harrison - Cho tirler
hasn't talked to Eh r Li chraan about this s i.nce then.
Chotiner explained that it would have been unsee31y
s: .... c c: : • 1 t' b ...' C' .r o r a governmen l.- 0.1..r i.c i.a a nave een pre S2!J l.. T~]nen (..0 t i ne r
told Nelson of t.he charige in .representation, but that Ka Lobac h
lent great~~_credenceto it.
>~--::--'-"'':'' ~;., '.- '. :(--
'. '~':'~.''_ - - -., ._.. .. Chotiner said Eh r Li chman-did not rae ntLon the price
decision or contributions- Chotiner says tbAL he didn't
learn of tb..eAd..oinistration decision until it. wa s publicly
announced _on the.- 25 t.h ,': The dairy people wer e very happy _
after the mee t i.ng with the President •._
- .
Chotiner wen t; to the N2.dison Hotel after the dinner
and called Kalmbach's room but couldn't re2.ch lZalmbach.
Nelson arrived and after v7aiting for some tiL.e-, he and
Chotiner realized they had been calling the 1;.;rongnuraber .
T!....r\..,... f-h 'i.- __,"",",o-:':l.r:'"·h~;"..-~}1'a;.Q·~1.:;:~~.r"·2nd:" T..;.c~-,.t: UD· -to ...n-7'\ 0~.. ~C'D~---:-- C-•..;-~_:...~.,
"'<'~-~_;~:~~~_~-~~~:-;;:~;.&-~;'-7~~,;~L}·j-. ::-.'',-:-l'c' ~.ry-t:i;;L0±-;:~lci;~'~-
....... ~.. . ~."::.-' .'
__ .
. . ".' :- ~.
or so, it was 11:30 or rai.dui.ght; whe.n they finally Get w i.t.h
Kalruoach. -
Jt appeared to Chotiner that Nelson and Kalmbach
already knew each other. At the ceeting, Chotiner said:
"Harold, it's no criticism of lrIa::-ion or Pa t ; maybe
. they don't like the "vay they COOD the ir ha ir ,
but there T s bad fee1.isg be ctceen Colson and i:1arion
and Pdt. So they want me to represent you in
. • ...... 1 ' . IIQ2lry r;J.al.-LerS UD_ess you oDJect.
1\T 1 "0. K. II (q d t fi.e_son: ,.e s2eme .0 (12.ve
it before; in fa~t he never asked
absence from the ceeting.)
he2.rd about
abO:"lL Ha.rrison f s
C· .;:lotlGe,r: 'I~ ._,e ro )
Vu=: loo2.ch: "Yes. "
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NeI son: 'r:,';e had 2. ~2. ti s f ac to ry mee tiog Hi th the
President and we ap~~eciate it. We contribute
to bo t.h Dcrao cr a ts 2.~~1 2...epuolican s , If ,Ie "Jant
to co n tr i.bu ce to R2~...!.'olic<lns,ho,,-I should T.·je do SO?"
Chotiner: "Harrison i.s still your attcrney fa'?:
such matters, 2nd he'll give you the [laDes of
c oram.i, t te e s • "
he and
and the
Chotiner does not reccll any further discussion;
Nelson then left Ka Irabach T s room. Cho t i.ne r we n t; horae
next day (the 25th) he left for California.~ .
Chotinersays that he assu:rr:.ed the contrib'..ltions
would be substantial, although he dido 1 t know the specific
amount. Chotiner does not believe there wa s any specific
reference at the mee tLng to substantive issues. ; '.,
After the meeting, he informed Harrison, but. he never
talked to Colson about it. After Chotiner me t; "lith Colson once
or Dvice, Nitchell called Cho ti:ier (in April or srio r tLy after
returning from California) to tell hig that signals had been
changed and Harrison wa s again ac ce pt.abl,e as representative
of the dairy people vis-a-v~s Celson. Chotiner told Harrison,
and Harrison didn't seem. au r pr i.s ed , Nonethe Le s s , HaL 1:Ls on
continued to deal primarily with Cashen, and Chotiner with Colson.
Cho t i.ne r knows of no da Lz'y contacts '\'lith Connally.
2. 1971 Contributi ons
Chot{ner doesn't reoe~Der telling Harrison, after
the Harch 24 meeting, about the contributions discussed
by Nelson at the meeting. At 50~e point, (Chotiner thinks
more than 2. ':'leek a f ter the 24th), Harrison showed Chotiner
r L II '11 If r· it t CL.. .' bsome or rrie 51. y narae s or corxn. ce e s. no ci.ne r reLleD ers
names of only""so:rre COw::J.ittees, 0: the 100, being provided
at first to Harrison and tr1e dairy pao.p Le,
Chotiner wasn't'direct~y involved in the contributions.
Ho',.;ever, in the
Before he left,
SI1=r.1L""Or o-L"l q-/ 1 -":2.;-"'-l· C)O'" T";:>,,, r ~LO -;:;"'~-oro~ _~_ . - ... -, ... ~ - _. .. 1..1 \t. '--- .. I\.- ........\......~ c'>:»
he told Chotiner that the contributions
.."ere not: CCl:ll.!l_;; in 25 an t i.c i pa te.; . Cho r i.ncr cO:l!i-c::-:ed this
by' calling FC?...?,and called D2.V2 Pcr r r../rio said he \v2SDl t
S ~_::c:~ ~ 2: b -:,~: 2. J..L t~:.~ :~~~~2,~ ().f ~h '\ ,~~_':~ ~~_t: ':= ~ ::_~ ~~ .. S r] r:: ~~;:J~ ~.=-: :? ::
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h2d Harri~on's secretary send 2. li~t 02 the 100 co~~ittees
to P.:l:::T, rna rlced to Lnd i.ca t;c c oraoi t t ee D2.CeS2.1re:.:.dy S2:Jt to
the dairy people by Harriso~. Chotiner had sooe idea that the
contributions were being coordinated 2~ong the three dairl
co-ops. "Hbenthe checks C.J.U:2 i.n co Cho ti;er, he me r e ly h~d
a secretary take t.h.ern to FC"2.P. After August, 1971, he had.
no further participation in the contributions.
2. A. 1972 Solicitat;ons
Only recently did he hear from Harrison of ;l'~I
mee tLnzs ~vi:th Ka Irabach in 1972. Chotiner says he had 00-
. 0
contemporaneous know Ledge of such meetings or of any further
solicitations. .
. .'
."... '.' .Sa-~tir::e in 1971, Colson asked Chotiner
~oplew~ntedto give $5000 to another committee,
'wo rlc or project. Chotiner passed the in£orcation
Harrison, 'without ever knowing any details •.
if the. da iry
for setae
on to
~. .' ..
3. Ellsbpr2 B:::-e.ak-In
., .".:',:". ,-
Chotiner cannot explain why Harrison t.h i.nks Colson
called Harrison direc tly. Cbotiner told us tha t Colson IIl2.y
have called Chotiner who told Harrison who , in cuzn; called
either Colson or ~ashen.
Chotiner says that Harrison once told h Lm LD_2.t
someone (presu.~2bly Colson) "over rhe re " (in the Hhite House)
had Suaae sced tha t AlIPI hire· t'J2oo-r;erand' Barood "'7 for pub l i,c0'::> .. J •
relations work , Cho r i.ner knows nothing further except
that he thinks they were retained. He thinks they needed
public relations woric to help their Lnage ,
4. Antitrust St2it- -
Ha!."'::'"isontold Cho t.Lrier about; the Justice Departcent
antitrt2st suit against Ai'~I, after it was filed. Chotiner
Gay have talked to COISOD abo uc it. The key objection by A2':?I
was that there had been no 30 or 60 day pre-filing negotiation
oe r i.cd . Har::-i son and Cho t i.ne r decided to waic unti 1 the.
ne'\-l 2r1titr~st ch i.e f ~·;as ~2~~2d be f or e pu r su i n ; Lt; . (C::c10ti::e::-
got the is?ression from ~2rrisOD that HcLa~e~ ~23 r2s~onsibl~
.cOl" . "t· t " ~'" 1 - ,for '~l lng tne SUl JUS prlor La DlS _e2Vln~ t~e D2Dartc2Ln~ )
......... &._.,; 1. • -- •
r)!._:"~ t~·:~~:-:c~:..~ :-:.i_~:.;~·ll:). (; .:~,~:~~:, ~~:.>~.~:._~_-::=-.::.~):.-·C·~~._!, ..~~~,-~~~· ;,:>~:~.,":""1:-:=~~~:_:::
;'
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Chotiner saw Mitc~ell at a pa~ty. Choti~cr took the opportuoitv
to tell Mitchell that A~~~ should be tr22ted like any other
defendant in t~e up-co~ing post-filing negotiations. He
says Mitchell didnrt respond.
Chotiner was first shc~n the Harrison letters
(attached) last we ek , and he wa s up se t., He says that, contrary
to the Lmp Li.catLon of the Harch 2.5 letter to i'Iehren) they
they did not discess talking to Kleindienst, but only to
NcLaren's s~ccessor. Although Chotiner never again talked
to Hitchell about the suit, he u:derstand.s Ha"l:'rison did
later tan: to Kleindienst. (Chotiner once talked to Bruce
Hilson about an unrelated ma t ter , )
' ..
In 1972, Ai'fPI fired Reeves & Harrison because
the firm was not. getting a good response from. the Administration.
5 ~ FCRP ..~.,
Chotiner wa s in charge of ballot security in the
President's 1972 campai.gn, He \,;2.S r eircbur sed for his expenses
and for the money he paid to reporters. Hhen he left the
~fuit€ House, he received money £:;:-0[;1 "Kalr:1bachfor part of
his secretarial and phone ex"pe!1se(but never his ren t at
Reeves & Harrison.) pl~I paid for part of his secretary's
furnishings; he a Iwavs paid for. his ren t ($625 per raon th )
out of his monthly pay~ent from the firm.
..... '.
;".'';:
...
'.
. ~
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r . t' 34.3 Alan Weitz affidavit accompany- !'~t,
ing Murray Chotiner Lnt crv i.cwe+- ';':':'~'
!~.J,,"
SE~i~\T.2: SEI,ZCT Cm·C'HTT2E Oli P2ESID3~;TI.AL C!'~'IPAIG~i ACTIVITIES
District of Colu!:loi2..
City of Washington
I_, P~an s. ~';eitz_, a resident of Hashington, D.C._, being
duly swo rn , hereby depose and s,ay 2..Sf'o.Ll.ows i.....
:1.:" 'I have been as sLst arrt couriseLrt o the
Com:ni.ttee on Presidential Ca.rrrpaignActivities
1973 to the present." _ ::'
,, _,
Senate Select -
fro~ September 24~
, .
,2~';1n the "course of the ~oMmitteets investig2..tion,,' Nr ..
:'""DonaldSCLl1ders_, 'Deputy NL."1ority Counsel". and I interviewed,
. ,_ Hr .. Hurray' Chotiner on Decem.ber 7" 1973_,'andHr~-,-David Dor-s en
:;.:,(Assistant Chief' C01.1J1Sel),Hr. Den.l1is-SUI:'l:1ers(AsSistant',: '
'".', Cou,,'1sel)_, Nr.Eobert ,Silverstein (AsSistant Ninority Counsel)
.;..-".and I intervie'lled Nr. Chotiner, aga i.n, on December 10, 1973 ..
On the day of the first Lnt er-vi.ev , Hr .. Sanders wr ct.e a
memorandum sl'mr;1arizing the substance of the Lnt erv i.ew, On the
c .day of the second interview, I wrote a memor-andum s umma.r i.zLng
the subs tanc e or the intervieTtI_..
3. On Jan~ary 24_, 1974~ ~IT.Dorsen advised ~e that he
-.had telephoned Hr-.;.' Chotiner I s office to ar-range to obtain -
sworn testimony in executive session before the COJl.ilittee' on
the subj ects of the interviews:J and »te.e advised by Nr. Chotd.ne r r s
secretary that he had been in a serious a.utomobile accident the
preceding day «, Hr. Chotiner died on .Tanuar'y 30_, 1974.•
4.. I am executing this affidavit in order to preserve,.
~n the most reliable form_, the substance of Hr. Chotiner's
acco~'1t related to us of relevant events. To this end,
(1) Nr. Sanders ~d I, reviewed the December. 7-' 1?73 m~2orandu::!;
(2) T caused IT] LJecernoer lO s 1973 memo.r andum to 02 re cvned
on CorrtTittee 1ett~rhead stationery to correct any typog:-aphic,~l
errors,. to spell out certain na~es and to rewr~te certain
crYIltically-phrased sentences in the origitf~J_ Decembez' 10
me~orandum. I·did not alter the substance of the earlier'
memorandum; and (3) I shO".'iedthe rety-ped Dece::loer 10 c:le210ra:1du~
,to Messrs. Dorsen,. SUI'D2il2rSand Silverstein.
I agree th2t the December 7 Sa~ders
accur2 te aCCOU:1t of the suos t,?.nce o:t
'tTi th lir. Cno tin2r. ri~e3s rs. "Jars en,
2:-~,"':~I ~::"~~.~'''-?.~ :~4:'?"~ ;:~:.~.; .:"(~;::~,i?·~·~t~}2C::.-=:~~~~~2:"" : .....
'. . ...) ~-r'u ,'") r) r"l -1 "'1 f" ......El~ 7. () ["2.:1G. t~,:7l l::J ~ l. ~ C-............ C~,_ c '12.--- 2.. C, 2 .::~.:C :J1...: r:. ':.
interview with ~~. Chotiner of thac date.
5. Mr. Sanders and
m2:TlorandlL!1is a true and
th~ Dece:-:1ber7 intervie~'l
S u ~:'::"le -C::;;. :::_,'~:~: 53 j.._l .....2 Y" S~..::;j_ ::
:!,,-:.-:.,
~'-~:
...
r'
e .
!:..
":;.
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At ric~.:lvi t
?:l;!;2 2
E..,<hibit A: copy of the Decer:,'oer-7, 1973 22::::.cr2.nju::J. rr:):l
Donald G. S2.nders to the File re: Eur:!'ay Chot i.ne r :!.:.0. ter:rie't'I;
fuG~ibit B: the retyped Decenber 10, 1973 ~2~orand~
from. Alan Heitz to the File re: Second Chot i.ne r Inte:--view •
. ...... --;~-_:
-':'_
Subscribed ~'1.d_ s-worn to before me
this~rz_~day of ~Ql!J..L ., 1971.j·.;.,;~c' ./ ..., j
j_fl~cnc.~
Notcj'Y Public
Hy Commission Expires ,Joh7/Z!f_I .
o
/
.-_ .
~--.
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35. On Ha rch 24, 1971 Campbell sent to Rice a draft press release
announcing an increase in milk price supports for use when action was
completed on the subject. On March 25, 1971 the Secretary of Agriculture
officially announced that the milk price support level for the 1971-72
marketing year wou ld be $4.93 per cwt. (approximately 85% of parity).
Hardin has testified in an affidavit filed in civil litigation_
challenging the milk price support increase that he reevaluated the
evidence regarding the milk price support level and that the decision
to set the price support level at $4.93 was based entirely on a
reconsideration of the evidence on the basis of the statutory criteria.
35.1 United States Department of Agriculture press
release, March 25, 1971 (received from White
House).
35.2 Memorandum from Phil Campbell to Donald Rice,
March 24, 1971, with attached proposed press
release (received from White House).
35.3 Clifford Hardin affidavit, Nader v. Butz, March
7, 1972.
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USDA press release, March 25, 1971
35.1
86
USDA press releaseRetyped from indistinct original
UNITED STATES DEPARnfENT OF AGRICULTURE
McDavid 388-4026 Washington, March 25, 1971
Support Price for Manufacturing MiIk Increased
Secretary of Agriculture Clifford M. Hardin today announced an upward
adjustment of support price for manufacturing milk to $4.93 from the $4.66
support price announced by him on March 12 which was a continuance at that
time of support at the same level as for 1970.
In announcing the new higher support level, Secretary Hardin stated such
announcements are minimums which cannot be lowered during that marketing
season after once being announced, but which can be raised. Support levels
can be lowered only at the beginning of the milk marketing year each April 1st.
Secretary Hardin stated that there is a cons tant analysis of the milk
production situation, and that farmer costs have escalated sharply particu-
larly in concentrate feed which has gone up $10 to $20 per ton. Farmers
have no way to cut other costs to compensate for those which have risen.
5523 USDA 969-71
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35.2 Phil Campbell memorandum
Retyped from indistinct original
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OFFICE OF THE minER SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20250
March 24, 1971
To: Donald B. RiceAssistant Direclor
Office of ~anagcment and Budget
Attached is a proposed press release when ac'ti.on-d.scompleted
on this subject.
/s/
J. PHIL CAltIPBELL
Under Secretary
Attachment
~__..'----- -Retyped Uom indistinct original
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35.2 Attachment to Phil Campbell
memorandum
Secretary Hardin ~oday announced an upward adjustment of
support price for manufacturing milk to $4.92 from the $4.66 support
price announced by him on March 12 which was a continuance at that
time of support at the same level as for 1970.
In announcing the new' higher support level, Secretary Hardin
stated such announcements are minimums which cannot be Lowered
during that marke t.Lng season after once being announced, but wh i.ch
can be raised. Support levels can be Lower-ed only at the beginning
of the milk marketing year each April 1st.
Secretary Hardin stated that there is a constarrt analysis of
the milk production situation, and that farmer costs have escaluted
sharply particularly Ln concentrate feed wh i.ch has gone up $10 to
$20 per ton. Farmers have no vTay to cut other costs to compensate
for those VEbieh·have risen.
--------------------------Retyped f1'00 indistinct oyiginal
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35.2 Attachment to Phil Campbell
memorandum
support price for r:2.f;!Jfc:ctl.::--ir.'J 1:11l~: tc $~.92 fl-C::; the $4.£iG suppcr t
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Clifford Hard i.tI_
af:fl'davit, .Ho/lerv , Butz,
March 7, 1972,3 - 4--
Retyped from indi~tinct ori~inal
UHITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUJ.ffiIA
Defendants.
)
!
)
)
)
)
)
Civil Action No. 148-72
RALPH NADER, et al.,
Plaintiffs,
v.
EARL L. BUTZ, et. a.L, ,
AFFIDAVIT
STATE OF lITSSOURI )
)
)
ss.
F'ILED
}far18 1972
JAKES F. DAVEY, Clerk
CITY OF ST. LOUIS
I, Clifford 101. Hardin, being duly sworn, hereby depose and say
as follovTS:
1. I am a Vice -Chairman of the Board of Ra.Lston Purina Company,
st. Louis, Missouri. From January 21, 1969 untn November 17, 1971,
I was the Secretary of Agriculture of the.United States. As such, I
had ultimate responsibility for the determination of dairy price support
-levels for the marketing year 1971-1972 under the applicable statutes.
2. Section 201 of the Agriclutural Act of 1949, as amended
(7 U.s.c.1446), authorizes and directs the Secretary of Agriculture to
make available price support to producers of miLk "at such level not in
excess of 90 per centum nor less than 75 per cerrtum of the parity price
therefor as the Secretary determines necessary in order to assure an
adequate supply." Section 406 of the Agricultmal Act of 19119, as
amended, requires the Secretary "Lnsorar'as practicable" to announce
the level of support for milk "in advance of the marketing year or season"
(7 U.S.C. 1426). Tne level of support so announced may not be reduced.
In addition, the purposes of Section 201+(a) of the Agricultural Act of
1954 include, among other things, to assure adequate supplies of miDI:
and dairy pr-oducts; encourage development of efficient production units
Retyped from indistinct original
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as well as "stabilize the economy of dairy farmers at a level which will
provide a fair return for their labor and investment when compared with
the cost of things that famers buy." (7U.S.C. 1446b).
3. On Harch 12, 1971, an announcement was issued at my direction
advising the public of my determination to support the price of milk at
$4.66 per cwt. for the year April 1, 1971 to l<hrch 31, 1972. This was
the same level as was in effect for the previous year. The complex
economic factors'which enter into a decision such as this are, of course,
not subject to any one interpretaUon. Indeed, based on the Lnf'orrcatLon
and advice that I was receiving, a number of determinations, including
one to raise the support level to $4.93 per cwt., would have been
justified at this time. The initial determination of the level of price
support for milk as announced on lIarch12, 1971 .laS the subject of
major controversy even before it was made. Nevertheless, on balance I
determined for the reasons stated in C.C.C. Docket MCP 98a to set the
support level at $4.66 per cwt.
4. At the tir::eof the I-larch12, 1971 announcement, of the price
support level, I was aware of substantial Congressional sentiment in
favor of a higher figure. Subsequent to the announcement of the $4.66
~ per cwt. price support on ~~rch 12, 1971, such sentiment increased notahly.
A number of bills were introduced in both the Senate and the House which
",ould have increased the support level on a manda tory basis to as much
as $5.00 per cwt , In addition, certain representatives of the dairy
industry strongly urged that the price support determination be revised,
pointing to increase in dairy production costs during the preceding 12
months. For example, at a meeting with the President on ~arch 23, 1971,
various representatives of the industry urged an increase in the price
support level citing again the factor of increased costs to farmers.
5. The existence of such sentiment on the part of many nembers of
Congress and wide segments of the dairy industry led me to inquire as to
-2-
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whether sufficient weight had been given to those factors which we had
been aware of at the time of the March 12, 1971 announcement and 'Thich
",ould have supported a decision to establish the price support at a
higher level.
6. The meeting between representatives of the dairy industrY and
the President, referred to in paragraph 4 a.bove, resulted from an
invitation extended by the President in September, 1970, at a time when
I addressed a meeting of some 25,000 members of a milk producers
organization in Chicago. The arrangements which I made "for key leaders
of the dairy industry to meet ",ith the President \Tere made in January,
1971, and the 11arch 23, 1971 date was fixed by the White House on
February 25, 1971. At the meeting, to the best of my recollection,
the President made certain brief remarks to the group and a spokesman
for the group made a presentation urging an increase in the price support
level.
7. In light of the considerations noted in paragraphs 4 and 5 above.
I reevaluated the price support level announced on I/arch 12, 1971 on the
basis of the requirements of 7 u.S.C. 1446, with an increased focus on
the factors described in C.C.C. Docketl,'JCP98a, Amendment 1. Among other
"-things, feed costs had shovm a noticeable rise throughout the year.
In addition, there vas some indication .that the producers wer e considering
action, based on recent legislation, which ",ould have had the effect of
reducing the overall supply of milk. One other factor to which our
attention was directed vas the fact that an increased supply of cheese
was needed to meet obligations under other programs and a higher
support price ;,Duld tend to insure an adequate supply for these purpo ses .
Such a reevaluation was not novel. Price support determinations for
particular marke ting years had been increased in the past.
8. During the course of reevaluating the evidence, I had discussions
-3-
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N' and advise from members of my staff, including Under Secretary Ca~pbell,
Assistant Secretary Lyng , and Assistant Secretary Palmby.
9. On Harch 25, 1971., this reevaluation of evidence pertinent to
the dairy situation, on the basis of the'criteria in 7 U.S.C. 141,6,
culminated in an announcement, issued at my direction, that the price
support level for the marketing year 1971-1972 would be established at
$4.93 per cm.
10. The decision to set the price support level at $4.93 per cwt.
)Tasbased entirely on a reconsideration of the evidence on the basis of
the statutory criteria.
11. Neither the decision to reevaluate the $4.66 per cwt. support
price level nor the ultimate decision to establish the price support
level at $4.93 per cwt. was based on any consideration other than those
outlined in this affidavit. Specifically, at no time did any person or
organization promise or lead me to believe that funds of any kind or
anything of value vroul.d be paid to me or any other person or organization
in return for a reevaluation of, or increase in, the price support level.
12. Being cognizant of the vf.ews of Congress, as well as the
vi€l,s of the dair! industry and other industries affected by our programs,
"lith respect to the administration of statutes relating to P.griculture,
is, of course, a fundamental part of the Secretary's role.
fs! Clifford 11.Hardin
Clifford M. Hardin
Subscribed and sworn to before me 'this 7th day of Barch, 1972
sl
Notary Public
State of Hissouri
City of St. Louis Act perforrr.edin the City of St. Louis,
which adjoins the County of St. Louis,
lot{ commission expires :1.\", CO!1;missioneX'Jires Jill1uary 2, 1973.
, -4-
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U::IT::D 3'r:\7:~S DIST~I(;T ,:or:~T
rOR THe D1 :;;'R1CT or C0L!.;:~iH A
RALPii ;IAD£R, ct al. , )
) -,'..
Plaintiffs, )
)
/ v. ) Civil Action :-10. 148-72
)
EARL I,. BliTZ, et. a.i , , }
)
Defendents. . )
...._,
.; I
'<_.JI .~
AFFIDAVIT
S1 ATE or lHSSOlJ?-I )
)
)
ss.
CITY or ST. LOUIS
I, Clifford M. ~ardin, being duly sworn, hereby depose and say
as Fo.l Lows:
1. I am a Vice-C~airman of the 30ard of Ralston Purina Co~pany,
St. Louis, !1issouri. From January 21, 1963 until l;over.lbc~ 17,1971,
I Has the'Secretury of Agriculture 0:: the enited States. As such, I
had u l t Lrnetc r-espons Lbi.Lity .f'or- the de t er-ml nat ion of dairy price support
Lcve Ls for the mer-l.et ing year 1971-1972 under- H~0 <lPDlical;le st2.tutes.·
2. Section 201 of the Agricult~ra1 Act of 19~9, as amended
(7 U.S.C. 1446), ~uthorizes a~d jirec~s th~ Secr2~~ry of A~riculture to
make .ava.i LabLe price' suppor-t to producers of mi Lk "at such level not in·
excess of 90 per ccn tun nor less than 75 per ce ntuo of the parity pr ice
"t ner-ef'or- as the Secr-etar-y de t er ni.nes ueccs sar-y in or-oer- to assure an
adequa t e su::,ply." Soct ion IIOG of the lII;ri::;ultul'aJ Act of 194'J, as
amended, requ:'res practicable" ~o c:!nnou~ce
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d~ well 33 "stabili~e the econornv of dairy farmers at a l~vel whic~ will
provide a fair return for their labor and inve st men t when como ar-ed with
the cost of thin;;s that farmers buy." (7U.S.C. 11'45b).
3. On r·lar.ch12, 1971, an annouricer.en t was issued at My direction
advising the pub Lic of my determination to suppor-t the price of miLk at
$4.65 per cwt. for the year April 1, 1971 to :1arch 31, 1972. This was
the same level as was in effect for the previous year.
I_
economic factors which enter into a decision such as this are, of course,
not subject to anyone interpretation. Indeed, based on the infor~atio~
and advice that I was receiving, a nurrber of determinations, including
one to raise the support level to $4.93 per c·...t·.,would have been
justified at this time. The initial determination of the level of price
support for rai.Lk as announced on !·larch12, 1971 was the subject of
rnajor controversy even be fore it was made. !levert:"1eless,on balan ce I
deternined for the reasons stated in C.C.C. Docket ~C? SSa to set the
support level at $4.65 per cwt.
4. At the time of the March 12, 1971 announce~ent of the price
support level, I was aware of substantial Congressional sent~nent in
favor of a higher figure. Subse~uent to the announcement of the S4.66
per cwt , price support on Har-ch 12, 1971, such sentirr.ent increased no t aoLv .
A number of bills were introduced in both the Senate and the House \.;!"iien
would have increased the support level on a D.andatory basis to as D.uch
as $5.00 per cwt. In addition, certain reDresentatives of the dairy
industry strongly urged that the price support determination ~e revisec.,
pointing to Incr-e ase in dairy cr-oduc t ion COSi:·S duri:lf; the or-ece d.ing 12
months. For exa~ple, at a rneetinR ~ith the President on Yareh 23, 1971.
various reDresentatives of the indUstry ur~ed an incre~se in the orice
support level citin~ again the factor of incr~ased costs ta ~ar~ers.
5. The ex ic t ence 0 f such s cnt irr.en t on th·~ f'3 rt 0 ~ r.anv r.;e;:,~ers of
-~-
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in C.C.C. Joc~e~ ~C? gSa, A~e~~~e~: ,-...
tlti.nc_::::;,feed costs n-ad shovn a no t i ce ao Le ~ise t hr-oughour t~e yea!'.
In Clddition, there ',;assane inr:ic-'ltionthat the pr-oducer-s '~'e:,ecO;"lsi,le:'{:~,;::
action, bas~d ori recent legislation, which would have h3~ the effect of
reducing the overall sunply of milk. One other facfor to ~n:ch our
attention W-clS directed was the fact t~at an increased suu~ly of cneese
was needed to rr.eetobLi ga t i ons under other DrOi';"!'ar"Sand a hi?~er
support price would tend to insure an adeq~ate suooly fo:, thQse ~ur~oses.
Such a reevaluation has not novel.
H. .. .
C1!~C:..1:";3!'O:-)~
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10. 7he ~ecisicn ~o se: -.--\".. ......rric€
·..:5S l:c;sed ent ir e Iv on a !"'e::c~si.~e!"2:icn of t he ev i ce nc e ~n the !:- ..ss i's \._"":~.....
t~e statuto~y c~~te~:a.
price level nc~ the ulti~a:e ~ecisi0n :0 es:a~!~sh :he ~rice s\!~r~rt
level at $4. 93 ~e1' C\.Jt. was r-as e d on anv ccns ice r-e t ion o t hor- t han ti10:>t'
outlined in this affidavit. S;Jccifically, at no t irne jill .my pc rscn 01'
organization pro8ise or lead Fe to believe th~t fun~s 0~ 3ny kinJ or
anythin£ of v2luc wo~ld ~e caid td ~e O~ any other ne!'S0!1 cr ~r~anl~Jt10:~
in return ;:01' a reevaluati;:);J 0::, or increase in, tile' or-Lee SU;'~OI'tlevel.
12. geir:r, cogn.i z.an ; of t he v i ews of Congress, as well as tilt'
views of the dairy Lndus t r-y and oti:el' industries a f f c c t e d ~y our DrOp',1:I;~~,
~itfl respect to. the a dmin i s t r-a t ion of statutes r-e La t iug to i\r~!"icultul'e..,
is \. of course, a fundarnerrt aI part of the Sc cr-e t cr-y ' s r-oLc ,
,
Subscribed anc ::;·.,;crn to l.c for-e :-c!t! ti,is 7th d<J:t (,[ ~'~al"l:h, J'172
I
'!' .)
,. :
"------~----.-------"'------ ------
llo t.ir-y 1'111)1 i .:,:
State of Mi~sour~
City 6f St. Louis
:'ly
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36. Between March 30, 1971 and August 5, 1971 Harrison and
Chotiner transmitted to AMPI the names of 100 political committees
to receive contributions and over spring and summer of 1971 AMPI and
the other dairy cooperatives made contributions of $2,500 each to the
committees. The names and charters of the committees were prepared
by Presidential campaign fundraisers Bob Bennett and Hugh Sloan with
the assistance of John Dean. Haldeman received reports from Dean and
Strachan regarding the collection and handling of the milk money. On
September 11, 1971 Strachan sent a memorandum to Haldeman stating that
fundraiser Lee Nunn reported that $232,500 of milk money had been
realized. Strachan stated that this was slightly more than one-half
of the amount that should have been realized on the commitment
($90,000 per month). Throughout this period dairy cooperative officials
referred to the commitment to make contributions to the President's
reelection campaign.
36.1 Letter from Marion Harrison to Gary Hanman, March 30,
1971 (received from SSe).
36.2 Letter from Marion Harrison to Harold Nelson, June 16,
1971 (received from SSe).
36.3 Letter from Marion Harrison to Harold Nelson, June 29,
1971 (received from SSe).
36.4 Letter from Murray ehotiner to David Parr, August 5,
1971 (received from sse).
36.5 Letter from Hugh Sloan to John Dean, Apri.1 12, 1971
-{received from SSe).
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36.6 Information on campaign spending H. R. Haldeman
and John Dean, Nay 18, 1971, sse Exhibit No. 34-26,
3 sse 1226- 230.
36.7 Memorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
May 21, 1971 (received from Hhite House).
36.8 Memorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
September 11, 1971, Exhibit e, Nader v. Butz.
36.9 Memorandum from Gary Hanman to ADEPT Committee,
September 13, 1971 (received from sse).
36.10 Letter from Gary Hanman to Dean K1oock, April 26,
1971, Hanman Exhibit G, Na.der v. Butz.
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I" 13,73" , lAW·OF'FICES (
REEVES & !L\.RRISON
aurre 500
1701 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE. N. W.
..... lION E:DWY>I HA~"'50N
E:RNE5T GENE: REEVES
POilERT r. ~AGL~
I MYRON SOLTSR
.JUDY R. ponE:"
WASHINGTON, D. G:, 20006
TELEPHONE 202 298-9030
TELEX 440376 CRDK
CABLE "REEVLAW"
0'" COUNseL
HUA~AY .... CI-tOTlNL:R
PATRICK .J. HILUNGS
36.1 Marion Harrison letter
March 30, 1971
~..r. Gary Hanrnan
Executive Vice-President of Marketing
l-lid-AmericaDairymen, Inc.
P. O. Box 1837 S~S.S.
Springfield, Missouri 65805
Dear Gary:
We send you herewith the names and addresses
.of nine committees. We \V'l::11 get the tenth one Later •
~ Please don't hold up waiting for it'betause we need a
few days. ./)
sincefel¥':J
"MEH:ek
Enclosure
......... ~.- ~ ,.-. . _.- .
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( (
Kick Off '72 Republican Dinner
Eisenhower Center
310 - 1st Street,\ S.E.
Washington, D. C.
Republican National Committee
Eisenhower Center
310 - 1st Street, S.E.
'Washington, D. C.
Republican National Finance Committee
·Eisenhower Center
310 - 1st Street,S.E.
Washington, D. C.
Republican National Finance ,Operations Committee
Eisenhower Center
310 - 1st Street, S.E.
Washington, D. c.
Republican National Associates
Eisenhower Center
310 - 1st Street, S.E.
Washington,' D. c.
t Republican Victory committee
Eisenhower center
310 -~lst Street, S.E.
Washington, D. c.
Republican Campaign Corrmittee
Eisenhower Center
310 - 1st Street, S.E.
Washington, D. C.
committee for a Republican Congress
Congressional Hotel
300 New Jersey Avenue, S.E.
Washington, D. C.
Republican Congressional Candidates Conference
Congressional Hotel
300 New Jersey Avenue, S.E.
Washington, D. C.
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Letter to Harold S. Nelson
from Marion Edwyn Harrison,
June 16, 1971 --- 36.2 Marion Harrison letter
RetyPed from indistinct original
LAW OFFICES
REEVES & HARRISON
SUITE 500
1701 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N.W.
MARION EDWYN HARRISON .
ERNEST GENE REEVES
ROBERT F. SAGLE
MYRON SOLTER
JUDy R. POTTER
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006
TELEPHONE 202 298-9030
TELEX 440376 CRDK
CABLE "REEVLAW"
Of Counsel
MURRAy CHOTINER
PATRICK J. HILLINGS
June 16, 1971
Harold S. Nelson, Esq.
General Manager
Associated Milk Producers, Inc.
GPM Building, Fourth Floor
, San Antonio, Texas 78216
Re: Contributions
Dear Harold:
We enclose a list showing 25 committees, each
with a chairman and a treasurer. As to each, the ad-
dress of the committee is the address of the chairman.
Twenty-three of the 25 committees are from the
list I already gave you. In sequence, beginning with un-
numbered page one, the committees as they correspond to
that list are ##15, 17, 18, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 30, 31,
32, 33, the Citizens for More Effective Community Involve-
ment (not on the list), Americans Dedicated to Support
Democracy (also not on the list), I, 2, 5, 8, 9, 10, II,
12, 13, 14 and 16.
Let's not wait for the other 75 names. If Bob
Isham or somebody would bring me these checks, each pay-
able to the named committee in the sum of $2,500.00 show-
ing for your records the address (but not the name) of
the chairman as the address for the committee, and show-
ing nothing about the treasurer or the bank, I would de-
liver them and we would be started on our project.
~ The fact all this took so long and is yet in-
complete frustrates me, believe me, even more than it
Sometimes it is difficult to honor a1 :~~strates you.
~itmentl
Sincerely,
/s/
MARION EDWYN HARRISON
MEH:ek
Received June 21, 1971
Retyped from iridistinct original
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ah:.c
ins:
the
t.o .~~~.!~ iJ:~;_<'~':: CCiC::.:~;_-;::(:c:.. :.t.., -':.!lC su::: 0:': $2! 50~1.O(;
fo}: :;"0\.11- r.:·~::-:c.!.-a~ 'r.~!..:: ;.":-:.-.(;:-:';'<-,5 c,)C.t n~t t.~:~n21!r:~:
,::!lvd_;:r.:;..;; Co.:: the c:c::.ip.'.!::. G ;:or t.r.\? cn:;.r;:\i t t ':':', .r.n~
f.: ~.\ :l"'i:-
0::
S!1. ':)9/:_
in9 r..ot_hi:r:.9' a::'.:. .;.:,:
1i.~...Ycr t11 e:r~ c r:.:1 "; e
tJ:s i:.r(~c!s·\.'.;:·;:"',;:':G:!:'
\~.;cu16 br; st.axt.~.'1 on our ?~:-oJ ect.
1.$ ye~ in-
-_. '. '.\:- .-,
\" ~•.•.•.• ;._:. . I
l\i::'-':~~"~"-' ..' " L.
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1000 c.. :ti cut; iWl~llUC I ,. ,.......• i••
\'I,1~hin'_; ", D.C.
'l'rC<.l.Surer: Vera I ti·~n
Union Trust iluilding
15th and H s t rcc tc , N.H.
Washington, D.C.
Associc1c.io:1 of F.:i'.cric2... :: [or Goo::1Govern;:\cnt:
G.al.:::.-:I<ln: Lconat"·j J. Bonner
1~20 t\':',' York Avenue
\·:ashin·:i::.oa, D.C. 20005
'l'reasurel.·: Rosemary :i~tcn.inson
Union Tr..lS t. Building
15th and ~; S cree ts 1 N.H.
Hashingto:-., .;). C.
Leaq~e for Concer-tee Action:
Chair.::.Z4"'1: ~;aurice s. ;·:.i.llia.T.s
210~ Orch.:A:_·;_i?lace
Lai1cover, ;·;<.:..:yland20795
Treasurer: J. D. BO\·lC:;:=>OC.~
Union Tru;:; t ::.-..ll.lding
15th and .: S;:reets, N.H.
Hashington, ::J.C.
Leagi..;.·~of D=dicated Voters:
Cnair.;lan~ '·1rs. rnga :";_.rr
21~8 Geor::;.i.on Woods Place'
Silver Spring, Maryland
Treasurer: Kenneth 1\. Hillia-ns
Union '.i.'rust Building
\'lashingtont D. C.
p~sociation of political Vol~:1teers:
C....air.nZ4"'1: i-i a ro Ld S;;\i th
. 1420 Nee'" York Avenue
\'lashington, D. C. 20005
Treasurer: ~ug~st Zinsser
Union '.i.'n:..3t '3.:.i lc.ing
15=:. a.nc. ~ Streets I Ni~
washington, D.C.
, ..
...
" p'
~"- •.• ""-J~--
~/:....: ,.~
. .
, .
L/ .....?
_... J/ ~.,. ...'
'/ .'. ,.. ; ..•.1,. ~----
~..
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- 2
01'\"";';\;: ~ ::_~~~~_~.~':' (~\'.:~:.~:~2_~._!.:'_.\\~~~~~,~:.:.;
Ch\'\.\. l.i"'-1l1 : :-:rs . 1-"l'l':( :.:i c '~'O'-':C1:
80 J J iile lU F.\ ~T.1 D.::-i 'JC
Bcthc s d.• , ~:,)!.-i'l..lnci 20030
?rcasu:ccr: Paul :-1. Cardcn
Union Tl.·ust uui.lding
15th una ii Strcc: ts, ;;;'/
"lashington, D.C.
A;~C!~·:;_c,::~;S!):~dicC\~0C to Gr0atcr Pu::,lj_c A',,:arcncss:
D~u.l.r.7~~"1: JO~)'Il ~·l. Quic%
10134 Little Pond D~ive
Gaithersburg, !-:ilryland 20760
Treasurer: \'iiThur Diggs
Union Trust'BuilGing
15th and H' Streets, l'l'l
Washington, D.C.
~~ericaiSU~ited for Better Feccral A~~i~is~ratio~:
Cnal.r.;'.w'1: '·'rs. John z , Quick
10134 Litt~c Pond Drive
Ga.ithcrsburg, };o.ryla.'1d 20760
Treasurer: Richard Barrett
Union 'i'rust Building
15th and H st ree cs , N.H.
Washington, D.C.
Asso.::iation for Sensible Disa~~~ent:
Ka~,eryn Beci\.
6609 Hillendale Road
Chevy Caa se , Haryla.'1d 20015
Treasurer: J~cs Sha~<
Union 'i'rus t Ecildi,ng
lSt.1-t and H Streets,' ~~'1.
\.:ashing con , D. C •
~iza:'io~ of ~:oC:c:rc:.t.c F..n'2rica:;.s:
Cnair.:\a.,: .·:r. John Pac~~Clrcl
18~0 14t.-" scrce c , N.H.
Nasni:lgto:l, D.C.
Treasurer: S t.cp:.cn D. Kozma
Unio~ Trust BuilCi~g
15~~ w'1d H Strcct5, ~~H
Wash~~sto:l, D.C.
..,11>"" .-
( ..,;' .' .....
..• :1
,.
~...~
··•··
•i
l
·,
i
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- ) -
~." t· i~o1i :~ic.i 1 :;t.~:)i 1i tv :._._-------
10100 Dcntcro~s nrivc
PotO::lo<':, ~:L\l::iLllld 20u5':
~r~~$urcr: Gordon ~ilcox
Union 'lru s t; nuildins-
15::h and II Streets, (;'..:
washington, D,C.
i\ssoci2.::.():1 of "cir:i\b()r~ooc Vo Lunt c e z s :
Crlu..i..r;;-\an: ;<c:;s t.on l'-1. Jacks
1451 Aldcnha~ .Lal1C
Reston, Vir~inia 22070
Treasurer: Jackson Ritchie
Union Trust Building
15th and H Streets, ~w
\'lashington, D.C.
c;.'lai.r.i'.an: Jol.n L.:~ilcullen
1250 Connecticut Avenue I t-,.,.,..l
Washington, D.C.
Treasurer: J. G. Addison
Union Trust Building
15th and }i Str~ets, ~il
Washington, D.C.
e
;"":'lericc:;o.sDedicated to S\.:,)oart 0= De~ocracv:
Cnair.il(l."1: JerO;;1e POvlell
1250 Conr.ecticut Avenue
"lashington, D.C.
Treasurer: Susan Ku.'1.n
Union ...'zus t; Building
15th (l.":c. H scrce ts , ~';-;'1
l'lasnir.gton, D.C•.
.\
I. •
.'-.....
.....•..., .""~ _ ..,
"..-...._, .-'
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lAvrOF ,I::: z s (
HEEVES 6~ TL\.HHISON
SUITE ",00
1701 PENN,:;YLVI\NIA AVi::NUE, N W,
.,,"'.iON r.r.- .v,:'f:-, '1"'~AISON
L~r4~ST GC::NE" r.r;E.vES
WASHINGTON, D, C, 20006
,,",\.1-"".\" ... :-:.- --.t:a,
TELE:PHONE 202 ~D,9-90.30
TELEY, 440370 CRDK
CAOLe: "RE:!:VU,W"
.. A.::::t·: ........ _:_. "oj]
..IUOY R. ?l.JiT£.Jl
___ 36.3 Marion Harrison letter
June 29, 1971
Harold S. Nelson, Esq.'
General r:Ianager
Aisociated Milk Producers, Inc.
GPH Building, Fourth Floor
San Antonio, Texas 78216
Re: Contributions
Dear Harold:
Do you think Bob Isham or somebody 'can move
fairly fast on the 25 checks discussed in my letter to
you of June 16? The people on G~e other side of the
fence took forever and a day to get us the addresses
of the committees but inasmuch as He have had the names
of'the committees for several months, it might be good,
politics to move fast.
We enclose a list of 24 more commi trt ees , in
the same format as the 'original 25. All 24 are from
the list I originally gave you. In sequence, beginning
\.:i th the first page, the corrcui, ttees as they correspond
to that list are ft~20, 26, 29, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40,
43, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, .53, 54, 56, 57, 60, 61
and 62.
If
to add these
25 forth""ith
it would delay getting in the original 25
24, I would suggest we move on the original
and then take up these 24/i/due course.
Since~ tf
.' r/ &"1StA
~'I,_I ,l~..;;.Jt-..
._. -~.J"C"'"" . ".,_. _, "-
i~~ __ ~\ YN HAP.....ttI SO~I
l-1EH: ek
Enclosure ~..... -.~ .~.~ "':- : t~~ ."
~... -_.". ...., -..I '"- ."
"
., .....
" .
t'~ 1 i
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)·d. /-' .._, .ij·~_}-/-yz- .
,...-b....,..:..: ..... _ ..•,,~J.;.,.- ...."".:-.•.~ ..., :,.;. ",
. -
;!"_ilr~_""";''::''·~>:'_'''':".:,j, .._'",--",-;,~""-"-~"""",_:",,,,.~-,·~~~-~-~ ....~
Cool'""'t .
,. a ., ..
.. r"e
FRO~"THE DeSK OF ••••• Jane S. Wright
~Y"
f . ;ii~'
l ".,:".~-:
l~r ,_-:j:
FIW:-;: ~!;lrio:1 iIC!;:-ris~)!."! ~~~:_~;~!
Don't do anythi-ng \·:ith the f oTLowi.ng as "there F'~~~~~
wi l.L probably be a name change •.• wi.LL be-- ~~~-*
back in touch in a day or t.wo .. IiI
....t{~
fjH~
f-" '4~
t{:~
k:_o~:Y~
f';~
;.: -~- :7:-..;.:.
~.·'·~i....... ~.
J. _
... ''''':Jt''
t--:l:, - -,:;:;.,
.r •~~
('/1/:"1
l' ."
&.
3
; 4, 6;
., 7, 19j
! 28;
38
11-1
42
45
51
54
58
59
e 64
65
66
67
75
8t}
85
86
90
91
97
98
• 1
~ ....~~.
t __
..
.~:~~(.- _. : ,;,
-",,- ....
-.·-~·}··.~·~:-~l
. ,"-::'
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. .,. , (''.
,,":,_. ,.
LAW OrrlCES
REEYES & }L'\.nnISON
SUI1'E 500, 36.4 Murray Chotiner letter
1701 PENNSYLVANIA AVC:NUE. N. W.
TELEPHONE 202 298-9030
TCLC~ ~<'0376 C;:lOK
CABLE: -REE:VLAW"
0' COY"'S.CI..
HURRAY M.CHOT'NtR
PATRICK J. HILLINGS
~"FHON COWYH H"'R~USON
CRt-ICST GeNE: REeVES
"09£RT ... SAC"C
.... 1'ROH ::;Ol.T!:~
CHAR~ C ..... CT Lucey
.lUDY R. POTTCR
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006
August 5, 1971
Mr. David L. Parr
AssociCl.ted ~~ilkProducers I Inc.
P. O. Box 9589
Little Rock, Arkansas 72209
Re: Contributions
Dear Dave:
In the absence of Marion aarrison, I an taking
the liberty of furnishi~g you tte list of 100 co~~ittees.
Please note thnt the single circle around the
number indicates it was sent t.o Harold ~~clson on June 16,
1971, in the first group of 25 cor.~ittec5.
The double circle around the nuraher indicates
it was in the list of 24 cornrai.tt eeo sent to fl(\l:'old Hclson
on June 29.
It "Till be appreciate,d if you '1-iill l<'~}~Cthe
oornrai,ttecs a-vailable to I·~r. Isha!':'. "iith the thought in
ninel that prorapt;action "till be t.aken along the lines
\ole discussed.
Hi t.."1 bas t personal regaran•
Cordially,
l1URPJ\Y l!. CHOTI1·jER
gHC:ck
,l;nclosure
cc: ~r. Robert o. Isham
nc-r-£:-;-"(0.- \1'''''
'. t.....~L'-.t vi: l1AU G.' -. f:\........ .. ,. -' \J '.,)71..... y
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(Pd-- /-4~/£)
tf.j_ $'"{/ C/.
__ .._-'_---
. .
(
------------ --_. ----,----_.- - ..'. .
~·76. The LeaCTue of Ma tu r e Arrre r ic a n s.. ;-,
..
. . ..
"
-" 77.
Cha'i r rn a n:
•
Treasurer:
Cla r e n c e T:--.lley
4101 North Randolph Street
Ar l ington , Virginia
"
John C. ?-.!envin
15t~ and New York Av e nu e , N, \V. '
w« s hi ng t o n, D. C. 20005
"
Voluntce r 5 fo r Good Cove rnrr:ent
Cl a r r e s s a F L",<Chaiz-man:
Treasurer:
Room 515
1625 Eye Street, N. W.
,\rashingtor., D. C. 20006
'.
Ronald »r, ~·tillcr.
15th and New Yo r k Avenue, N, V{.
'Va shington, D., C. 20005
. .
.'
,.
. ..-~-/'.,~ "':':-., .;'. ~.
'.
"
[6794]
- - • 4. '"••••
..
• ....._78.
':--79.
80.
'.
. . .
-- 81.
.'
'.
~ ins t Cit iz C II i\::) Z\ th V
Chairman: Wa ndc Wiles
1735 Eye Street, N. \~'.
Washington, D. C. 20000
. .
Treasurer:
, .
..
'.. ...
'.
. .. . .
(
T. Edward Z\torrls
15th and New York Aven·uc.
'Vashington, D. C. 20005
"e ,
League. for American Vo Iu n t e e r s
Chairman: Ma ry Eliza beth Rill
. 7305 Masters Dr ive
Potomac, Marylan~
"
Treasurer:
'. .'
Americans United for
,
Benjamin ~rcCeney
. 15th and New York Avenue,
·.Washingtoz:; 'D. G. 20005
...
Effective Government
". Cha ir rna n :
..
Treasurer:
Timothy Mc En r oe
1750 Pe nn syl va ni a Avenue,
'\'ashington, D. C. 20006
. John E. O~yun
15th and , ?\ew York
. .Washington, D. C.
Avenue.
20005,
Association for Better Corn mun it ic s
Cha ir rria nc : Lin J'o ne s
1729 H ,Street, ~. 'V.
Suite 310
Washington, D. C .
. Treasurer:
"
N. W.
\
x, 'V.
N. VI •
..
. '
e •
.'
e.
John D. -Pollard
15th and ):'evl Yo r k Avenue. N, 'V. .
Washingtor.. D. C. 20005
/
~~=-=::...~:~~,
·1 j 1:..-.;,1
[6795]
....~-,.
, ,
o __
:~"B2;" 0 A~s('lci~tio~C Concerned L'!'cil.!h~or.c; (
Ch a ir rn a n : William Hc irril ic h
~.r: ...\_-t:»: 0 -. ~'':__ I
.' "
"..'-- / ~n'""" '_ tC'".) ((;.. . ~
~I .'
N. w. ~J .
.
o 0
'0
...__ 84.
'. . ..
... ~....
",
1250 Connecticut Avenue.
Suite 612 \
w, shington. D. C. 20036
Donald L. Scott
15th and New York Avenue, N. \\T •
'Vashington, D. C.20005
• 0
. . -,
".
'.
Americans United for Safer Streets
Cha ir rriarr: Christine He irril ic h
1250 Connecticut Avenue, N. \V.
Suite 612 ..
Wa sh ing ton , D.: C. 20036
.'
. .
.. Treasurer: Ha r r y . 'V. Sipe
15th and New York Avenue, N. W•
. ~W.a5hi~gton, D: C. 20005 0
.' ..
.
Americans Dedicated to Volunteer r'\ction
Cha iz rnan: .Diane Konowal ski
1729 H Street, N. W.
Suite 310
. Wa sh lrig ton, D. C. 20006.
'... .' . "o. Treasurer: Neil F. Stull
15th and New York Av e nue , N. vr. 0
00' .Washington, D. C. 200PS
:
" 85. Americ~ns for a ?-.-fore Informed ElectorateChairman: E. v«. Norris
o 1323 Pinet:-ee Ro a d
McLean, Virginiao.
:.
Treasurer: Louise V. Tcw :
o 15th and New York Avenue, N. \V.
Washingto:1: D. C. 20005
, -.
.0~
•
.
L .•
..
'0
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. . .
, ..,_
90.
91.
. 92.
93.
. ' ..
i
Amcric;).ns Dc d ic a t c d to
Ch a ir rna n :
Trca:;ltrer:
, -' A. ", , _' "', -.'..__. .' .r ....-.~
Esthe r ~I. Betancourt
15th and Nc w York Avenue, N.1V.
Washi::-lgton, D. C. 20005
..
,
AssOclatio:l of Americans for' Re t ent io n of Sound Ide a l s----~~~~~~~=-~~~
Chairman: Gary Terry
1000.- 16th x. W._...
Treasurer:
• . . '
#
'Vashing~on. D., C .. 20036
Helen F. Bruder
15th and New York
Wa sh ing t on, D. C.
.'
Avenue,
20005
N. \V.
. ~
'. .;;
Committee fo r Better Communities~-----------------------Chairman: Gus Rau s cb enba ch
855 L'Enfant .Pla z a South.
Washington, D. C. 2002.4
.
Treasurer:
.,
Helen W. Candee
15th and New York
., \Yashington, D. C.
Cha ir rria.n :
League for Polit~c?l Exoresc;ion
'.
Treasurer:
'.
. .
Avenue •
20005
N. \V•
M2. r th a ..A!" rn s t r ong 0' Ha r e
2100 Ma s 52.COU setts Avenue
.\Vash ing to n, D. C.. . '
Anna B. Clagett
15th and Ne w York Avenue. N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20005
,
. 619
•..,
o
..
•....
•
.,
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~ 9-1.
r
95.
, (
COinmit tee J r Tn \."01vcn~cn t 1n Pu b1ic .V :r s
Chairrnan: Ba r ba r a Walsh
3127 - 5~st Place, N. W.
Wa sh ing ton, D. C.
Treasurer:
Americans (or Greater,
-----------------~~, "'_ v :
Hazel George
15th and New York Avenue, N. VI,
'Va,shington, D. C. 20005. ,.
Chairman:
.
Awa r cn e s s in Public Issues
_.
Trea.surer:
Douglas Caddy
2121 P Street, N. 'V.
Wa.sb ingt on , D. C. .. .
E. Evelyn Lee
15th and New' York
Washington, D. C.
Avenue,
20005
'.
. 96 •.. Americans Dedicated to Greater Citizen Activit
-, Chairman: Mary Lee Hester
600 Roosevelt Boulevar'd
Falls Church, Virginia
97.
, .
Treasurer:,
.,
:
Esther D .. Nails
15th and New York Avenue.
• Wa sh ing t on, D. C, 20005._
Citiz'ens for Volunteer Action
Chairman:' Robert L. Hubert
7600 Colshire Drive'·.'
Tr<;asure r :
"
"l-,.1cLean. Virginia 22101
I .
N. VI.
N. VI•
77'.. ,. . . .
". _.
:':;-7 ,p.
,Palnela J. Redlund
15th and New Yo r k Avenue.· N. 'V.
\\'ashington. D. C. 20005
..
,.~.~-:\\'
" .\;~ .....'~. .. .. ' ..
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.. .'...., ... '
•93.
(
, '
.Aroc r lc c n s Dcdictlt<-d to So u n d Po l it ic a l Phllo::;op~1il's
99.
•.
. '.'.
Cha ir rna n :
Treasure r :
' ...
Edna ~fullcn
172f) H Street', N.·W.
Suite 310
Washington, D. C. 2000G
. ,
~\'t?ry Lou Simpson
15th and New York Avenue, N. 'N.,
'Vashington, D. C.- 20006
I', •
•
League of Thou~htfd Arnericans .,.
.Cha ir rna n ; Rose ~v~2.rie Kobylinski'
3712 Fulton St r e e t ," N. vr ;
Washington. D.C. 20007
. . Treasurer:
#. ~,
Ruth E, Spr ing rna n
15th and New 'fork Avenue,
'Vashington, D. C. 20005
•
- .•
Association" for Concerned Ci t izen s-
Chairman: La w r e nc c S. J c pp s o'n
9004 Honeybee ~ane
Bethe s da , ~'~ar y l a nd 200 34
Treasure!':
)..
.,'
• Liria S. Wa l t e r.s
J 5th arid ?\ew Yor'k 'Ave nu e ,
Wa shin gt on , D. C. 20005
, .
...
N. 'V.
" .
- , .
N.W.
(_~...:", .. .".... ". .~.-.'......__-_ ... --------. -.
•
'.
,,'.' ...
t-
.'
•
"
'.
. .
"
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_ 36.5 Hugh Sloan letter .~.. ;;_., _;
S;_:i ce .2 72
1'701 ?9!'...;."1sylvan.i a .;vent:e, N.'ii •
~·i.:'.5hil1gtO';'l., D.C. 2000&
A?ril 12, 1971
Parso!'!;l
1,tt". Jo:'1.."1 De2..l'
CO'-t.~sel to t.."= ?:=esicent
:::c:ecu't~7e a£tica B~lti.:1g
.Ti7ashing-:.on 1 D- c:.
?-:!r our ~::c:rlv-=r.5atio.':l t...'1is rr~C?!'r!i:1gI -pleasa find eric Los e.d
a r2:'fised Esc of t:-:e£ifty C07i71.i '::::-:'=7;5 '.'ihi~h I i~-t:enC!tv act:" ·;ite
C.i3C'':3S:d,
.~ "...... ~-
[6801]
5. C:'ti:::2:::s
~...
2.2.
COU-"1cil for Zf=~cti'tla' C-o'tlSrr-l.-::ent
CO:":""1cil fo::" A 3=':-::=::" .Am=::"icJ.
Cou ..."1c:'l fo::" G:)ve::"r.:r.a·r:t ?..=foCt13~
I5.
-r "'\
..:..-.
r, :
.-: .
, ,
_.J •
•..") ..
., "'~:; .
. ~. ""I... '.~ .
~ '...
, ...:....
..' ~::..:':'.--::~:-:s S:.:.?::·~=-:' ~~~.":)~=?=:>-= '3~::~~:;!= '::;0~~:7~-::e:l-:'
c:':" :.:..':':.'~::'.3 .5 '~~,;~o=-=Cr "J'';? ;: 0= (;0.:.::: ;;iJ~.i~ .=:-'_--:'':71 ~
r(
[6802]
3:3'.
"'=0.
41.
42 ..
43. _.
44~'.
:t.1.3 ~.
jt"'" .
-e I •
~S.
:.19 ..
-~_' ~/ ....
-2-
( ... ; f.- ; -- 6. ..., -....... '_J._..::l
Citizen3 Ccuric i.L for
Citi-Z2rl3 Cou;~~iI fo=:
Ci tize::::s Coun c Ll, fo!"
,C:'~.1.Zens Co lJ..n c i L .::or
Ci t:i cens Ccun c.i L fo::-
A 3e'=:t.e::- k~e~i.ca
Go v-= ::7l::'.:e:l:' ~e f o rm
rj~';.ite~ Cit.'::a:1s C:J=:!7titt-2!er or 2£f=cti:.n:~ Govar~"":le~t
.• -:-.;.....! :_ _ ...1 r- i,.;....:.,.._n- r -.- -.:.~~- - .....*,;,,= '"' -,-'", .'.. '"'__ ,-., '-,_ :- ::-: _,.... ,.~_-, '•• _- _""'_~._-:>
.1 ..J~:'. ,_":::1_.1" \._. ,-_:_~.:: ... .:> \._ ......:: .• .:.~!...:.. ._,_.~~ .,J .. - __ ::: - _'- _"- Co
U.!"!.l :'.3'5. Ci ti.z~:~.:5 !:C:::.:.~.tt·:::= 'CO::- Gc't/~r7'_~e.:.:.·:' I'.=f0:::::t
'. ' .. ~
_'-.-..:."
"
,"
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- 4 -
c•.:li :::",",';';1 : UdVlU .L.
1';:~O :';Ch'
\.:il~.ihin<;t(· •C.
Trcu!Jt:rCl:: lIill:riet billa 1',,1::;
Union '[1.·U:; t I.)uildin,]
15t.h and II Streets, r,,,,,/
\'/ashingtoll I D.C.
Lc~cuC of Invblvcd Citizens:
C:lai~-;-..:LI.: J01.·O<:l.'"1 S. ili::-,clfarb
1420 Nc\v Yo;:-!:i\venue
\'lashington, D. C.
Treasurer: Clifford C.'cas low
Union Trt::s t Buildi:"',g
15th a."10j; Streets I }''\'l
Washington, D.C.
Co::t.~itt~e fa:::- a BE!tter 'Natio:1:
Saini;JSO:1 P. iiolla."1Q
1809 Var:11.:i:1 s crce t., N.H.
\':ashingtoi'1, D.C.
Tre.asurer: Brainard n. Hari'1er III
Union Trust Building
15th and Ii S trects I N't1
Washington, D. C.
Citizens for sounc1 policies at HO:i,e ru"1d ].~')~cz:.d;
Chairman:' r!urold LO·I.,re
\.lood'....arc. auilding
Washington, D.C.
Treasurer: necdy T. Fitchie
Union Trust Building
15th and H Streets, N;-1
Washington, D.C.
A.":ierl.Ca:-IS U:.i tcd for SC:1sible i\sricul tur~l Policv:
Chai.r.lar.: Calvi:1 D. JO:-,i"lSO;-:'
2121 \\isconsin Avcr.uc, ~;~'1
Washington, D.C. 20007
'l'rcasuror: :·~ilc..::-ed J. Ha~:-.cr
u~icn T~3t 5~il~ng
1St:. a...d Ii scrcc cs ,
\'la~hi.01gt,C:\I D. C.
" .
I '.
e. r
~ ... ~/"
._. .J}/
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250,; SOc:.
\,,'U,Shin<J:, D.C.
T.!."cc:,~urer: JrJ.:i1CS 1",_ ;~t.\i'ncs, Jr.
Un:on Trust uuilding
15th and H Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
fr\.-tJt
;-,:;"cr:.c:'.;~s Eo:.: Sou;1C}Ecologic21 PoLi cv s
.._ ..... " _. ..
t"· .'1' ,I
100e> Connectic-..rt A-;en1.:e, x,w,
Washington, D.C.
Treasurer: Tho~as L. l~,glin
Union 'i'rus t Bcilcing
15th and H Streets, N.~·:.
~'lashington, D.C•.
Peter R. Tu~'lor
103 Hi1i:o:JC:I."ne
Silver Sp:r:ir.g,Haryl~'c:. 20904
Treasurer: James H. JO!1;iston I III
Union Tru::; t. :\uilding
15th an d Ii ::;:~reets, N.H.
\';ushington I D.C.
Rose :,~. Botsford
1730 H Stree t I x ,H.
l-lashingto:"., D.C.
;1- ';'/:;> • r' .•, .
,
!
L
f
i
l
J
l
I
I
i'
"
I
I,.
I
ir
•
~.sso:::.:a1:.:on of ?oli tical .::',c::iv.is ts i
Chair.nan: Cwrles G. ~ot:.s:::ord
1730 MStr~~t, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20035
Tr~asurer: Irma g. Orpin
Union Trust Bui.ldi:1g
15th and H Streets, N."'l.
l'lashingto:1, D.C.
. Treasurer:
f)
J1.:1i~' Gillespie
u....i0:-. ?rus'\:.Dci lCi.ng
15t..~ and H s crcc ts , ~.H.
Wachington, D.C.
i
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PRESIDENTIAL CA~1PAIGN ACTIVITIES OF 1972
SENATE RESOLUTION 60
HEARINGS
BEFORE THE
SELECT COnll\IITTEE ON
PRESIDENTIAL CAnlPAIGN ACTIVITIES
OF THE
UNITED STATES SENATE
NINETY-TIDRD CONGRESS
FIRST SESSIO~
WATERGATE AND RELATED ACTIVITIES
Phase I : Watergate Investigation
WASHINGTON, D.C .• J1:NE 25 AJ."\D 26. 10,3
Book 3
"
Printed for the nse of the
Select Committee 011 Presidential Campaign Activities
U.S. GOVERN~tE~T PRINTING OFFICE
WASIlINGTON : 1913
._---------------
}"or sale by tht\ Su~h'lIrtn1l'ndt!nt or Documents. U.S. Government I"rintulg (\t:i~e
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No. 34-13-(02.';) Copy of agenda prepared by Gordon Liddy for meet ing of
November 2~, 1071, with At torney (;elll'mi :'.Iil('h.~!l and
Jo hn Dean _
N«, 34-14-(!)31) :'.Icll1llf<mdum for Larry Higby frmu John D",ul with
:11t achrnen t..-; _
No. 34-1;)-(0:");";) Whi t e House mr-morandurn for .Iohn i)e"n f roru Churlo-,
Colson concerning Howard Hunt, with a r t uchmen t-, __
No. 34-l()-(939) F I1I in tervie w of Charles Colson . _
No, 34-17-(043) Memorandum for H. R. Huldoman and John Ehr lichruan
from John Dean re : 0' Brien letter concerning speciulprosccutor _
No. 34-18-(9.)4) Memorandnm for John Dean from Charles Colson re :
Chronology of Howard Hunt's act ivit ics _
No. 34-19--(0.)7) :\Iemorandums re: Counteractions (Watergate) by
Kenneth Parkinson and .J ohn DC:J.n _
No. 34-20--(959) Letter from Congn-ssman Brown to Attorney General
re : Banking and Currency Committee investigation into
Watergate act ivities _
No. 34-21-(961) Memorundum to John Dean from Kenneth Perkinson
re: 1972 political filings _
No. 34-2:2-(961) Banking and Currency Committee notice of meeting
change and subpena list, with attachments : _
1'0_ 34-23-(961) Letter to Congressman Patman from Assistant Attorney
General Henry Petersen re : Extensive public hearin cs into
financial aspects of Watcrgate s , Bugging incident. __ . _
No. 34-24-(965) Quest ion and answer conversation between Ziegler,
Ehrlichruan, Chapin, and Moore, Statement by DwightChapin _
No. 34-25-(967) Memorundum for H. R. Haldeman from John Dean
re: Wc.tcrgatc and Scgretti. with att achrne-nts _
0..34-26-(!)6S) Jnf'orruut ion on campaign spending-II lUI and Dean,
. dated :.'IIny 18, 197L _
No. 34-27-(968) Memorandum for Herh Kalmbach from John Dean
. re: Bill from Jack Gleason's lawyer on Common Cause lawsuit. _
No. 34-28-(9i;l) White House note to John Dean from Charles Colson
"Now what the hell do I do?" with at tuchruent , _
No. 34-29-(974) Handwritten note to :.'Ilr. John Cuulfield rc: CIA takinge the blalnc _
No, 34-30-(976) Document entitled" Relevancy of Intercepted Com-municut ions" _
No. 34-31-(977) ~Ie5sage given bv Saundra Greene to :\[r. GordonLiddr ~ _
No. 3-1-32-(980) Memorandum for the President. from John Deun re :
Congn':;sional hearings rf'garding Waterg:tl,, _
No. 34-33-(982) :'.["lIIorandllfll from H. R. {bld,'man for John D(·ttn rt':
Appointment of minority cOllllsel to "En'in Committee,"
with addition,d memo:;. _
No, 34-34-(088) Agenda-:\btters to Ilt' di~cussed and re501\-ed _
No. 34-35-(9,-;8) Potential IlI,ttkrs for discussion with Senator Baker
(:\[f'eting to be totally otf the record} _
Xo. 3-1-36-(08\) :'.lelllorandulll for II. H.. lIaldl'lII;\n from John Dean,
with att,tchrnent enlitled "Talking Points for :'.Iceting with
the .-\ttorney Gener,d" _
Xo. 34-37-(000) :'.Il'morandulll fol' L\!T.\· Higby and John Dt':\n from
J(>[r.\- Jone5. Subject: Options for Jeb ~lagruder _
Xo. :34-3S-I}I!11) ~h'moralldlllll for tilt' tiles from John De,\n. SlIbject:
Call frolll ~"crdar,\' [)(,Ilt re ,rdl ~[,~~rlldl'r _
Xo, :l4-a!l-(!)!.i') 11rait !ettl'r :ldurl·5s.·ct .. D,,;tr ~rr. Cll:Lirlll;\n" from
.Johll 11,':\11 with oath ".tl:tt'lll'd to hotttllll of 1.,ttpL _
X'J. ;:·1-·10-( I (lO-t) T:cp,'ct t'nll\·('r~ati()l1 hI'tWt>I·II..f)l'all 'Ind :'.bgrnd.·r widl
:\1I'~l'h,'d t';lIIlP ll:t\'id "II\t'inl"' _
Xo. :;1-·11--( 101I·1):'!:tl"lI11'llt of l'h:lrc:.·~ ;t!.(;~ill~t \\'hill' If')lIsl' ;\IId C"III-
lIIilt,·" To !:,·-l':ll'ct till' I'n'~ld"nt olli('ial,, . _
=,lItt': F!;.:tlrf·~ ill Ilarl'IICh":-iI'silldh'afl' paJ;I' that f'xhlbit was tlllh'i:illy m:hlt' p.\1'( ,If tht'
rt·curd.
Pag;,
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EXHIBIT No. 34-26
CAMPAIGN SPENDIIlG - HRH Fu'lDDEAN, !-'.AY18, 1971
1. The pending issue is the mechanics of reporting or not reporting
for the 1701 activities. If 1701 is considered a ore-nomination
Co~~ittee" it can be treated as a ~on-reportlng activity. None
of the Dem6cratic candidates are c~rrently reporting according
to Dean. It is Dean's view that ~~e legal question may have
changed after the formation of the Cor.~ittee was announced
because of the choice of the word "re-election~~
2. Dean and H agree that the expendi~~re should be kept low so that
if the decision to report is made the facts don't look to bad.
Large expenditures, and the acti v :.ties with the milk money. would
remain non~reporting.
\.
3. The Attorney General concurred with the advice to do a mass mailing
to 1000 to 2000 people from a list held by Lee Nunn. The letter
would be signed by Frank Dale. Milbank has been approached and
is not opposed.
4. Dean reported that Nunn is requesting use of the "500,000 I'Ihite
House List". If the list is not to be used now, could it be used
later?
H - ~ don't think that we can."
Dean - "'hat about interspersing t~e lists?"
H - "Ever been done before? Under LDJ?"
[6810]
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Dean - "Will check and discover."
H - "Sort of int~resting to get a run pn the list and clean it up no~."
Dean - ""/hatwas the criteria for set t inq up the list?"
H - "It is merely a list of people"who indicated support for the
President."
Dean - ""There will be a 7-day turn arol.lndfor any mailing."
'There will also be some telephone solicitation to establish a
'operating' activity."
H - "The Committee will _be collecting funds in its own name."
Dean - "The pieege money that Kalmbach is seeking is to be brought
in under the theory 'get as much as possible as soon as possible'.
H-- "Nunn is also pushing separate from Kalmbach and getting it in fast.-
"Strachan should push Kalmbach and Sloan to move on their money ~.-
H _ ·Kalmbac~spledges for 10 - can't they be put'to work?·
e
Dean _ "}!aybewe should make arrangements for polling research, etc.,
and make payment;now."
H - ·Opposed to paying people in advanc~ of work delivered: What about
the possibility of creating a polling consultant _ we give the money
to him now and as our agent he holds the'cash until the poll people
actually deliver: presumably, he would pay income tax on t~e interest,
but the -interest could be his fee. \~e will have to do some checking
on that."
[6811]
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II - ·We should begin !:loving at once =~=iluse when the law is pa::sed
it will be effective i~~ediatcly (of =~~rse, 10 days for the President
to s~gn).·
Dean - "~!uch campaiqn money has lost ~"rning power money anyhow.."
Dean - "To r ev iew the guidelines fo:: ::20an: 1. He can not as sur e
contributors that there will be no S:~~tax liability; 2. The
reporting and disclosure requirc",en':s ::ro::l the lali are also open
and so Sloan can give very little as szz anc e to the contributors that
he can comfort."
H - "l'Ihat about the possibility of S~';ting the money in now ~lith
the understanding that we would rei;:-":'~rse them for the gift tax:
argue reduce the amount by the ar.loc.~ 0: t:'e gift cax , ..
Dean - "Ottinger family paid three :;:c::.rters of one million dollars
in gift tax." ~
Dean - "Sloan creating ccmm i t t ee s ".~=;,200 chairmen and bank supplies
the treasurer."
Dean - "Wewill have to look in to' t:-.e question of agreement to reimburse
on the gift tax point as well as t::=' question of the rossibilit~· of
putting. some of the 10 in pledges i~ ~unicipal. bonds to prevent federal
tax liabi li ty. "
, Dean - "Evans, Nunn arid sLoan have r aLsed the surplus funds questio:l.".
[6812]
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H - "Forget this!"
'No, the surplus funds are not to go into 1701 - there is no need
.for,cash in the 1701."
Dean - 'What about the milk money? Ou'rcurrent thinking is to keep
it totally separate and not even use the same bank.'
H - "Agree"
Dean - 'What should the milk money be used for?"
H - ·The Citizens Committee can submit a budget at the appropriate
time and in .themean time, the money can sit in the bank."
Dean - "Salaries at the Citizens Committee are cur.rent.lybeing paid'
thr?ugh a Kalmbach Trustee Account,- so it is surplus no~ey.k,
H - Fleming should not have access to the Kalmbach surplus money nor
the 70 surplus money.
H -'Strachan is to discover the source of the orig,inal 35 giv<>l1to
fleming and cover with Kalmbach that he is not to move any o~ the
surplus money without express approval from H and no such a~?ro,~l
has been given.
Dean pointed .out that the expenses of the Citizens Committee \·;:;-uld
be approximately 35-40 thousand per month.
Dean - lihy can' t'the current mailing be a cover for the othe:- avail?':!.~
1Il0ney? Since presumably the amount received from themaili!)~\.i11
be sufficient to cover the ,operating expenses •
..
[6813]
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H - Why can't the milk money be fu~_:;~!edinto con-.-nittces<11"; _,_..~U
1701 to pay operatin~ expenses?
Dean, it is my understanding that t,_,: ;'h.il:eHouse is to be c:-",?~_c~::::)_y
hands off the milk money.
H - Agree.
H - The milk money can pay for the ::~l activities up to the cam?a:'.,;n.
Dean s~~~arized the remaining open ~~e5tions:
1. rfuether to be a reporting or n:-n-re?orting corr~ittee.
H - I'lhyreport?
2. No sur~lus money is to be e~::~~B~ e?er.
3. The direct rnai Linq is a go ac.:: e,,?enditures should ccc> out
of what is raised.
4. The milk"money is to pay for =?erating expenses •.
H - The operating people need not 1<::::'.. the source of the money: The
operating people should merely sl!b",.;.~ a budget and budget rev i s iorrs
for expendit10lreswhich they incur. :'hey need not know the me.::b:cnisr.l
for covering the expenditures.
H - Any tap of Kalr.lbachor reserve :..,:tcs!:lustbe cleared by H.
[6814]
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36.7 Gordon Strachan memorandum
H.R. HALDE:·L....N
,
FRO!·I: 00175/
'"GonDO" sr,.,;")~ C'T;"\ '. ,i, i."j • .!.h ..-;. 1l.L~I.'i ~
SUL.JECT: Ka Lrabach Telephone Cull of I!2.y
After 'lour ~~eting w i.t.hJohn Dean on licdnesc1av on th-:= C::'~'2ai-:;:1
Spendi~g matters, discussions were held with ~uSh Sloan a~d
.' ., +- 1 • .c.L'''' I • '"Lee Nun n. 'I'h'eLr unc:.2rs,-anc.ang or t.no IJ.!1.J.nClu.l. a!:,=.J.:ise~-9nts
.. t • '1· ~.1. ~.: -I 1 j"-: : -. , r= 'T .... ,c_. ..; .: "\0"'" .-, C_-.~,.T r. _, L "" t- r·, "1 ~ • r '5 r-,...., _ - • •corrCSr:O:1C ..:; ,. __'-__ ..\(".i..; .j...I;..'._ ...! d , ..~ .... _ '-.-. _Col .l~ _ _,._...-...; ........ _, ~ ~.!:"::~-~.:.:_.:;.:--
\'li th hi.min LOr1Qon. To sumrna.ri.zc e
1. None of i:h~ :~iJ.J.2bach,·S\lC.~~~ ::::.-~ :-:-,':;:-::~'-i...c; TO
b c )-(~l~"""""_r.~ t·: ~":""'O"Lli- ''-01-- ,·,·.-· .. ··-r·.c.-r"" -nC"!"'-"--; I 'i~?!l=::~-,,-:'_''''·'--:-ar.c_...:: ~u:::>~\.,. ..... '..L, ..... .:." - 2· J~~3..i~~-r...f_-.:.--.~. -. ~- - ..:.:.~~
sIOan are 1:UTi) Cl. ,'l.lL'e at this rule. Itowe ver , the II star t
up costs" of the Citizens for the Re-election of the
President have been covc~cd by KaL~bach collected money_
These start up costs have been:
$35,000 Harry Flemming for salaries, travel andfurniture at'1701
,~$15,000 - Harry Flerruningfor salaries and expenses
at i701
$25,000 - Maryland Election
$2,500 Rita Hauser
Kalmbach and Sloan ilS st:!redr.1e tod=.v that these c:...."":10~lnts2.re
fully reimbursable from Citizens fun~s as soon as rcce~v~=.
. , . f"'-' ,
~
-, ./.(' ?-. T~1C r~sp~~sibility for tl:c~ col~ectic:!.of t:-.e ~i:;: =:::;:-:2~'
V,' ( nas Dcen snl.l. tee entlrclv to Lee ~'lur:n. After vcr;.:!.- c:'..Ll
.' t th:;~ ~o""'"'';n·'"'' I t;:,lt-pcl('Jl':h ~'unn in ":"0":"" U.::. ;., .....'""-.~ ....."":: .;..~,~
{
' J 1/' ' ~~ 1" ,,_,,_ '::1 c.;. -,,- • '-l •• • l! _- -._.' ......"'. ..-- t.;;_.:_~.:..._'-G. _ .. ;;..
/( "YI ;~(:.r·Y '\ stu.t~s, checked "'l~ th Cho~i:1cr, and c.J.l1cd.:1".12 b.:-:c;:., Cur:"2::-:.'::-.
ji <to V' 1 f..:, 76 cncc~(s for $2 ,::>00 c.J.cn f1.:lve been tr2.!"~sterrcclD-CO 2211::-:;':,';:JJ;i rM1,i '\created COIrJ,li ttees. z,.notl1cr26 checks could be c.elivc::-c·,i
J ~ ~,.J ",if Benne.tt had the cOIi':nitte0s rc.J.c!Y·
i', ' (. //4- . ,:8 7 ~. i.- '_;' - , . '. ~ :.;Vr i'~, .. :. '.. ,\ :"1"
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3. ~;unl1 ':':IH1 510.:-.nha vc been pu cr.inq Dennett. They
have no I; pu sh-id h.:n.-c}\.'rbcc.J.usc;:.JL;;;)ClCharid Cho t.i nor
agr.ee that it is ir:lrJort2.ntto have Senator Sennett's
son as tile t.r ans ic r no i nt , i.'Jun!"lw i Ll, no Li.t.c Lv .inc rc ase_ ... 6. ....
the pressure on Dennett to hasten the tr.::tnsfers.
4. Kalmbach and Nunn Clrgue that the nilk mOrley currently
collected and t.h at; wh ich vzi Ll, be received should be
banked in the Dennett cOD-:littcenai7lCs. It is readilv
accessible, and any transfer into the comm i t.t ecs holding
Kalmbach c oLl.c ct cd money mich t, cont.ami net.c then. It is
their view that the milk money should not be used for the
ongoing expenses of the Citizens because of the risk of
discovery ClSthe C.::tnpaignClppro.Jc~cs. Rather, Kalnbach
and Nunn argue th.::tthe money being collected by Munn
through the direct mail solicit.Jtion and the 0-100
, contributors s~ould cover Citiz~ns' expenses. This money
.wouLd also be the source for r cinour sement;of the
Kalmbach collected funds under your direct control.
Recom,llendation: 001756
...... _-
Kalmbach and Nunn seem to have the situation under control,
though there has been some delay due to Kalmbach's
European trip and the shift of responsibilities from
-Kalmbach to Nunn. Their argume:1ts for use of Nunn solicited
money for the Citizens ongoing expenses seem valid. The
milk money should be kept as far removed, but as available
as POSSible"!
Agree LSZ:= Disagree, --------.----------.------.-
. / .-/', ..J;~ _ • ~ / ... -1~,- rt ."comment:~.;,L:~~:i..-I ...~,_"_;":;/'"""7 flO (/~<... ."i~\..j .'~~:'.V?
-5. No decision has been reached a'~ to who should be the ",~accountant. KaImbach say s he r::~J.tionedJ. Patrick Dugan tf'
to the l~ttorney General and f oll.owed up w.i t.h a note S'-lat
Dugan's position as Executive Vic~ President of the Export-
'.._ Import Bank vzou Ld have to be considcred as \·;ellas Dugan's
relationship to Henry Keurns. Kalr..bachdid not receive a
direction-from the Attorney Ge:;,erulto proceed o~ Dugan.
The result is that Citizens' bills are paid by Fle::-~ing,
the Attorney General's original dc si.qnate. F Lerra i nq
receives the money from Sloan w i,th no disclosure of its
source.
-'"
,
,
~:'nl
<: 'J. -
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6. Kalmb~ch's new departure date from Europe is Jun~ 5.
He is an~ious to meet with you and the Attorney Gen~ral
to rcv icw his collection act ivities in Euz-opc and the
gencr~l fin~ncial situution. He suggests June 12, 13,
.or 14. These can be confirl:lcdat a later date.
00 ' -·t::: ..1. .~. I ."• .._, t._,
..-
"
..
.... _ .
..... _ ."
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Gordon Strachan Memorandum
to H. R. Haldeman
September 11, 1971
36.8 Gordon Strachan memorandum
Retyped from indistinct original
September 11, 1971
LUnreadabl!!_!
MEMORANDUM FOR: H.R. HALDEMAN
FROM: GORDON STRACHAN
SUBJECT: Milk Money
Lee Nunn reports that $232,500 has been realized. This is
. slightly more than one-half of the amount that should have
been delivered on the commitment ($90,000 per month).
~...
However, a much more disturbing element has emerged.
Frank Wright, a reporter for the Minneapolis Star has inter-
viewed six of the chairmen of the front committees and Bob
Bennett (the man handling all of the t~ansactions). Bennett
has told Nunn that no damaging information has been released.
Kalmbach, Dean, Nunn, and Tom Evans of New York dis-
cussed this development late yesterday. No action has been
taken.
It is Nunn and Sloan's opinion that Colson has established a
separate agreement with the milk people in order to have cash
available. I have not checked with Colson as this may be an
agreement outside of my area of responsibility. If the alleged
Colson agreement has your approval the matter will be dropped.
If it does not you may want to re-emphasize your policy of
single contact (Kalmbach) with all contributors.
____ Drop this matter
Other
Cashen - Mulcahy 3
5G separatelY on E committee
L~nreadabl!!_/
__H__Check Colson
EXHIBIT C
Retyped from indistinct original
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AGRICULTURE 2. DAIRY CDUCATlON POLITICAL TRUST
P. O. BOX 1837 5.S. STATION, SPRI"'GFlcLD, MO. 6SB05 • 417 862-7071
TO: ADEPT COMMITTEE
Ken Varner
Dale Hendricks
Dale Schaufelberger
Gordon Walle
Edgar Lampe
Curtis Phillips. l
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT: Quarterly Report
Hanman memorandum
~..
Gary Ha nrna n
September 13, 1971
.Attached is the Quarterly Report. filed by Trustee Delano for
the ADEPT Fund.
r. The $15,000 contributions' were a part of the continuingI ~~mmitment which we had with the Adrn inis t r at ion, Several administrative
decisions, favorable to dairy. have been rendered - more perhaps th an
any other adn1inistration: (1) Restore Special School Milk Program;
(2) Curb imports in four major categories, with the over 47~ cheese still
being considered; (3) Use of CCC stocks of cheese in schools; (4) Export
of butter (a summary of this program attached); (5) Lnc r eas e in priceI su~ports by 27¢ per cwt.; (6) Class I Base Plan promotion deductions
~er federal milk orders; to name a few.
GH:bd
. Ends.
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36.10 Gary Hanman letter
Gary Hanman Letter to
Mr. Dean Kloock
April 26, 1971
Retyped from indistinct original
April 26, 1971
Mr. Dean K100ck
Brooklyn,
Iowa,5221l
Dear Dean:
Ethan Rasmussan has advised me of your agreement to establish September 1, 1971
as the deadline for obtaining definite commitments from all Mid-Am members
relative to their participation in the ADEPT Program. I hope you will be ;ble'to'
meet this deadline. I think unless we have some definite deadline or due dates,
many of us tend to let things drag.
I want to compliment you and other fie1dmen within the Iowa Division, on your
'--;ctivity in the ADEPT Program. Had it not been for the ADEPT Program, and
similar programs such as TAPE and SPACE, the recent support price increase could
~ot have been obtained. However, much remains ,to be done. We need the final
touches to our import quotas, to keep out cheap cheese - and need to expand our
export business. All indications are that there will be a world shortage of dairy
products. Even the common market countries are short of butter currently, where a
year ago they had it running out their ears. The Canadian Government has recently
increased their price supports, in an effort to encourage additional output. If we can
encourage exports, we can avoid production discipline programs such as Class I Base
Pla~s.
If I can be of any assistance in your cont~cts, please let me know.
Sincerely yours,
ADEPT
Gary Hanman
GH:bd
A copy of this leter was sent to all Iowa Div. fieldmen
~ Retyped from indistinct original
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.. Ethan RasmuS"'..aTlhas advised me 01 your ar;reememt to Emablid1 September 1, 1971
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37. In August 1971 Colson asked that AMP! make a contribution to
People United for Good Government, a political committee, without
specifying the purpose of the contribution. On September 2, 1971
AMP! contributed $5,000 to the People United for Good Government.
Without the knowl.edge of AMP! officials, this money was later used
to reimburse Joseph Baroody of Wagner & Baroody for funds he had
loaned to Colson. The loan has been used to pay expens ea incurred
by the lYhite House Special Investigations Unit (the "Plumbers") in
connection with the break-in of the offices of Dan.iel Ellsberg's
psychiatrist.
37.1 Marion Harrison testimony, SSC Executive Session,
December 4, 1973, 43-45.
37.2 Joseph Baroody affidavit, SSC, January 30, 1974.
37.3 George ~vebster deposition, Common Cause v , Finance
Committee to Re-elect the President, December ~
1973, 33-35.
37.4 Charles Colson 'tes t Lmony , Peoole v , Ehrlichman,
June 8, 1974, 652-56.
37.5 Memorandum from Gordon Strachan to H. R. Haldeman,
Sep t emb er 16, 1971 (received from lfuite House).
37 •.6 Harold Nelson t.est Lmony , SSC Executive Session,
December 19, 1973, 126-28.
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" 37.2 Joseph Baroody affidavit
;~.
i i
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AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH BAROODY
I, JOSEPH BAROODY, being duly sworn, hereby depose
and say:
Since 1970 I have been employed in the public affairs
consulting firm of Wagner and Baroody, 1100 Seventeenth Street,
N.W., Suite 712, Washington, D.C. The consulting services which
my firm renders consist of representing clients affected by
Federal Government actions.
From October, 1970, to January 1972, my firm was retained
for consulting services by the Associated Milk Producers, Incorpo-
rated for a fee of $2,500 per ~onth. This consulting relationship
was initiated with the a~sistance of the law firm of Reeves and
Harrison of Washingto_n, D.C., of which,Marion'Harrison, Esq. is
~
a partner. I have met Mr. Marion Harrison on two or three OCca-
sions. Mr. Charles Colson, former. special assistant to the
President of the united States, was aware that my firm represented
A!1PI. It was my understanding that~my firm was expected to look
for ways in wh i.ch we could advance the interests' of AMP I• At no
time, however, was I - or was any other person in my firm - con-
nected in any way with, or ~ware of, any discussions between
representatives of AMPI and the Administration concerning either
•milk price supports or possible contributions to the 1972 Presi-
'dential Campaign Fund.
, I _ ~
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-2-r- I have been personally acquainted with Mr. Charles
Colson for several years. In the latter part of August or the
first part of September, 1971, Mr! Colson telephoned me and
told me that the White House had an urgent need for $5,000 and
he asked me to lend him this amount for a short period of time.
He did not tell me why the money was needed. I 'gathered this
sum together from my personal funds ($1,500 to $2,000) and from
funds ($3,000 to $3,500) which had previously been given to me
by Mr. Colson's office to use in preparing television responses
to a Common Cause statement on ending the war in Southeast Asia.
The next day I put $5,000 in an unmar~ed envelope and took it to
Mr. Colson's office in the Executive Office Building. ~rr. Colson
told me to take .themoney to an office and give it to a person
whom I would find there. I went to the office I had been told to
go to and gave the money to a man whom I did not know but whom
I now believe to have been ~gil Krogh, Jr.
Two or three weeks afterwards, I received another tele-..
phone call from Mr. Colson's office. I was told that I could be
repaid by going to Mr. George Webster, Esq., an attorney whose
office was on Jefferson Place, N.W., in Washington, D.C. At the
time I was wholly unaware that Mr. Webster was engaged in fund
raising activities in connection with the President's ne-election
effort. Soon after receiving the call, I went to Mr. Webster's
[6836]
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office. He was not in. I identified myself to a receptionist
who went to a nearby desk, opened a drawer and pulled out an
unmarked envelope which she handed to'me. The envelope con-
tained $5,000 in cash.
r: In June of 1972, Mr. Colson called me on the telephonetold me that it appeared that the $5,000 might have been used
to finance the September 1971 break-in of the offices of Dr. Lewis
Fielding, the psychiatrist of Dr. Daniel Ellsberg. The pnrposei
of Mr. Colson's call was to establish the date of the loan so as
to determine whether, in fact, the funds could have been used for
t,.";hat purpose,
I ,_
In the Spring of 1972 I receiveq $22,0'00from Mr. Colson's
office to place advertisements in several major newspapers thiough-
out the United States supporting P~esident Nixon's military
directives in entering the country of Cambodia. Subsequently,
the advertising project was susp~nded and this money was returned
by me to Mr. Colson's office. Thereafter, it was 'decided that the
advertisements would be placed on a smaller scale and I was given
approximately $6,800 with which to defray the costs of tpe reduced
program.
•
The instances referred to previously herein are the only •
ones in which I have received White House funds.
From August of 1971 to the Spring of 1972, I worked with
r :--:-~- J_
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.a comm i,ttee calledi' Citizens for a New Prosperity". Its function
was to place advertisements and hold press conferences to build
support for the economic policies embodied in the Economic Stabi-
.lization Act and Phases I and II. The Committee was bipartisan;
its two principal officers were Hobart Lewis and former Treasury. .
secretary Fowler.
, :,'
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, , 37.3 George Webster deposition
I,
I UNIT:::D STi~T:~S DIS IR IeI' COUET
FOR THE DISTrtICT OF COLm·;3IP.
- - - - - - - - -" - x
COf.'lI·,lon CPtUS2, et a1 • ,
Plaintj_ffs, Civil Action
·•v. 110. 1780-72_.-- - ... - -
FINANC.c: COi'l:'lIT'T:C:~ TO RE-
ELECT THE FRSSID~NT, et
al. , ·•
Defendants.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - x
Washin~ton, D. C.
Monday, December 24, 1973
Deposi t t on of GEO~GE DRUHY ','fS3STER, taken on behalf of
the plaintiffs, pursuant to notice and agree~ent of counsel,
on oral examination under the Rules of said Court, at the
office of Webst&r & Kilcullen, 1747 Pennsylvania Avenue,
.,.T 1,1 Su3L.e 1000 \"ashin-rro"'"n. -:.• , .1. v, ,I ~ ~':::' " ~,l , n C b~~o-~e'S~en'nc~ SJ • • , _ _.A. V!.... ~ J .•
Maxson, C.S.R., a notary public duly co~nissioned and
I
1
I qualified in and for th2
I
I
I
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~1n~ ROGOVIH: Ho.J vie \'TOn1'; go into tha t then.
BY HR. ROGOVIN:,..-----
Q. In September of 1971 did you have a conversation
with Charles Colson concerning the 5JOOO-dollar check, th~t
you be lieve was from T.ft. .r .E. ?
A. I did.
Q. And whe r e did the conversation take place?
A. OhJ I'frankly donlt recall where it took place.
Q. ~'!hen,specifically, '-1a s the conversa tion?
A. The conversation was in the first part 'of'
September.) tha t the ~-~ the check ·..:25 put in tha t account on
the 7th of septembir, and that was all fairly simultaneous.
Q. Has anyone else 2.,-:areJ a t the time, of the con-'
versation that you had with Colso~?
A. Not that I know cf.
Q. You didn't tell anyone of your conversatlonwith
Colson?
A. Not a~ that time. lIve told -~~the whole world
has now been told about it.
Q. And ~hat was the n3~e of your secretary at that
t ir.1'.~?
A. Jane Horsl~y.
','I11at d ic1 ;·Ir. Col ::':0:1 .....-'r.,;.:;..,"' .. of you?Q.
I',I '
I
I
I!
~...
~~._ ..-
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Committce were still. alive.
A. The bank records vrouLd shovr , but I know that I did.
I
I
I·I ltd set
I
I
A.
Q..
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q..~
"
He wanted to know if any of those ccr.-..::iitte~s that
up to receive funds for the Republican l~tio~al
\fnat was your response?
I said} "One , rt
"!hat had happened to the other commf t t.e ess
We had closed them out.
\ .
• F~ ••
He.
,';-
Probably I told my secretary to do it. '
CO~i'i1ittee?
'Q. ,·jhat did Hr. Colson a sk you, if any tbtng , after
you indicated that one cc~~ittee still existed?
-.
·A. He said he wanted to 'put 2 deposit in there.
Q.
A.
Did he tell you the purpose of tho de;>osit?..~
He did not.
Did he tell you ~'!11at C' ,.. ~·:a~ted of YOll ~rt·~r th~.~t o..,
1 de11o:,:.i. t \.:'-1 S :.t:!J ~'?
A.
Q.
He d10 no t ,
','11('1) (1,,1 ,'''''\
\, - • , ..1. v • "r" J \.,
_ ..~
·1i
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About the -- about Scptc:::bcr 7th.
~fuat did you do with the check?
put it in the bunk.
Then what did you do~-
Left it there.
Hovr long was the check in the banlc? ~...
r
The bank records shou , I think, that the m011~y-..
",~as taken out on September 21.
--- -- - -- ...- .........
taking out of the money?
'A. The_oircuihstances) as I recall them, "lere tha t. ~::r.
Colson called me up and said he wanted five thousand dollars
,. _,", Q. And what were the ci~cumstances surroundiftg the
Ln cash, and so I wrot e a check for r'ive and pu t the money
in my safe. "!hile I "las away he ca l Led up -- I suppose' it
was he -- or came over -- I don't know which one it was
and told my secreta ry tha t t.he r e wouLd be a l/lr. Baroody- that
~ould be over-' and pi ck up the $5, coo.
Q. ,\'lere there .any other funds-inthe account at the
time, other than the fiv~ thous2nd?
A. "'~onn to m" ~·n""···i",.l-nJ:. "'" l ..~.",. ,-, .. -~ ...4.:JL:, and also the records in-
dica to t!~cre ':r3.S nothing eLse in there.
Q.
used for?
Did I·ir. CoLson t211 ~.--.: 1··!"l ": !-.............
... ..~
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37.4 Charles Colson testimony
~...
People v. Ehr1ichman, et a1. (A 300 388)
LOS ANGELES COUNTY GRAND JURY TESTIMONY
Charles Colson
June 8, 1973
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yes. Mr. Ehrlichmao asked me if I could
thousand dollars for Mr. Krogh. And he indicated
that the money was needed rather quickly, as I recall.
And I obtained it from Mr. Joseph Baroody, who was at that
time the -- ,that was a partner in the Public Relations firm
that was organizing the committee for new prosperity,
. ',
which was the group that was the outside support, public
support or private -- a private groupoD the outside that
was _- that had been formed·to generate public support for
the President's new economic policy. 0'>,<:'
I·did not, during the course of that first
interview, know that it was,evenMr •.:Baro~dy:that I had
"asked for.the funds. ·1 had tQ go·back, an4.check aDd discover
that it was. . ~:" .' ..•. -:.. ",' .... :---t
Q ,.D,o I understand you· to tell me that the -- .~
that Mr. Ehrlichman asked you to obtain five.:thousand·dollars
for Mr. Krogh?
A Yes.
Q When did he make this .zequest; from you?
A The only way I can tell is going back now, of
course, and the benefit of piecing together the dates .and
the times and the places of what I now know, and looking
at the records.
I would have to assume that it was the week
before Labor Day. I can't, however, be more precise than
that. It could have been after Labor Day.
Q Where were you when you received this,telephone
call from Mr. Ehrlichman?
[6846]
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A I was· in my office.,
Q. In·the White House? .
A Yes. . ,
Q Do you have any idea where Mr·. Ehrlichman was
when he made that request to you?,
A No; but one reason" that I think. it was the
week before Labor Day is that I think Mr.Ehrlichmac was
on the Wes.tCoast •. But. that's _._I haven't checked that. ~..
I know it was a phone conversation.
Q Was that a highly ~n~sual.reque8t ..for you to
receive from Mr. Ehr1ichman?
A Not really. One of ~y assignments in the
White House had been --throughout the course ~f the time
I was in the White House, one of my assignments was to.
maintain liaison with .81L outside groups. That would include
all organized groups, like anything from League of Women
Voters to the labor unions, to veterans I groups, what-have-you .•
I'
. '_:"""
'..
.• ! ..•.•. "
.' -,' ..:: " ~
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I spent a large part of my time,and my staff wid, seeing
\
people from outside groups who would come 1n and want to
have discussions with the President, with the President's
~ .:'~.. '-. :.. " " . I.;. ~:.staff.
I was also responsible for forming or helping
to form or encouraging the' formation of outside groups that
would support the policies that the Presiderit was foll6wing.
For example, we formed a support group for the President's
effort to ge~ app~oval o£ the anttballistics missile.
We formed a support committee for economic policy.
Q 'now'd~es that relate to the request by Mr.
Ehrlichman f6i" fun'ds? ~ -; ~"
" .,' '. " A" - ,,:.. .'.~' .c .. ':'\ r .~';. ~." ..,. ~'. ~.4 ~ '-: , r, , ... ;. ~ r·· .:I'm sorry',<Igave'yo-u'a' 'long-winded 'answer.
Because of this relations'~ip with outside groups, I would .:
;
often be the person that either Mr. Haldeman or Mr.
16 Ehrlichmao would call and :ask it'I could get 'funds for a
"IT particular -- usually for an outside project, but something
18
19
20
:t~
i 21:.--r-
1- 22
l~
j 23
~
} N
26
21
.28
'that they wanted done. .. -._ ....,-
.-1-
\- -...,
Iu other words J a p'o11;to be taken in connectifon
with the A.J3.M~, I recall" the publication or the reprint
of some materi~ls that had been printed in the Reader's
Digest.
",'" -
I was often called and asked if I would be able
to get someone to help finance a ~aiticuiarout~ide
proj ect.
Q Had Ehrlichman ever asked you to obtain funds
for Mr. Krogh before?
A No.
[6848]
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Q This was a request·for five thousand dollars?
A My best recollection is that the amount was
five thousand, yes.
Q And you secured the five thousand dollars?
A No. I apparently -_."I have had to go back and
reconstruct this. r ~pparently called Mr. Baroody and asked
if he could -- if he could get,f1ve thousand dollars,if he
had it. .. ~~~.....~.:. ,: ',. ~., :~.',
And he was the fellow at that:particular point
in time raising money for the committee fora new economic
policy. He said he could.
"" r
.:r '.' ~
And I asked if be wou.ld.:deliver it eo Mr. Krogh's
oliice which he had subsequently told me that he did.
" ' "" ..
Q Did he tell you when he delivered it?
A No. His recollection, like mine, is that it
\
was during this period of; time, but the specific date we
can't establish.
Q Do you recall whether there was any immediacy
attached to the request of Mr. Ehrlichman in terms of that
money?
A Well, it seems to me there was, but I'm not able
to really be precise on what was said during that conversa-
tion.
Q Do you recall whether arnot there was any
immediacy attached to your request to Mr. Baroody for
obtaining that money?
A I would have conveyed the same immediacy that
.Mr. Ehrlichrnan conveyed to me. 1f it was "Get it today, if
28
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tomorrow," or -- I just don't remember.
3 Q
A
Did you ever talk to Mr. Krogh about that money?
To the best of my knowledge,! did not.
Did you ever find out whether that money was
4
Q
6 repaid?
7 A Yes, I made arrangements for repaying that money
through a committee in the District of Columbia, a political
9 committee in the District of Columbia that was ,at that point
10 raising funds, and it was repaid~tater,:-- late September,
11 Bccording to -- as I said,' I have ha~:to,go back and reconstruct
12 Ithe events, but the·llloney·wasrepaid to·Mr. Baroody in the
~ part of september.13
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THE WHITE HOUSE ·37.5 Gordon Strachan memorandum
WASHINGTON
~dministriltiv~ly Confidential
l'-1EHORANDUi\1 FOR:
FRO~l:
SUBJECT:
September 16, 1971
H. R. HALDENAl'J
GORDON STRACfLI\NG
Milk Honey
:-- ...
~ asked me to check Colson regarding an independent agreement.Iw:Lth the milk people for Colson to get cash. Colson confirmed
that he had made a separate arrangement to obtain five
thousand. This money was committed by Ehrlichman but never
delivered in connection with a "project we (Colson and EhzLdchrnan}
worked on together". - jr?/~)";' .. ""'l "'.( L- .
The only othei variation from your directive of si~gle contact
with contributors is a Cashen request for $3,600 from Ireland
for a poll over a year old. This $3,600 request has been
shifted to M~gruder.
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Mr. Nelson. Then after the'scc6nUtime
Mr. Weitz. He advised you to do so?
Mr. Nelson. Yes. Well, yes, that's right.
Mr. Weitz. At the second conversation, Has it explained
to you or did you discuss wha t the f i rmwou Ld do for their
fee?
Hr. Nelson. No.
Mr. Hei tz, And to your knowledge they we re hired for ANPI?
Mr. Nelson. Yes. We paid them. I know that.
Hr. Heitz. And if the billings for ANPI Lndd ca t;ea fee
·from October '70 through January 1972 of $2500 a month, is that
consistent with your recollection?
Hr. Nelson. Let's see, that would be _..;.
Mr. Weitz. That would be $30,000 a year.
Mr. Nelson. TIlat's close enough.
I Mr. \veitz. To your know Ledge, did'any employee at ANPI
lever meet Hith or talk to-anybody from the Hagner and Baroody
firm?
Hr. Nelson. Not to my knowl e dg e ,
Hr. Weitz. t,,1l.at di..d they do for their 'fee?
(No r e s pon s e )
Hr. ~~eitz. Nothing to your knouledgd,?,"'~':;
r..tr , Nelson. I have said that repeatedly, nothin3 that I
know of.
Hr. Hei tz. Do you know vh ether they did anything for ~rr.
------------------.------
Retyped iro~ i~distln~t orlgin~l
[6855]
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Colson?
Mr. Nelson. No, I do not.
Nr. Hei tz. Do you know whe ther they did anything for i"rr.
Harrison?
Mr. Nelson. I do not know that they did.
Mr. l.,'eitz , Did you consider this in the nature of a con-
tribu tion or gift of the firm to keep the favor of Hr. Colson?
Mr. Nelson. Well, I guess contribution is a better word.
Mr. Weitz. Did this have any th i ng.jLt o -your:J~n~~"ledge) to
do with the special projects referred to in the Hillings let-
ter?
Hr. Nelson. I don't think so at all.
Mr. Heitz. Not to your knowl edge?
~Ir. Nelson. r~o.
Mr. Weitz. Was the firm of Wagner and Baroody or any of
('
their principals ever men.tLoned to you in connection Hi th the
contribution? you have talked about the $5,000 contribution
that was made at ~~. Harrison's request.
Hr. ~~elson. No.
Nr. t':c:Ltz. Did you know whether Hr. Colson had made that
r eque s t, by the way , or was this jus t ano-thar r eque st from ~Ir.
lIarriso~?
Hr. Nel son , It was just another request. To my r eco l l.ec-
tion, it ~as just another request. I hav2 no indc?cn~cDt rccol-
lCCllO:1 o f i'::.
rc:·tJFh·d f rorr Lrid i s t i nct o r Lg Lua I
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. Nr. \Veitz. Hr . Colson's name was never recommended in
that connection?
Mr. Nelson. No.
Hr. Weitz . Did Nr. Colson to your know l edge ever make any
recommendation to you or to anyone representing ANPI about poli-
tical contributions?
Mr. Nelson. I think he did. I can not tell you whi.ch area
or ~lhet I think he did - - maybe to Hr. Harrison, sugges ted some
~ommittees or something.
Mr. Weitz. Committees or candidates?
Mr. Nelson. Haybe candidates.
Hr. Weitz. Has·,this in connection Hith the 1970 senatorial
campaign?
Nr. Nelson. I am not sure abo u t that, but I believe he
did.
Nr. Weitz. ~~ere you not present at that meeting in his
office in the h'hite Hou s e?
Mr. Nelson. Hhat meeting?
Nr. Heitz. Hr. Colson and Nr. Harrison, Hhere Nr. Colson
made particular suggestions about particular contributio~s.
I . Hr. Nelson. That's \~hat I'm saying. I think he did. I
~t tell you what candLdatcs and so forth.
Hr. \·;eitz. But other than that, wer e there any other in-
stances in ~...hich you \...er e awar e tha t Hr. Colson made r ecommenda-
~...
[6857]
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38. On September 3, 1971 the President delivered a speech to the
AMP! convention in Chicago, Illinois.
38.1 President Nixon remarks, September 3, 1971,
7 Presidential Documents, 1242-45.
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a nation with the be-t environ111ent in the world, a nation
with the g-rc;ltcst pr(}grc,s in the world.
1\11 these arc ;\Illcrican gO;!].;, hut they will nut he
achieved unless we dedicate ourselves to the spirit that
built American avi.uion. Let me describe that spirit.
Orville Wright flew with his ].rothcr only once, On that
same (by that he (lew with hi" brother, the year 1910, 61
years ago, he flew with his fl2-ycar-old father, that same
afternoon. And the words that his father spoke as he flew
with his son, Orville Wright, on that afternoon here in
Dayton 61 years ago were simply these: "Higher. Higher.
Higher."
That was the spirit of American aviation. That is the
spirit of the American Air Force. That is the spirit of the
people of Dayton, of the people of Ohio who have created
this great museum which reminds us of our great past.
Let that spirit, higher and higher, always be the spirit of
the United States of America.
NOTE: The President spoke at 7 :Oi p.rn. at \\'right-Patterson Air
Force Base at Dayton, Ohio.
For a statement by the President on the museum, see the preced-
ing item.
( Associated Milk Producers, Inc.
". The President's Remarks at the GrouP's'Special
Convocation in Chicago. Selltember 3, 1971
A1r. Nelson, Governor Ogilvie, Mayor Daley, Reverend
Clergy, 1\-1embers of the Senate, Members of the House, all
of the distingui:,hed guests on the lllatform and all of those
attending this great convention:
In that period over the past 25 years that Mr. Nelson
referred to, when I first entered public life, I have proba-
blv addressed more conventions than any American politi-
ca'l figure. 1 have probably addressed more audiences in
America and in the world than any American political
figure. I think I have seen some pretty big crowds. I can
say to you here tonight, however, that by all odds, this is
the biggest convention and the biggest indoor crowd Ihave
ever seen in my life, and I'm proud to be here.
With 40,000 in this hall, I just wonder who's home
milking the cows;
It is significant, too, that this convention is taking place
in the city of Chicago. In doing some of my homework he-
fore coming to Chicago, I found that this is the 100th an-
niversary ~f the great Chicago fire, and as most of you
will recall, the fire was started by a milk producer. But
whatever M~. O' Leary's row did \ 00 years ago die! not
stop the spirit of Chicago. The city 'V;IShuilt hark stronger
and more vigorous thall en:r bdore.
Then it is intr.resting to note that brfore this great hall
was constrllcted :> yea~ 'I~O, an(,t1l('l" £int' h;t11 was de-
stroyed by fin~. And Llther Ih:1111w st()ppnl hy t11:It. here
we h,l'i(: this spknclid facility ill "hidl \n~ llIeet t(lni,~l\!.
.As we con';i.dc.r .those thill~~S,T think it is well to put this
~rtat convention 111 the context of the broader probkm,
that the United States faces in the: world today. You arc
r;f course, milk producers, dairy farmers, you arc iustl;'
proud of your professions. But you arc also Amcrir.an citi'-
zens deeply interested in this country, interested as all
. Americans are, in what the future holds for our children ..
Arc we to have a world in which ....e have a better
chance for peace than we have had previously, a better
chance for a prosperity without war, a better chance for
prosperity without inflation?
These are questions that all Americans are interested in
and you, as Americans, are also vitally interested in. '
What we must recognize at this time is that we meet
at a period of enormous opportunity and great challcnze
for America. On the one side, we find the most difficul;
and the longest war in America's historv heinz broucht to
c • '" '"
an end, and we find, too, that we are beginning to build
the structure for a new era of peace in the world. It is not
easy; it is not sure. But the journey that I will take to the
People's Republic of China, 'the negotiations that we are
undertaking in various areas with the Soviet Union, and
the other initiatives that we have undertaken in the field
of foreign policy, in my opinion, gi':e us this opportunitv:
I believe tonight that we have the best chance since the
end of World \ \' ar II for our children to have what we
have not had in this century in America-s-a full genera-
tion of peace.
But the ironv of that situation is that as the dan O'er of
war recedes, th~ challenges of peace increase. Not that we
do not want those challenges and would not much prefer
them to war; not, for example, that Americans, as we con-
sider the fact that 2 million men have been let out of the
Armed Forces since the year 1969 as a result of the wind-
ing down of the Vietnam war, out of the Armed Forces
and defense plants, that they now are in our job market,
that this, therefore, makes it necessary to develop new jobs,
peacetime jobs for those individuals. This is a challenge
we accept.
But on the other hand, we must recognize that as we
look to the period ahead, a period when we arc going to
use our leadership as well as we possibly can to create peace
for America and peace for the world, it will mean a new
world of much greater competition for America.
Let's look back just 2j years at the end of \ Vorld \ Var II.
You will recall then that America, with 7 percent of the
world's people, produced 50 percent of the world's good:;.
Not any nation in the world even approached us in the
major areas of competition economically.
And in that period. the United States of America was
J. .
a .generou, nation. gencrolls to its allies who had Iouaht
beside us, and gcn:'rl)ltS to ils enemies whom ,ye h"aJ.
defeated.
One hundred fift,· hillion dollars in foft'ign aid, mili-
tan' .\Ild ('collomic, was gi\'en by the Uni~('d Statl'~ to
.nthn nalill11s .. \nclIHl\\". '2:) n',n, bter thi~ i~wlL1t W' fin"!'\. . I . l: I.d.
\ Chill tlut the l;lIitrd St,lles i:-;:\tilllllllnhn (llll' in tht:[6865]
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world economically, but we find that we have competition
such as we did not have 25 years ago, competition from
Japan, for example, and Asia, competition from the na- '
tions of Europe which we helped to rebuild after 'World
War II, competition from the Soviet Union, and in the
future the potential competition of the most populous and
one of the mo-t creative peoples on the earth, 800 million
Ch~~e. .
That is the picture we have in front of us. So the ques-
tion that we confront in America is: What do we, 200
million Americans, do about this? How do we meet the
challenge of peaceful competition?
There are two ways that it could be met. One is to
build a wall around ourselves, a permanent wall, and to
live within ourselves and to let the rest of the world pass
us by. That is the philosophy which some have. Some sug-
gest that it really doesn't make any difference whether the
United States continues to maintain its position of vvorld
leadership economically, a position which is essential if we
are to be the world's leader-free world's leader in the
field of foreign policy.
But on the other hand, there is another point of view,
a point of view that I strongly recommend to this great
audience of America from over 25 States in this Nation
tonizht and it is this: At the end of World War II the" 'United States was in the position where it W<l_S our duty
to help other nations get on their feet. It was also in our
interest. \Vc have no regrets about having succeeded and
succeeding very well in that great gesture-c-humanitarian,
and also in our economic self-interest as it turned out to he.
At that time one world statesman described the situa-
tion like a poker game. He said what happened was that
at the end of World War II the United States had all the
chips and no one .else could play and so we had to pas.~
out some of the chips to the other nations so that they
could get into the game-and we did that.
Now they are in the game. They are strong, vigorous
competitors. 'Ve should not resent that. As a matter of
fact, we should welcome it because the stronger the com-
petition, the better we do. That's the American spirit.
But on the other hand, as I pointed out in my speech
to the Nation on August 15, let the competition be fair.
Let us see to it that as far as the international monetary
situation is concerned that unfair advantages of other na-
tions be removed. Let us see to it that as far as trade bar-
riers are concerned that it is a two-way street, that markets
abroad are open to the United States as we open markets
ill the United States to nations abroad.
There was a time when the United States, 25 years ago,
could afford to be generolls, not only in our aid but in our
t!.lde policies. We still want to be generous where the
-iiuation requires it from a humanitarian standpoint. But
.u this time, when other nations in Europe and in Asia arc
',n their feet, where they arc our competitors, the time has
'Ollle for the United States to quit trying to compete with
''IIl~hand tied behilld our back.
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So the world that I see for America is not one in which
we build a wall around ourselves, not one in which the
United ~tatr_<;.fails to meet the challenge of competition,
but one 111 which we set up fair rules of competition and
then proceed to do everything that we can to do our best.
Now, let me relate all that to this great audience here
in the heartland of .\merica,an audience from :\merican
agriculture. A few months ago the Census Bureau an-
nounced that it had plotted the new population center
of the United States. And that point where half of the
population lives to the north and half to the south,.and
half :0 the east and half to the west, they found right
here 111 the State of Illinois. They put a marker at the spot.
It is about 5 miles outside of the town of Mascoutah.
I remember thinking how symbolic it was in this age of
-urbanization, great cities like Chicago, that" t~e spot which
had marked the exact center of population"in America
was right in the middle of a farmer's field.
But if we really consider the basic resources of this
country--our natural abundance, our ~conbtnic power,
our physical and spiritual health-then we must still con-
clude in 1970. as in 1790. that the heart of Our Nation's
strength still lies in our Nation's farms.
L90k back just 75 years: Again, here in Illinois, in the
.great city of Chicago, a Democratic i'\ational Convention
William Jennings Bryan, taking that convention bv storm
an? winning the Democratic nomination-his speech is
remembered by every student of American history and of
political science as one of the great speeches of all time.
And this was something he said: "The great cities rest upon
our broad and fertile prairies." He said, "Bum down your
cities and leave our farms. and your cities will sprin~ up
again as if by magic; but destroy our farms, and the ~rass
will grow in the streets of every city in the country."
Now there are many more cities and manv fewer
farmers today in America than there were in 1896, but
now as well as then. American agriculture contributes
enormously to America's strength. There is one achieve-
ment of OUr Nation's farmers that is particularly pertinent
to the remarks I have made with regard to the competi-
tive position we have in the world todav. It is the success
of American agriculture in raising the le~'d of productivity
on our farms. .
Pr?ductivit\· holds the key to America's ability to com-
pete m the world. Onlv by increasing productivity can we .
achieve a higher standard of living without rampant in-
flation at home and only by increasing productivity can
we win a stronger position Oyer the long- run in the market-
places and the trading lanes of the world.
Now, let's look at productivitv in America over the
past 20 years. It has not moved up fast enough in some
areas, but American agriculture is an exciting exception.
In the nonfarm sector of our economy, productivity has
gont' up over 1:'10 percent ill the last 20 vears. In the field
of agricultlll'l', however, prodnctivirv in' t he last :?O vears
has gone up 300 pacent--Ilearly twice as much.
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Now, what is the result of this? Wdl, first the American
people arc getting a great deal more value for their food
and clothin,~ dollar. Secretary Hardin, at our Cabinet
table, often eloq ucntly makes this point: \\' e are the best
fed people in the world-except for the 3500 that were
not able to get served tonight, I understand, at this
convention.
But despite all the talk about high farm prices and sup-
port prices and the rest, when you add it all up, the Amer-
ican housewife puts a smaller percent of her budget into
food than any housewife in the world today. That is to the
great credit of American agriculture.
Now; many of you have been reading about the crisis
we have in our international balance of payments. But
let's look at what agriculture does for us in this field. We
find that our agriculture exports have reached a record
high. Without our agriculture exports, which we trust
will continue to grow as we open up the markets abroad,
without those exports we would be in a crucial position in
this field of balance of payments,
America today is number one in the world in produc-
tivity in agriculture, and I say, let us stay numher one
by seeing that our farmers get their fair share of America's
increasing prosperity.
Now, I will be preaching somewhat to the choir as I
talk about the dairy industry. The dairy industry has
helped to lead the way in achieving this remarkable rate
of progress. The amount of milk produced per man year
has increased fourfold in the last 20 years, even better than
the average for agriculture generally, No industry in
America, no major industry, can match this increase in
productivity of rhe.dairy industry.
Within the industry this organization has been one of
the strongest forces in blazing new economic trails. This
is America's largest dairy cooperative. You have moved
effectively to help improve the quality, expand the variety,
increase the volume of American dairy products.
Let me share with you a personal recollection when
I speak of the quality of American dairy product". Imen-
tioned the end of W orld War II. I recall as T returned
after spending 14 months in the Pacific wi: ':.I t I really
wanted most in terms of the food on the table. Out there
it wasn't bad but, of course, everybody gripes about the
food when he is in the service. You know what it was-
not a steak or none of the other thinjrs that vou usuallv
think of-just a glass of good, fresh milk, something we
never had abro:ld. You don't han to go back that hr.
I remember a trip of 70 days I took as Vice President in the
year 1953 to :\sian nations and in country after country
ahroad,iu~t getting a gb.;~of good, fre~h milk was almn4
impossible. It is impr()\'in~ aroulld the world. but let me
tell you, we ill .\merira should he thallkful that we can
get good, frc"h, healthy milk any timc Wc want it on our
tables in the United States.
You h;l\T piClllccrcd in developing a "total Ilu!'kt'till~
conrept," :l concept which III:lllY otheT prodlICl"r~, T think.
would do wtll to con,iLler .. \11 of tlti~ you han' dpllt' on
, your own. You haven't whimpered helplessly about uncon-
trollahle economic forces nor waited passively Ior (j()\'ern-
ment to hail WlU out.
For its part, the Government has been w()rking to create
a climate in which such initiatives will receive their just
reward. \Ve're encouraged to see that cash receipts for
dairy farmers have risen some 5 percent this year. That is
not as much as we would like; it is, however a siznificant
gain. We look for even greater progress in th~ fllt~:Orc.
Even as we have been working to increase farm income,
we have also been working to reduce farm costs. A mo-
ment ago I pointed out the challenges that we face as
we move from war to peace. One of those challenges is
that war always leaves a legacy of inflation.
On August 15, I decided that a time had come for
us to crack down on inflation because when we consider it,
inflation is the cruel economic culprit that relentlessly
whipsaws every family in America and everv farm fam-
ily in particular. You know the truth of th'is statement
that Iwill now make. Inflation hits the farmer cornine and
'"going-it raises both the cost of living and the cost of fann-
ing. The result is a brutal cost-price squeeze.
The figures are striking. The prices farmers pay for all
items have gone up 52 percent in the last 20 years ,·..hile
the prices they receive have gone up only 8 percent in
the same time. Like a great invisible vise, inflation has been
crushing our farm families and farm communities for
many years now and this can be said about family after
farnilv in other walks of life as well, It is time that the v. .
got some relief.
Our new policies offer that relief. More than that, these
policies promise, for the first time in many years, to
achieve a new prosperity for farmers, for all Americans=-
prosperity without inflation and without war. This is J.
goal to which all Americans, I am sure, will subscribe.
I have spoken to this convention tonight about the con-
tribution you have made, you in agriculture generally, to
America's competitive position. I have spoken about the
enormous contribution that your productivity makes to
America in this critical time.
Let me now refer to another area in which this gre:\t
audience, coming from the heartland of America-s-and
the heartland of America is all over America-particu-
larly centered in this area, of course. Let me indicate an-
other area where your contribution has been and can con-
tinue to be decisive. That is in developing the spirit that
America needs if we arc going to maintain our cornpeti-
tive position in the world.
As we speak of that spirit, let me ~3.y that as I h:l\'e
trawled owr the country 1 am l'ol\\'inccc! th:lt it is
strong. I am convinced that the pC0ple of this country
arc reach to respond to a. challenge to compete. But I
think it is important for us to remind o\ll~h'(':'o at thj_.;
tillll' th;lt if America is not to hll lwhilld in this pt'l'illd
of ~rl":ttl'r competition with ollr friend, :lbroad. that it j_.;
gl\ill~ to bl' IIl'ccssary for IlS to strcn~thcn O\lr ~pirit ia
sc\'er.li arL'a~. [6867]
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First, with LdH)r Day approaching, let us recognize in
this country the dignity of work. By "the dignity of work"
I should like to point out what was to me a rather dis-
turbing report I read a few weeks ago with regard to some
individuals on welfare in one of our cities who refused
to take jobs because they considered those jobs to be
menial.
Ladies and gentlemen, when r was growing up, my
father at various times was a carpenter, he was a streetcar
motorman, he was a farmer, he worked in a filling station,
and he 'worked in the oil fields. r suppose you could call
that menial, but r say that any job which provides self-
support, self-reliance, self-respect, and human dignity is
not menial in America.
So on 'this Labor Day let us recognize the dignity of
men and women who work, whatever that field may be-
the farmer, the worker, the laborer, 80 million of them.
That's what made America what it is, and by recognizing
that dignity, we can continue to be productive.
Then, second, it is necessary for us to recognize that in
this Nation there are times when it is necessary for us to
make some sacrifices. I do not speak of the sacrifice of
life; I speak of sacrifices that do not even approach that
ultimate sacrifice.
I azain ~efer to the waae-price freeze. Certainly there" "" .i, not any question but that some people who had their
wage increases deferred, and others who were unable to
raise their prices suffered a hardship. But where, by some
individuals aiving up a wage increase, and others giving
up a price increase, we can stop the cost of living for all
:\mericans-that is worth sacrificing for.
I am confident that with 70 percent of the American
people, as indicated by various polls, supporting that prop-
osition, that the spirit of sacrifice for the good of this
whole country is still alive and strong in this country.
Then, finally, there is one other clement of the Ameri-
can spirit to which I have already alluded. It very simply
is this: It is essential in this period that the United States
of America, as a nation, and the American people as a peo-
ple, never resign themselves in any area to be second best.
I do not suo-crest that America has to be first in everything.
I do not ~~ggest that we will be first in everything.
But I do know this: Once a nation ceases trying' to be
number one, that nation will not be a great nation; Let it
not happen to America.
One hundred ninety-five years ago America was almost
:l t'1Lllly agricultural country, 3 million people, weak rnili-
;.lrik, poor economically, and y:t th~t s~lall country on
~r!I'.vtlantic seaboard caught the ImaglOatlOn of the world.
It \\;1., the h0pe of the world, not because of its wealth or
it, 'tn'n,T{h but beGl.llse the spirit of America was strong...., ,
'\'lItTicam then were proud of their country. They had
.l 'l'iN' of dcstim'. They h:'ld a drive and a desire to do
"{ttl'r, to have 'greater freedom, greater opportunity,
- :rc.llt'r progress than any r1ation in the world. It is that
1245
spirit that brought America where it is toda· ... It is that
spirit that America needs in this period when we arc the
'richest nation and the strongest nation.
Without that spirit, all the wealth and all the qrength
in the world will be nothing. With that spirit, .vrnerica
can provide the leadership which will mean peace for a
~eneration, we trust, and longer, for our chil~lrcn in the
years ahead, and prosperity without war.
.-\5 I speak to this great audience comins from all over. 0
America, I feel that the spirit of competition, the spirit
of hard work, the spirit of putting America first when it
requires sacrifice, that it L<; strong in this organization. I
think the future of America is in good hands, and I wish
you well in everything that you do.
Ladies and gentlemen, since this is a bipartisan au-
::ience, and since we have Members of the House and the
Senate, both Democrats and Republicans here, wouldn't
vou like to have them all up here on the platform with me
:'Jr a moment? .
All the Members of the House and Senate. There thev
;;.re. Give them a hand. ' ,
Xow, if any of you happen to go to Washington and
\'151tthe House or the Senate, right now you probably see
core than on an ordinary day you will sec on the floor of
tae House or the Senate.
Thank you. ":J
:"?~E: The President spoke at 8: 47 p.m., c.d.t., in McCormick Place,
Ccicago, III.
Disaster Assistance for New Jersey
innouncement of Disaster Declaration and
Authorization of Federal Assistance JOT Relief l'\1casurer
After Tropical Storm Doria. September 4,1971
The President today declared a major disaster for New
jersey authorizing the use of Federal funds to supplement
S:2:e and local resources for relief measures after heavy
r;>:'1Sfrom the recent tropical storm Doria caused wid;.
spread flooding in New Jersey. The President acted at the
request of Governor William T. Cahill.
Today's action by the President makes available Fed-
er.:..l funds for disaster assistance including individual as-
sis.znce, debris clearance, and repair or restoration of
rc:':'lidy-owned sewer and water svsterns, roads. streets,
a.r:':: ,~ridges, and other puhlic property d;unage~l by the
flc.:\.-:mg .
leo ~[cl\":1mee. of the Pn'!'ident's Office of Elllt'rg:.-nc\'
Pn·?lrednes..;;. Region 1, is co()r~linatin~ the Feder:l1 r~-
:,-p·:,,:.;eand administering the Pre:-:ident's funds alkh:;\ted
tc~:h.i, disaster.
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